…when the bass guitarist of the New York Rock Ensemble came to Greece he was told on the
phone by Manos Hatjidakis, and it was typical of the things he didn’t care about, that he could
find him immediately if he said to a taxi driver to take him to the joint right across Roosevelt’s
statue, whereas what he meant was Truman’s statue. The driver was going up and down
everywhere and was asking around, all in vain, until he found somebody with some English and
asked the musician what exactly was at that statue just in case they might recognize the context.
He said he was looking for “Magic Flute” which still didn’t sound familiar. Then he said he
would see Manos Hatjidakis there and the taxi driver said “Why don’t you just say you’re looking
for Manos?” and immediately took him there. Savopoulos, a younger generation musician, a folk
rocker, once said on the TV that the rocker’s generation, when they were still young men, they
would go and sit at the tables around the old masters’ table in awe and silence just in case their
ears could catch some pieces of concentrated and sparkling wisdom falling like chips off the
master’s bench as the saying goes and, once, he had gone straight after coming back from
Mykonos on a ship that had met very rough sea and two or three of the tourists on that ship
suddenly showed up in the “Magic Flute” right after the rocker, they went straight to the table of
the masters, so they could only be some pretty important literary personalities of their countries,
only Gatsos and Katsimbalis (Henry Miller’s “Colossus of Maroussi”) were there (Katsimbalis
was one of those literary personalities who never write a single line because they conduct all
their literary life orally and in person, e.g. analyses, critiques , directions, inspirations , they give
all that from a close distance, and in Henry Miller’s “The Colossus of Maroussi” the last
paragraph of the book concerns an incident that Henry Miller calls “an incident that was
quintessential Katsimbalis”: After a night of fun in Plaka that lies just below the mount of
Acropolis, as well known, they went up Acropolis, it was 3 or 4 in the morning and Katsimbalis
had an idea , he shouted a rooster’s imitation, the nearest rooster woke up alarmed and worrying
that through sleep he had skipped striking the time at a time he should strike, tried to catch up
adding his own voice to Katsimbalis’, then this happened to the next rooster and then to the next
of the next, and in no time the whole area of Athens was filled with roosters striking the wrong
time. Let’s go back to the tourists returning from Mykonos and falling on Katsimbalis sitting
next to Gatsos in the masters’ table of the “Magic Flute”). They started saying what a bad weather
they had had and how closely they missed drowning and that when back on solid ground in
Piraeus they had knelt and kissed the soil and the rocker was thinking to himself that all this was
too exaggerated but didn’t have the nerve and the right to interrupt what was taking place on the
sacred monsters’ table, but suddenly he heard Katsimbalis’ characteristic and imposing voice
saying” “Aaah! What you have reminded me with all this! We were once with Nikos …(Gatsos’
first name)…on a ship near Tunis , right Nikos? The weather was stormy and the ship’s captain
was incompetent , right Nikos? (Nikos kept nodding “yes” but reluctantly, the rocker noticed as,
dying of curiosity to see the reactions of Gatsos to all this overgross puton he turned to also see
the scene over his shoulder and not just listen to it) I pushed the captain away from the helm
and took command of the ship myself, right Nikos? Well, I’m not the kind of person who boasts
but I did save the lives of all of us in that storm, right Nikos? I still receive Christmas cards from
people who were with us on that boat, e.g. Albert Einstein, Winston Churchill, right Nikos?...”
The rocker turned around and saw the tourists having opened notebooks and furiously keeping
notes of all that bullshit. When they left Gatsos was boiling with rage against Katsimabalis’ farce
but having noticed the rocker hearing it all he was trying to control himself because he was
proverbially self conscious and concerned over what kind of an example his generation was
giving to the next, something which may have itself added to the rage over putting on the tourists.
So now Katsimbalis’s object of puton became Gatsos himself: “But Nikos you kept agreeing on
all that, didn’t you?” “So what?” “What you mean “So what?” . Lying to foreign people
shamelessly and then clearing yourself with a cynical “So what”? Is that a state of things for me
to accept? Is that an example for you to set? ….” To explain how great a poet Gatsos was the
rocker had said on TV : “Take for example his verse “When the nerve of the young fellow
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reached the ears of sheikh and lord/ wolf-toothed thugs and lion-skin bullies left to pass him chain
and ball” It’s in as simple a format as the simplest limericks one could play around with at any
time to make comments or teases, even sexual ones, yet even in the absence of the rest of the
poem it has already captured our attention and has started us on “whom was it written for?
Anyone I’ve heard of? What happened to him later? Did they catch him?” And this format
coming from someone who at eighteen , coming from province to Athens to go to the university
already had in his suitcase ready to use all the equipment poets of his generation used:
Surrealism, Poe, Whitman, history, languages, how had he found the time and orientation for all
that so young? That’s what kind of sacred monster even anarchic rockers like me did respect and
tried to be taught something from”. Let’s not skip Henry Miller’s encounter with Gatsos just in
case not everybody knows it: when Henry Miller, before the war, had come to Greece on ship, he
got out in Piraeus and he was looking for an English speaker to find his way further, waiters of a
café brought him a young student who happened to be Gatsos. He asked what he wanted , they
started more general conversation and during that he asked him if young people of Greece
reading literature also read American literature. Gatsos said that as a rule they don’t, with the
exception of some Henry Miller and naturally Henry Miller introduced himself, but Gatsos didn’t
believe he was the Henry Miller in question even when Henry Miller showed him his passport.
But when, after their goodnights Henry asked «where can one get laid around here?» then Gatsos
said “OK, you are the Henry Miller indeed”, Miller writes all that in his “the Colossus of
Maroussi”, where he also writes the line “US is the place to get bruised, France is the place to
recover from bruises, Greece is the place to learn what one would be like if one had never been
bruised at all”. By the way what maybe is striking is that 99% of the Greek poets have gone to
Law School. Besides adding to their being self-taught or taught by one another and independent
from schools and trends etc of poetry and free in their functions , this also needs some
explanation. What seems to be the case is that due to the fact that parents here consider it an
obligation to help their kids with either some initial capital or some land or some dowry or some
craft or some university degree, kids who want to proceed self taught feel reciprocally obliged to
do something of what their parents wanted of them and postpone hitting their own, spiritual or
whatever, road until they get that law school degree and say “OK, I owed you something so I did
your thing. Now I’ll do mine”. In the very village we’re in now, Glossa, the priest is a monk who
first went to Law School and then said to his parents “OK, I did do your thing , now I’ll do mine”
and became a monk. Also Kazantzakis and the two literature Nobels in Greece, Seferis and
Elytis went to law School. And so did Gatsos. Maybe that’s what Ritsos possibly would have
done too instead of becoming a dancer if his father had not gone bankrupt and mad. Even
musicians did that but as a rule only poets reached the degree before they dropped out of law, I
mean of Law School, and musicians dropped out much earlier. E.g. Theodorakis did start Law
school but dropped out both out of Law School and out of law , I mean in the sense of starting
business with the outlaw communist party, Tsitsanis who has even been described as the 20th
century analog of Vivaldi for the 5,000 folk song he has composed and written (he was
composing even in his sleep, dreaming) did start Law School too, but dropped out of it and of
law, too, not in the sense of joining the party but in the sense of writing rebetika which was
music that the state had forbidden because it was played for the underworld in taverns where
hashish was used. Well, aren’t there analogs of that in US?! Talking of Cab Callaway and Cotton
Club to begin with maybe, but maybe that case was not exactly a joint for lumpen-folks. Let’s
get back to Katsimbalis as a poet in the sense of someone who creates all the time but not in
written form but while speaking, and I don’t mean the pranks of Katsimbalis but what made him
one of those poets who never wrote a single verse. Katsimbalis didn’t use his voice only for
pranks involving roosters but also for things like the following: During German occupation the
national poet died and tens of thousands of people were seeing him off to the cemetery ,
Sikelianos, quite old himself, was one of the men carrying the coffin, he read a fantastic poem
going like “Groan drums of war, unfurl you banners, Greece leans today on this coffin” and threw
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the proverbial handful of dust when the coffin was lowered into the grave and then the funereal
wreaths by the authorities were thrown on the coffin and the Germans who had very civilized
officers had the maybe brilliant maybe not brilliant idea to want to lay a honorary wreath on the
National Poet of a country they occupied, but certainly had the not at all brilliant idea of not
advising their soldier who would lay the wreath not to salute this particular great dead by the well
known fascist salute we have all seen in the movies. So the soldier did give the fascist salute and
then Katsimbalis who was right next to Sikelianos in front of the grave started singing the
naturally expected National Anthem in such a tone that, accompanied by the same tone and the
volume of tens of thousands of people, made all German and Italian soldiers hold tight the barrels
of their guns and look around for officers who could give them some instructions they had
skipped. Anyway , resistance continued as underground as usual, not in unarmed demonstrations,
but it is clear that Katsimbalis was not only a practical joker.

……………………………………………………………………………………………….
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……………………………………………………………………………………………….

The guy in the court martial is a student of engineering and a poet and a soldier who deserted
the Army in order to serve his country, Greece, when some colonels made a coup d’etat ,
supported by US as Clinton admitted and asked to be pardoned about thirty years later. In hiding ,
he learned how to use explosives and tried to kill the dictator who narrowly missed the explosion
while he himself narrowly missed escaping the people who looked on site for the bomber. The
torturing he suffered is something one would be ashamed to mention in front of a lady, so let’s
only allude, through his unbroken poetry, to the electric drill methods that US’s present whackos
are already well known to have devised. Those verses were “Let mount Golgotha start inside the
stable’s cradle/let the three magi bring the nails instead of gifts/let the cross now start getting
ready for the fixing/ let them get finished right beside with digging pits”. He spent, unbroken, six
years in solitary confinement in a cell specially made for him to be slightly bigger than a grave
and he wore handcuffs for the whole period and in his trials of course he would be as alone as in
the cell since the people supportive of him were already in jail like him or in hiding. His orations
in his trials in the court martial were considered as catapults against the dictators, his reasons for
the attempt on the dictator’s life he described as “pity the nation which for every tyrant does not
also give birth to a tyrannicide” and his presence , from his cell, was felt by all people who were
deciding action as an inspiration and as a symbol of solidarity that helped them with his support
rather than a presence who needed their support. Years later, after the dictators had gone to jail
he said in an interview “I’m a fighter , not a killer. I was glad my bomb missed Papadopoulos.
My point was not that by killing an easily replaceable puppet or by killing some policemen we
can change much. My point was that to disarm a junta the soldiers must refuse to take orders, and
of course since the first ones doing this will suffer cruel consequences , I had to support this
point by proving that these consequences are not impossible to bear”. The next pair of photos
show some young men* recuperating from recent torture before being taken back to the torture
island they were sent to because, as soldiers, they refused after the German occupation ended to
take arms against the leftists with whom they were collaborating just a while ago against the
Germans. The two pairs of photos seen together are one instance of applying a phrase from the
famous “oath of the adolescents” in ancient Athens:
*One among them is Theodorakis the composer, to whom we’ll come back.
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I will resist both single handed and with the help of many
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The conscientious objectors (30 thousand among a population of 7 million) with their guns taken
away of course, are getting on the ferry to a torture island, called “Long Island” in word for word
translation.

Then they make a return trip to the military hospital , on the same ferry .
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The composer now, almost sixty years after those hospital days in a concert on that island
The composer among the friends along with whom he was resisting as a conscientious objector.
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…the demon of coincidences made one of the scene lights appear as a torch in the composer’s
hand making him look like the statue liberty in flesh and blood, as he really is. Besides the statue
of freedom, this photo reminds me Nietzsche’s words in Zarathustra’s mouth going like “Don’t
spit against the wind because you know what will happen”. Usually one applies this saying as a
warning for not going against the trend and the majority; OK, a Nietzschean supermonkey may
mean it as a warning to the majority for not going against a minority consisting of even one
person but, OK, not only Nietzschean supermonkeys but even a Nietzschean hero in a serious
sense of the word may mean it like that. Let’s go to something more real. These conscientious
objectors were not exactly Nietzsche readers, most of the people who decided to “take the
weather” and to “stay the course” as Americans put it, had hardly finished primary education,
like in all nations of the world the people who would take the weather would not exactly be
Nietzsche readers. Concerning majority versus minority or vice versa , they were 30 thousand in
a nation of seven million with an army, say, of 200 or 300 thousand, yet looking at their
decisions and their body language, we would never consider as wind the majority who didn’t
resist but this minority that did resist the orders. Oh, speaking of their body language, none of
the people shown looks like the faces and like the looks Hollywood hired and painted and
assigned to the enemies of Lee Marvin and Chuck Norris in “Delta Force”. Those people don’t
exist except in the trivial and petty and hired imagination of Hollywood-Jungs…What were we
saying? …OK, the composer did try the education way, too, a cultural revolution, after his
release from the torture islands but in those times that way too often got you back in prison, exile
or torture, too, anyway he did try that after his release and after going to study in France and after
culminating , at the quite exceptional age of thirty, in conducting one opera with his music in
Covent Garden in London . The cultural revolution he had in mind was to put in the folk music
tunes loved by the people, the Poetry of Nobel level of the Neruda type, of Poets deeply
concerned with man whether they were activists too, like many of his jailmates were poets, or
not. A thing he and other jailmates argued with their jailers about ,and placing bets about, so to
speak, was going like this: “What are you going to remember of this period? We’ll have stories to
say to our grandchildren about how we helped peace and how we helped the country take a little
step to civilization. What are you going to say to your gran’children?”. The composer had the
line “When your guns will have caught rust , people will still be singing my songs” . So, as
fulfillment to those youthful dreams of his generation’s thousands of imprisoned , some of whom
were communists and some of whom were not, but all of them likened themselves and all their
crew to the early Christians, he organized recently a concert where on the torture sites they made
a three day festival with old photos and concerts with the songs which supported them and were
supported by them for a lifetime. Likewise he was invited to be at similar events on sites of Nazi
concentration camps for which he has written famous music. Anyway, back to the torture island
concerts: The gran’pas who were still living came with their children and gran’children and for
the gran’pas that had died only children and gran’children came, you see the living among them
are about eighty years old since at the time , being soldiers , they were at their twenties. Of
course there passed from that island more than soldiers and twenty year olds, overall more than
eighty thousand “foul persons” passed since they arrested all communists they could get, even
communists freed from Dahau were snatched to go there before they left for any other country,
eastern or western. Symbolically, for the first time in his life, the composer came with white shirt,
up to then he only conducted with black shirt because, he would answer, he saw his functions
like a priest’s, as we see him in the photo with the microphone singing in front of his old
companions, whether communist or not, and their children and gran’children , we all think of how
much he helped to educate through music and action and example at least the three generations
he overlapped. He puts it much better: He says he feels proud for being both an artist and also
part of the raw matter the artists’ task is to communicate to others. Maybe he’ll educate a fourth
generation whether he’s still living or nonliving then. And it will be worth educating the new
generation of other western countries too, starting from US, in more than Zorba dance, by
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translating his songs in a way singable to his initial melodies and somewhat paraphrased to fit the
new data and not be nostalgic or historical, let alone postcard like. OK, Latin American and the
Middle East, of course, don’t need him to be educated, they’re fellow fighters like his
companions were; maybe that’s why they sing his other songs too and not just Zorba, which has
become ideal gigolo soundtrack for even hard core porn films of his fellow citizens that are in
nothing like him or Zorba. It’s not the tourist’s fault, of course. After all, the film didn’t show that
Zorba didn’t only fuck right and left but also was also a volunteer for some wars. And the
background of his composer for the non-knower of what I’m telling you lay only in the not so
well known fact the that he had declined the offer to go to work in an environment as conducive
to artistic creation as Hollywood, Westwood and Beverly Hills because he was being busy with
the cultural revolution and the activism that would earn him imprisonment and exile with also the
junta that would come in a few years too. Oh, by the way: there’s a video with an oratorio of his
that he was conducting some years ago. He had composed it fifty five years ago on some poetry
which, translated from Greek by some scholars of brave old Princeton, not some shit mugs of
brave New Princeton, received a Nobel Prize about twenty five years ago. But it had already
been loved by everybody, communist or rightist and scholar or illiterate, immediately upon
being put to music, and this love had continued in his country both in times it was allowed and in
times it was banned and continues to be loved until today. Anyway, at a point at the end his
look, for a reason we’d better postpone any guesses about, appeared like a lion’s. His hair
helped too…anyway his usual air and tune and leitmotiv in interviews is like in the following
story: Once, in the junta years, when he was world known and not, like in his first
imprisonments, just a refusenik soldier who a couple of years ago was a whiz teen composer with
a great future and with a pigheaded self destructive tendency to follow the kind of peers and
elders he chose as his likes and idols into their literal trials and their tribulations, OK when he
was established etc but also a junta prisoner they wanted to transfer him from jail to exile and a
very experienced head torturer, who also knew that it would be politically costly to treat a world
famous composer like they treated other political prisoners, had the following idea on how to
make his exile conditions sound like idyllic vacation to his other compatriots, jailed and non
jailed, and to foreign observers too; and at the same time make it sarcastic or even unpleasant to
him himself: He thought that his album “Archipelago” had many songs speaking about sea, so
they would better send him to whichever village in the mountains of Greece was the farthest from
sea. And also he arranged to give the maestro a piano but also remind him that the prohibition of
listening to his songs also applied to him too, so he could only play Hatjidakis’s “Never on
Sunday” or whatever, but not his own songs, whose list the guards would have. The village they
found just happened to be a village where the composer had spent some of his childhood and
revisiting there flooded him with creative ideas and new melodies which, as he composed them,
he said to the guards were by Hatjidakis, who was not listed , and the new melodies were the
different paragraphs of a Great Poet’s Poem, Sikelianos’, “March of the Spirit”. On a very cold
winter night in which his door and windows were under constant light from strong projectors and
with many guards on each shift because there were rumors he would be helped to escape, he said
to the guards watching from the street “My relatives in Crete sent me ouzo” actually he
mentioned a Cretan type of it, “come on in or you’ll freeze standing out there”. They went in, he
went on composing and singing aloud “push with chest and with knee, to get the sun out of
mud..”, next morning after everyone got up the guards shouted to him from the street to come
with them to the village café to give them a chance to reciprocate for the previous night’ treat, he
told them not to feel obliged and that maybe inviting him could get them in trouble, but they
insisted. So he went with them and pretty soon they got into high spirits and the song the guards
were singing was the March of the Spirit that they had absorbed and assimilated hot from the
press or rather right at its birth hour the previous night. At the end they told him “It would not
only be rude on our part not to reciprocate your treat, it would also be an insult to right-wingers
like us to leave you left-wingers with the impression that only you love our country and are
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patriots”. OK, the story where an artist’s prohibited ideas find a leak through his unknowing, or
even knowing or even willing guards has many instances, other real, other imagined, other
serious , other hilarious, e.g. Wolf Birman’s poem put to music by Mikroutsikos:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihEu6W9HBrU
My feelings are real brotherly and best
for all poor hounds who all the time surround my nest,
who, with snow or even rain,
my keepers all around the clock have been ordained,
who have to use their bugs and mikes to hear
whatever passes through my mouth or even near,
songs, swears, and jokes stupid or clever
within the kitchen or the toilet or wherever.
My brother cops and hounds you do remain
listeners and knowers of my every human pain,
you are and will remain the main witness
that my passion for my cause and that my sweetness
are as constantly with me as I with them.
Words that otherwise would be forgotten,
all in your tapes have been recorded and safeguarded
and when at home in bed at least you’re free to sleep
through whispers from your lips my songs can find some leaks.
My gratitude to you for this is really deep.
Dear colleagues, my colleagues, faithful and most dear colleagues.
Dear colleagues, my colleagues, faithful and most dear colleagues.
Let’s not go into any more of this issue, the thing that is relevant here is just to not be so naïve
and romantic as to, for example, fantasize that Rumsfeld with headset and through bugs instead of
regular TV or radio , would hear such things and sing “push with chest and with knee, to get the
sun out of mud…” or whistle its melody, and of course anybody knows that this story would
never take place in Guantanamo because US’s psychologists of the Beckettian-Lucky/Lackey
type did not waste time and did not idly wait for genetics to produce biologically the mutant
that would be as perfect a guard like some termites are perfect warrior ants, , and so they did
produce through purely psychological methods the new guards that would be foolproof against
such familiarities, or just chose the appropriate ready made specimens from whackos among their
regular prison guards or inmates. By the way, US’s politician, Jerry Brown on his “We, the
people” radio hour in Oakland was once interviewing a resigned army officer and psychologist
who said that statistics from both world wars’ trenches showed that many-many soldiers just
shoot randomly, not to kill but to create war noise atmosphere , unless in danger of really getting
killed by enemy nearby or being seen by an officer of their army supervising their shooting.
Americans thought about it and, instead of seeing it as an interesting clue about human nature,
thought of what change of training the soldiers would need for the statistics to be reversed, and
they achieved it. Nobel level biologists like Konrad Lorenz who has also written “The eight
deadly sins of civilization” to help reversing , if still possible, our course to destruction, have
noticed the very chivalrous manner of animals to defeated opponents in animal duels and also
have noticed that for instance lions have the wisdom not to eat a given species , for instance
antelopes, if they become scarce so that they take a chance to reproduce, and only man is capable
of killing the last whale for the sake of whalebone. It seems the army trainers would take this
remark of his not as irony but as compliment referring to why man is no animal but has freedom
of judgment and should be proud of it as he emerged from animal nature. Mumford also mentions
the well known experiment where people would be told by actors playing doctors dressed in the
authority of white gowns that some other actors dressed as prisoners shouting under , fake of
course, electric shock torture, should be given increasing doses of voltage, and the statistics
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showed that man can become a real sadist if he is helped out of his inhibitions by some kind of
authority figure. So, OK, the most valiant prisoners and objectors who in the past were helped by
some of their guards to at least smuggle their poems out of their torture camps to help other
people, on the verge of deciding to resist, to make up their mind and to feel that in case they were
caught, human will may be unimaginable and able to overcome unimaginable hardship, OK,
these romantics now don’t have a chance to be seen as anything special by the guards who
received the brave new training. In Guantanamo they would just be shitbags dressed in orange
uniform with no right to piss or defecate except inside their uniform, held by the armpits by
guards wearing gloves to promenade them in the yard and having their eyes, ears and mouths
plugged because sensory deprivation helps their soul disintegrate. The brave new training
includes soldiers and torturers not being given a chance to come to touch with human features of
their targets inspiring either sympathy or admiration , let alone a chance of realizing what a
walking zero is the guard who walks a prisoner under instructions on how to reduce him to
walking shitbag, and what a walking zero is the soldier who either through seminar or on his own,
shoots civilians on their legs before killing them so that his shouts of pain attract to his aid other
targets to shoot too. By the way, I never figured if the main singer who sang for decades all those
songs in this composer’s records and whom people named “sir” for his voice because the
country’s queen would never grant him such title, was a guard or a prisoner in that island. I’ve
seen photos of him, a sergeant, with objectors but I don’t know if he was guarding them or was
one of them. Anyway, the torturers were something different from guards, and frequently they
were drugged to lose all inhibition as probably US’s torturers also are. Anyway, his training was
not in music nor in torture, he was a plumber. Just a minute, …he’s the guy in the middle of the
second photo; oh and the top photo too shows clearly that “Tom , Dick and Harry” of the lyric in
the caption is not said in irony but in the sense of “reading history written with first name”, and
the third photo is what was only immortalized by pencil or gravures since one wouldn’t expect
cameras in labor camps and during torture scenes, only in the hospitals we saw Toms Dicks and
Harries taking a break by going back and forth between hospital and torture island on the same
ferry.
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Reading world’s history written in first names

Each one you see now you’re going to see again, maybe on another ferry,
one’s name may then be Tom or Dick, another’s Harry.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xBBPpaE-kxQ
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, maybe on another ferry,
one’s name may then be Tom or Dick, another’s Harry.
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, the way to tell it is them
will be a prouder way to walk on all roads of this world.
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, again you’re going to hate them,
one, strong and youngest won’t be found,
for the most bitter turn he’s bound,
the lonely one, lonely and brave and the most beloved.
This one you’ll never find again, this one the world now misses,
you will not torture him next time nor his big heart tear into pieces.
This one you will not see again, this time he’s safely guarded,
the stars are guarding him from you, his sun and moon are watching, too,
now that they’ve taken him from here,
the lonely one, the young the brave, the one the most beloved,
for him only I,
I, I, I, I am waiting.

Of course the first singular who waits for him whose relatives won’t be waiting when camps
open, because they have long received a death notice, is poetry herself. And music. And although
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the Poetry is feminine nobody considered it odd that this, and also and also all Epitaph songs sung
on behalf of the mother of a dead demonstrator were sung by the plumber sergeant in the middle
of the previous three photos. Of course, one may be wondering why Rachel Corrie, the American
Human Shield whom both Americans and non Americans admire and are proud of and make
demonstrations to have streets and squares named after her, does not feature in that . Well, she
actually does, she is the first thought occurring to anyone hearing this song again in our days and
the last verses only need slight paraphrasing to apply to her. Let’s do that in italics below; and her
picture too is along with what was on the placards used in those demonstrations:
You’ll see them again
You haven’t seen her before
….But him you’ll never find again, this one the world now misses,
…But her, you had never seen before, her love had never lighted you,
you will not torture him next time nor his big heart tear into pieces.
her Heart’s Joy and Warmth as Cosmic Stars had never guided you.
This one you will not see again, this time he’s safely guarded,
Her you had never seen before for every star would hold her,
the stars are guarding him from you, his sun and moon are watching, too,
brother Sun to have her as his bride, sister Moon to shine with her beside,
now that they’ve taken him from here,
all stars to keep her from here,
the lonely one, the young , the brave, the one the most beloved,
that youngest star, that star unique, that star the most beloved,
for him only I,
Heaven and only God Himself
I, I, I, I am waiting.
will say when we deserve to love her.

You haven’t seen her before
…But her, you had never seen before, her love had never lighted you,
her Heart’s Joy and Warmth as Cosmic Stars had never guided you.
Her you had never seen before for every star would hold her,
brother Sun to have her as his bride, sister Moon to shine with her beside,
all stars to keep her from here,
that youngest star, that star unique, that star the most beloved,
Heaven and only God Himself
will say when we deserve to love her.
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Held her ground, for all humanity
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OK, so let’s return to the composer, for instance in order to see the kind of whiz teenager the
composer was by seeing some other European and American whiz teenagers of his previous
and of his own generation. By the way , the biology nobelist Konrad Lorenz had been offered a
position in the university to teach ornithology but the university retracted the offer when they
learned that the author of the articles they had seen of him was ten years old. Heisenberg, who got
a Nobel prize at 33 for work he had done at twenty , and who at 19 also played classical piano at
classical concert level, was writing for his adolescent days: “Germany was so decadent about the
defeat in the First World War that some of us the young, then, said: it can’t be worse than how
decadent ancient Athens must have been after defeat by the Spartans in the Peloponnesian war.
Yet, it was in these days that people like Socrates and Plato said “The reversal of this decadence
must come from the perspective of things that are genuinely significant , not from entering the
dim or even muddy politics that justifies its quality by just calling it a necessity justified by the
equally low quality of its opponents”. So some of us created quantum mechanics like in those
days Plato wrote the Socratic and Platonic dialogues...” Let’s also see how he was seen by the
next generation’s scientists: Once he was presented to the American public by Feynman who has
been described as having been, , internationally not only among Americans, so much the idol of
physicists of the second half of the 20th century as Einstein was of the first . The presentation was
as follows: “When I was a kid and my fellow students had as their heroes people like Flash
Gordon I had another hero. I was more lucky . They never came to see their hero in flesh and
blood but I did. I do see him in flesh and blood right in front of my eyes. Ladies and gentlemen
let me present to you my childhood hero, professor Heisenberg”. OK, so: Whiz-teenagers of
Germany, like Heisenberg , used to read Plato and to re-play Bach, and of course to read
Einstein, who as a whiz teenager used to re-play Mozart on violin at professional level and to read
Maxwell, and were on the road to creating quantum mechanics from Bohr’s atomic rules, along
with equally high cultured Austrians and French like Schroedinger and de Broglie, who not only
was a typical old European aristocrat but even a prince and a student of history who got a Nobel
in physics, and science was to them something beyond differences in class or income, and felt
that such top rate exertions , either as creators or as re-players, could also help all people trained
in such things, as people are trained to enjoy playing, or listening to, music, OK such attitudes,
they believed, could help all people undo the decadence of post defeat Germany. Whizteenagers of US , like Feynman, used to read Einsteins and Heisenbergs and to play bongos and
looked like Elvis Presley the gas station boy instead of aristocrats and were on the road to
creating quantum electrodynamics from Dirac’s seas of holes, I mean what gave Ringo Star, in
the yellow submarine, the idea of stealing a hole to put in his pocket and then taking it out and
putting it on a jail’s wall for the four Beatles to escape; and he took, Feynman I mean , not Ringo
Star, the Nobel prize along with equally whiz-like Americans like Schwinger and already
maverick Japanese like Tomonaga, and felt this way of looking at universe’s wonders out there
filled one with so much cosmic awe that one could endure personal fate’s most unfair and
crushing blows like, for Feynman , was the death of his wife when they were still students. What
sort of a teenager was Theodorakis who earlier was one of those kids who think that
background noise on the radio is the sound of the twinkling stars? It started very similar to fellow
European teenagers’ outlook and like : “Like it was usual for the adolescents of my generation I
read philosophers and poets who led us to the conclusion that there is a harmony in the universe ,
which on the level of galaxies is what mathematicians and astronomers are talking about, and on
the level of earth and humans this harmony comes and lands through either the work of scientists
and composers or through the endeavors of social reformers and activists. Like many adolescents
frequently do, I was looking for some thinker or savant for whose ideas, and for their
actualization , I could live and also die if need came, and somehow as such an idol I chose
Beethoven because I had read he did not just go around stages and royal courts and bow to the
people who would finance or applaud his creations but also shared the social concerns of his
days. Also in those days we the poetry-reading-adolescents of our country felt we had an older
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brother as a constant presence and orientation, the poet Yiannis Ritsos. We read his poems
especially the poems on behalf of the mother of a dead demonstrator, and learned of his decisions
and of his life and it was a very strange feeling when we later were going to the same prisons he
had been to and it was an even stranger feeling when we finally met him in person in jails and in
exiles. Anyway those teenage ideas and dreams have remained with me. For example of death I
never have exactly a fear, actually I have an interest in it, because the certainty has never left me
that it is a passage to a state full of rules and forms of highest harmony like music’s, possibly
mathematicians too say something similar but with rules like theirs, but I do have a fear for deaths
of others, especially of my wife Myrtle’s, I’m a very big egoist in that, I want to die first, for
nothing in the world would I want to be the one who is pained by the other’s death…” Also there
were some people who really loved his songs but when they learned he became a deputy of the
communist party broke their copies of his records publicly with hammers. He said “I do know
that I did a harm to Greek music this way because people will equate me with things many
deputies do, and I do know some of my music belonged to all people , not to one party only. Not
only the oratorio Axion Esti which was written by a bourgeois but even the Epitaph songs was
written by a communist belonged, to all people. To that extent I agree with my critics. But to the
extent that they disliked the fact that the scholar element, which up to the time of my endeavors
was monopolized by the ruling class, was taken by me to be fed to the masses, I tell them that
yes, this was indeed and completely my intention and this was exactly my concept of cultural
revolution, and I did want to become a kind of Prometheus of education, and take the highest
poetry from the university classrooms and the lecture halls and concert halls of the ruling class
and its institutions and spread it to the people. The Z symbol of our group “the Lambrakis” was
on the one hand the Z of the film that said that Lambrakis still lives, on the other it was Zeus’
bolt, but sent from Prometheus back to Zeus to whom in Aeschylus’s third tragedy on Prometheus
he predicts that his rule will end some day. The dream of our group was to bring the music to
the people not the people to the music, we went to football stadiums in the periphery, to cinemas,
to taverns, to empty lots. Once, we were up north in a somewhat bigger village with a cinema
near the Turkish border and people from nearby villages were gathering since morning to get
tickets for the evening. I saw somebody standing in the ticket line also holding a mule by the
reins. I went and asked him “What’s on tonight?” At that time there were no magazines or TV
so people didn’t know our faces, so he wouldn’t recognize me. He said “Theodorakis is coming
for Axion Esti”. At that point I realized that the frozen welcome in the music halls of Athens, that
had vindicated the art critics who predicted that we would never reach the simple folks because
the vocabulary of our poetry was too elevated to be grasped by the masses, was merely selffulfilling because the audience there was those critics themselves. There was even a head of the
police who came backstage after a concert to have my records autographed for him and told me “I
always carry some of Beethoven’s and some of your records in my briefcase”. “But this morning
you let my concert’s ad windows be smashed by bullies”.“You do understand that Miki. Even in
the police academy they know and teach that the artist is like a nail. And the stronger you hit him
the deeper he gets in the consciousness of the people” And, of course, I don’t think he was just
being cynical when saying that”. In short, the poetry and music of people by Ritsos and
Theodorakis belonged to the people who were the raw matter for it and by them it was grasped
not through vocabulary but through the fact that these artists had escorted the masses to the arenas
through which the prime movers of history have to pass. OK, one shouldn’t think however that a
man who contributes to political and to more general human education is ever considered an
authority in political and human matters, and this is exactly as it should be and not an issue of
ingratitude, since part of human and political education is one’s knowing that both his rights and
his awareness are mostly in his nature and in his upbringing by the people who loved him from a
closer distance and not produced by outside educators who only remind and clarify and build on
the already existing bases. So the natural way a walking demigod like that is dealt by people is
that they love him, admire him, and adore him as much as one of the dearest members of their
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families but are also as ready to call him a brainless jerk or asshole as they would call a member
of their own family if they strongly disagreed with him on something important. They would love
this member very much even if he was wrong but what does love have to do with considering
someone is right when he isn’t? Similarly, they would love his songs and admire and appreciate
his valor very much but what does music and strength and endurance to pain have to do with
always being right in one’s political judgment? Neither smear nor awe work against or in favor of
opinions on issues a truly educated person can have an opinion on. And in human matters of
human concern all can be educated and have an opinion on. So voters are not influenced by Gods
or demigods or educators or heroes if not convinced by some regular analysis that a common
mortal should give to convince. Much less they are not convinced by people who become heroes
on film only. Why take as an argument Clint Eastwood’s when he was running for mayor in
Carmel? “Bad guys, I want you out of town. I know the job” before seeing if he can get bad guys
and not just guys who are just trained by actor’s studios to play bad guys just as he too was
trained there to play the guy who gets bad guys? Even if in some sense a loved composer is right ,
or is going to be right, the man who considers him brainless at a given time should not change
opinion because the guy can do divine music or can send him, through records, songs with
fantastic vibes for his parties or his love life or family life. For example: once there was an
increase of Greek Turkish friction over the Aegean because of a possibility that there were lots of
oil in exploitable depth. Theodorakis said that the best solution was to really share the oil with
the Turkish people instead of fighting over who’ll monopolize it and at the same time letting it
for American companies to exploit, and to explain he always meant the Turkish people and not he
Turkish Generals behind their politicians he increased his concerts in Turkey and the invitations
of Turkish singers of similar music for concerts in Greece. Even if now, after twenty years, this
turns more and more right , at the moment he said it he was constantly called a brainless jerk by
most , without this diminishing the respect and love for all the other things. OK, we already have
seen so much of the whole life of this composer that it’s unfair to not mention the follow ups of
the other whiz kids I brought up and in this , I mean of Heisenberg and Feynman: About
Heisenberg we can continue in the first person the follow up by piecing together in a condensed
form the lines said by a character playing him in a rather antiwar theatrical play called
“Copenhagen” that by some coincidence was being played in London, at the time NATO was
bombing Yugoslavia, and written by a British playwright, who , in the ’70s had also written
“Noises off ” , an absolutely hilarious comedy about the relations between actors on stage versus
their relations backstage. So the rationale emerging if one connects all the lines by him in the
play goes as follows:“…when German-Jewish physicists and non Nazi Austrian physicists fled
Germany for very reasonable reasons I and, from the previous generation of physicists, Max
Planck who also was non Nazi like me, remained and thought about what was our responsibility
to do for our compatriots, because for us Germany was not only Hitler, and German culture was
not only the fact that German war criminals might listen to Bach or Mozart after killing, for us
Germany was also our childhood friends, and all simple people uncorrupted by Hitler, and it also
was all Bachs and Mozarts that were not addressing criminals when they had composed their
divine music, so we did remain. I sabotaged and delayed Hitler’s atom bomb because I knew that
if any nation’s army took hold of such a weapon then that nation would bend all other nations to
its will by e.g. producing on a sample nation such mass destruction that would terrorize the other
nations, Hitler was no exception, e.g. Churchill by now is well known to have played with the
idea of sterilization programs as racist as Hitler’s, I did my duty to other nations by sabotaging
Hitler, I tried to do my duty to my nation by going to Copenhagen , followed by Nazis of course,
and pretending to ask, or fish, my savant teacher there, Bohr, for advice on the atomic bomb but
actually giving clandestinely a message to this savant teacher who was Einstein’s equal and a
fellow-maverick of his and who also was a father symbol for me; the message consisted in my
sabotage and my plea that this weapon must not be given to any army by any physicist ever. How
can one give a message clandestinely in front of Nazi escort? If a physicist who received a Nobel
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for work he did just after his teens asks for advice on an undergraduate question, this should be
enough of a sign that he clandestinely says “I keep my position there and do not resign or do not
join the free world because if I do this , then the next head of the German atom bomb project will
probably not be as much of a saboteur of it as me”. But my savant teacher and father symbol
instead was so disappointed , heartbroken, nationally insulted and panicked on behalf of the
whole world , seeing his spiritual son, and his favorite whiz-boy having metamorphosed to as
much of a Nazi pachyderm that he, really bravely, escaped with his wife and son from Nazi
occupied Denmark to go to Los Alamos and help the group under Oppenheimer in the
construction of the American atom bomb” Let’s interrupt his line to add that members of the
group also were Von Neumann and Feynman, the latter was still a student but his physics and his
outspokenness were very appreciated by the old Danish professor who found open disagreement
much more constructive in scientific collaboration than immediate acceptance of his physics
ideas on account of his fame or age rather than through their correctness. Feynman had no
problem in both detecting and pointing out errors in an old savant. Von Neumann, a Hungarian,
was a great genius who as a whiz-kid won bets by outrunning computing machines of his days,
and when a grown up he helped, among many other things, in the design of big computers which,
at the beginning of their career in the history of science, still could not beat his speed. After the
war and Los Alamos, he and the great Hungarian physicist Wigner, were equally hot as cold
warriors with their compatriot Teller who was the model of Cubrick’s Dr Strangelove played by
Peter Sellers, a line which does not belong to the Cubrick/Sellers Strangelove, nor to his model,
Teller, but to von Neumann was “If you ask me if we should nuke Russia back to Stone Age at
some point in the future, I’ll ask you why not next week, if you ask me if we should nuke Russia
next week I’ll ask you why not today , if you ask me how about eight o’clock tonight I’ll ask you
why not now”. A line that belongs to Teller himself , said in a Playboy interview after the last
minute prevention of nuclear accident in Three Mile Island, was “Pacifists are really
irresponsible. Since nuclear war cannot be avoided our duty is not to postpone it but to help the
choice of its best time for us. Five years from now it’ll be too late, our casualties will be
comparable to the Russians’. We have to do it as soon as possible”. The convergence of the views
of three Hungarian geniuses on such a matter is of course not unrelated to the invasion of their
country by Russia. Let’s return to Heisenberg’s line: “OK, so the American atom bomb was not
sabotaged like the German one was by me, and not only was it constructed but also used against
human targets and not on a desert little island as a display of force and proof that the bomb did
exist as physicists had proposed to Roosevelt in order to start the project using Einstein as their
most authoritative and thus most convincing representative in a famous letter he wrote to
Roosevelt from Princeton.. And not only was it used against human targets but these targets were
civilians. As also civilians were the more than one hundred thousand people Churchill had
bombed in Germany after Germany’s surrender. Yet it was me who later was considered a
criminal , for collaborating with Hitler, and not with my overseas colleagues. And OK, I would
not so much miss their handshake in physics conferences, nor would I so much miss the
appreciation of my compatriots of my caliber as a physicist for not having the German bomb in
time, but if a German asks me “well, you said Germany was not only Hitler for you as it wasn’t
for so many of us. Germany was also us and also it was the German civilization” then I
sometimes do get a hind dilemma which I then knew I shouldn’t have. The worst thing is that
there are other physicists that still do not, or do not yet, have a dilemma and this is very bad for
the future of mankind…” In the play all this is said in the following context: Heisenberg meets
Bohr and Bohr’s wife in heaven after death and Bohr’s wife goes “When I realized you came to
Nazi occupied Denmark to fish your ex teacher’s advice with Nazi escort I got so mad and even
spooky that I stopped believing in human nature. You had father-son relation with your teacher ,
you wrote history together doing top rate work in physics, you enjoyed music together, you were
playing with our baby son on your knees , you knew how grieved your teacher was because we
had lost that son to an accident in which he drowned in front of his father’s eyes , yet you did
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come to fish advice for Hitler’s bomb..” , Heisenberg starts his rationale like “My hope was that
instead you would have said to my teacher “A person who played with the son he knows we lost ,
a person that did top rate work with you and had a father-son relation with you can’t possibly
have come to fish advice from you to help the Nazis who occupy our country. If these were true I
would stop believing in human nature. Something else must be going on” and then my teacher
would have said “The question he asked me is an undergraduate question. He would have solved
that with closed eyes when he was in high school , at twenty he was doing Nobel prize level
work. Either his mind gets blocked when he works for Hitler or something else is the case as you
too say. So he must be giving a message which he phrases like a physics question to confuse the
Nazi escort, he says that he plays cretin as head of the atom bomb project, so he is sabotaging it,
so we must escape to Los Alamos but not to help them to hand over the bomb to the US Generals
before he hands his bomb to Hitler’s generals but in order to tell them there is no race with Hitler,
and that this weapon should never be constructed”. Yet neither of you got the message..” After
that, and the rest of the rationale we saw, the world is not saved from further nuclear worries of
course but at least Bohr’s wife believes again in human nature, but only when they’re in heaven,
on earth these explanations were never given. Oh, Feynman although a whiz-kid who, too, had
become a Los Alamos kid coming there from Princeton and adding a Dennis the Menace flair of
pranksterism against everybody working for the bomb, against army people, against
Strangeloves, and against moralizers like Oppenheimers who scolded von Neumanns for being
politically irresponsible; and Feynman did not later have any problem shaking hand with such a,
“Nazi” in quotation marks, physicist although he was Jewish, as we saw in his so cordial
welcome to the idol of his early teens and this too was as proof as could be that the highest
culminations of the coca cola generation were not only equal to their overseas fellow whiz-kids
and fellow-mavericks of the previous generation in their brains, but also were equal to the best
overseas whiz and non whiz kids in their uprightness. And also the outspoken-ness of his
scientific brilliance and integrity became known to people from other walks of life when , on
nationwide and live TV he exposed NASA by presenting the results of the inquiry he had been
assigned as to the reasons for the tragic accident that had happened to the “Challenger” space
shuttle that also had featured in the last scenes of the Koyaanisqatsi film concurrently with the
fatal predictions of the Hopi Indians for some of what Lorenz too called “deadly sins of our
civilization”… Anyway, we were talking about Feynman. Freeman Dyson , a British whiz boy of
physics, also in Princeton, who admired and loved his peer Feynman very much said he saw him
as a “clown blessed with God’s grace” in the sense of the clown in Bergmann’s “Seventh Seal”,
the family man who refuses to play chess with Death and was saved from death and hell , by the
way , when we hear that in his old age Bergmann himself and not only some cinephile snubbed
and regretted having written or seen many of his films, we know they do not mean “The Seventh
Seal” nor “Wild Strawberries” which are such pieces of pure poetry, anyway Dyson also added
that what made Feynman have a different kind of child-likeness and innocence from his peer
Americans was the fact that he did share a sense of tragedy with his overseas peers, and that those
peers had that sense because of the war from a close distance and he had it because of his wife
Arlene’s death in her twenties. Such divine clown’s innocence , of course, should not be
associated with the non divine innocence of non divine clowns like Clinton, nor associated with
the high IQ non innocence of Pinocchios like Blair, let alone with the non innocence of either
stupidity’s or ignorance’s whiz-kid and maverick G. W. Bush
………………………………………………….

A couple of statements which we can see right now before seeing what relations they have with songs:
The one is a poem written by a Turkish poet, Nazim Hikmet with a course in life and poetry very parallel
to the corresponding courses of Yiannis Ritsos who translated it, and next to it there is a statement by
Feynman which is as if Hikmet and Feynman were answering each other in a strange synchronicity, line by
line. They can be reworded to be sung in the same tune. A biographer of von Neumann once criticized his
irresponsibility on the basis of completely dis-orienting a young man and he cited Feynman’s statement
about his youth to show what he meant.
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WHO IS INSIDE LOOKING OUT AND WHO IS OUTSIDE LOOKING IN?
WHAT DEFINES IN AND OUT FOR PLATONIC CAVES?
OR
ANOTHER “ODD COUPLE” IN HISTORY
THE IDEAL PROLETARIAN
THE IDEAL BOURGEOIS
AND A (RELATIVELY) RECENT
AND THE (ONLY SO FAR)
CONTRIBUTION HE HAS MADE
CONTRIBUTION HE HAS MADE
TO HISTORY
TO HISTORY
“Hear what I have to tell you now.
“Once when I was in Los Alamos,
In the Indies, in the city of Calcutta
Oppenheimer was criticizing von Neumann
they put a man to chains.
for being irresponsible.
They stood in the way of a man
Von Neumann answered “I choose
as he was walking.
to be irresponsible”
This is then why I won’t condescend
I thought to myself “Von Neumann
to raise my head
can afford to be irresponsible
towards the starlit spaces
and I can’t?
You might say “Stars are far
..(Pause)..We are worms
and our earth is so tiny”.
in a jar that hangs in space
Well, whatever the stars may be
amidst wonders.
I stick my tongue out at them.
And instead of feeling grateful
What for me is the most amazing thing,
that we can see these wonders
the most imposing,
because the jar is made of glass,
the most mysterious and uncanny, we busy ourselves with
the grandest thing,
“Which worm stepped on me
is a man who is obstructed when walking,
or I stepped on?”
is a man who is now being chained”.
It’s great to be irresponsible
if you can afford it”.
Nazim Hikmet

Richard Feynman
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Is the poets’ body language as spaced out as an ET’s? Answer in four generations:
1. Inspired by Blake and Whitman
Inspiring a robustness (different from Rummy’s)

Lightshadowed

The sun can’t rise on his own
Push with chest and knee
2. Surrealists are sometimes writing in trenches; not in bohemian surroundings etc

Axion esti (It’s worth it, praised be etc.)
3.“Their every word a window open to the sun”

4. “I want to win since I cannot be defeated…
Hit. Hit. Your shame builds our grandness”
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From camps to exile.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0u7PT7heg6o

HIKMET VERSUS FEYNMAN OR FEYNMAN VERSUS HIKMET? THAT IS THE QUESTION
What now, I have to say and let you know,
Young, still in the team for the atom bomb
somewhere in Indies within the city of
I heard a preaching by Oppenheimer to
Calcutta
von Neumann
they put in chains a man, a man like
To be irresponsible is conscious choice
you and me
for me
they put in chains a man like us
I heard von Neumann say and thought
as he was walking
I could outfrank him
That’s why I don’t and I will never
Here’s how I thought my brilliance
condescend
could afford
to raise my eyes to see what shines
what others thought was only afforded
in starlit spaces
by von Neumann
You’ll counter: Our earth is just
I thought: We’re all worms in a jar
a teeny weeny moon
in empty space
and there are stars that shine so bright
a clear glass jar that is just hung among
your mind spins dizzy
real wonders
Well, whatever all those stars may be
Well, ungrateful that we can see through
I stick my tongue out to
we only care for which worms crush us
their brightness
or vice versa
For me, the most amazing thing,
For me, the most exciting thing
the most imposing ,the most grand,
the most imposing ,the most grand
and most uncanny
and awe inspiring
is man obstructed in his walk
is wonder reaching at the
a man when put in chains
limits of our knowledge
any man in flesh and blood who now is
any real question that is now
being arrested
being examined
is man obstructed in his walk
That’s what I mean each time I say
a man when put in chains
irresponsible
a man in flesh and blood who now
and being like that, is just great if
is being arrested.
you can afford it.
OK, we just end all this tension by just noticing that after all Feynman was speaking in a US protecting
human rights and Hikmet was speaking in Turkey about Turkey, India, Greece and other places where they
were being violated. But to play outspoken now in US by imitating Feynman, but against people concerned
about politics would be both ridiculous and contradicting the term “outspoken” except in trivial ways. Also
let’s see how non arrogant-prick-like is his “if you can afford it” in the wider context of his biographies:
Finally, for the body language and for the context of his looking towards stars out of the jar like a cosmic
traveler, see the ending of “Infinity” where Mathews Broderick playing Feynman as a young man lies on a
bench face up to the starry sky, well after midnight, in a desert square of a New Mexico village, just after
having seen on the window of the square’s shop the dress they were planning to buy with Arlene while next
to the bench he has the suitcase with which he is returning to Los Alamos from her funeral.
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It is not completely precise to say, when speaking about the body language of four successive
generations of poets, that each generation handed, so to speak, a vision of the sun to the next ,
starting from the oldest who was too old to fight except through poetry in the world
War (OK, he did participate in secret resistance organizations however) then to the generation
fighting whether as soldiers or as guerillas, then passing through torture camps, to hand over that
sun to the simple people not as words but as solidarity in deeds, and ending in antijunta struggles.
It was not completely precise on the one hand because each generation felt the previous as older
brother to emulate, not as father , so it was shorter distance than a whole generation, also it was
imprecise because the Epitaph poems on behalf of the mother of a dead demonstrator and the road
to exile had been taken on already before that Poet, had written the March of the Spirit. So he
was having that activist poet both as poetic precedent and as part of the raw matter among the
other simple people he was echoing. We must also say that this Poet, just like other poets, or he
himself too, were using and are using as their sources national and demotic and folk poetry of
their countries, he also used not only Blake and Whitman, whom he so much admired, nor only
precedents like the one we’ve just mentioned, nor only currents like the European existential
philosophy of Kierkegaard and Heidegger but also Einstein and Heisenberg in an effort to bridge
them with the biological sciences and not merely like examples of revolutionaries as the surrealist
manifestos used them in conjunction with Freud. Also he was making studies on his own in the
findings of anthropology about the transition from neolithic age to more recent history. In 1938
he wrote a prologue to his works , “to put them in the correct place of the consciousness of the
reader” as he explained, and it was a prologue that sounded very much like some pages by
Mumford in 1938 in the way both referred to the coming war. It is very uncanny to see what
similar and what different things the ex whiz kids of different cultures and countries were doing
concurrently, it s also very uncanny to see what the wise men of different cultures were doing
concurrently, OK, I’m in no position to also say what Tagore was doing in India or Muslim wise
men were doing, I do know what Gibran was doing at the same time and finally I find even more
uncanny to realize what sages with an overall picture of the world and of history like Mumford
were aware of at several chronologies at which we know what savants and whiz kids and writers
were doing and compare notes not only for where they were similar or differed but also about
how their views could not meet , cross and illuminate each other, both because of technical blocks
and because of trials and errors that were prerequisite to such meeting that at the beginning could
only look as “crossroads in the labyrinth” as the expression of the closest European analog to
Mumford called a book of his about the state of the art of the genuine encounters and of the
genuine gaps of the several branches of man’s knowledge around the ’60s . Anyway, let’s do go
to the composer looking at his musicians before he turns to the audience and then to his photo as
he turns to the audience in the concert on history’s comeback day on that torture island with all
hindsight of his and of all his companions and their children and gran’children after 60 years of
both struggles and other events of life.
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Well, in difficult opera pieces , like in Canto General, he only sings as he conducts, but the mike
belongs to the professional singers. In simpler melodies, like e.g. in “the letter” he sometimes
does get a mike himself. What he sing right here is a song titled “When they get killed life goes
on uphill” and saying : “With so many colors and so many leaves sun calls you to life/with so
many nods and so many shouts freedom shines earth to sky/It shines behind those iron bars/and
life calls brothers buried/ Dead called to life by bells’ toll calling to the living/ This earth belongs
to them and to us as long as we’re breathing/When some of us get killed, when some of us get
killed, we and life continue to go uphill”. Lyrics were again by Ritsos, the poet activist whom as
we said he considered the older brother that his own generation emulated. Like the Epitaphs of
this poet this too was sung by that plumber. The poet himself passed from that same island, too.
The composer once collaborated with the right party and he became a semi-minister in a ministry
of something for some period and when he was asked about why he did that he said “Well for
years and years and years no minister of anything had come to a concert of mine, so to make a
minister do that I had to become a minister, go myself to a concert of mine and then leave”. So
his usual vibes are not as cloudy as the ones in the first photo, which may be a conductor’s stern
vibes about what must be played very professionally or a person’s vibes while the youthful
dream he realizes is the concert on the site of death and torture of his youth-fellows. Concerning
the fact that the way a demigod walks around is through a car with a chauffeur, some, even non
tabloid, papers have written ironic questions to the effect of how come a deputy of the
communist party goes around in a car with a chauffeur, but most people knew from the accident
news at the time that the musical introduction to a very famous and beloved song of his about
people being driven out from their houses in an industrial area and becoming fugitives under John
Steinbeck, if not Jack London, conditions occurred to him as he was driving and as he reached for
a pen and a piece of paper to keep some note of the notes of the melody which he was hit by, he
was also hit by a car, and he came out shouting to the other driver “My fault, pal, my sin, are you
OK? I’m OK, please receive my thousands of apologies, here’s my insurance card, we’ll fix all
damages” etc. OK, some things behind curtains that would make disagreeing people think he is a
brainless asshole too and not just a brainless jerk, were not revealed by tabloids but by him so
let’s see why they didn’t sound like brazen scandal: Somebody once asked him to participate in a
song contest to help his songs reach the public. He said “Do you have any acquaintances in the
panel to give my songs the first prize? If not forget it” So he didn’t take part in the contest. To an
observer who sees in front of him a song writer and deputy of the parliament, this is as at best
somebody who is afraid other people use acquaintances to get a coveted prize and decides to use
the same means, and at worst this is somebody who with his deputy connections lets nobody have
a chance. To somebody who knows on the one hand that without such connections he got for his
symphonic pieces a first prize from Sostakovic’s hands in a contest for 300 international whiz
composers and on the other hand also knows that he came back from places like Covent Garden
to make the poem Axion Esti into an oratorio in folk music format and before having it out in
records or concerts he put the Epitaph also in bouzouki music to help cultivate the openness of
the people to such lyrics, and if that somebody also knows that before this and before operas in
Covent garden and before his scholarshipped musical training in France he had come out on
crutches from a torture island to which he had been sent as a conscientious objector, and on
which he had written his post symphonic works to get bellowing and groaning out of his system
through them because “only post symphonic music contains the sounds necessary to do that”, his
insistence on a first prize doesn’t of course sound like a spoiled whiz-kid’s insistence nor as
somebody’s insisting to get a compensation for what prizes he deprived himself of by not staying
abroad to make an international career, since after all he traversed sufficient and indicative stages
and culminations of that career quite early. It plainly and clearly sounds as saying “Listen, at best
the other candidate will have a song like a Greek analog of Dorris Day’s “que sera, sera” which is
a fine song but if the wide public sees my song second to that, the automatic thought will be that
if I have anything more to offer it’s going to be towards the direction of Dorris Day. Only if I
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receive a first prize, something may ring a bell saying that there is a whole work here, “ a tanker
in a lake” so to speak, whose simplest vibes sound like what gets a first prize in this contest, so
it’s worth seeing more of this work, and it is not in the direction of Dorris Day’s song which came
second”. Oh, maybe one would think that Sostakovic was biased for political reasons to give him
the first prize . OK, in case it was Sostakovic himself who was deciding and not some panel of
composers , it’s good to at least keep in mind that Sostakovic was a dissident against Stalin so
the exact nature of the bias due to solidarity would be “OK, let me favor a guy who for the sake
of communism passed through hardship imposed by the right wingers like the hardship imposed
on me by communists because I was a dissident” It’s pretty complicated to bias oneself through
such a detour for identifications and one would rather stick to artistic criteria before he goes nuts.
Or even take somebody who only knows that for instance a carefree song of Theodorakis which
is so close to the sea that you think he wrote it on a beach café’s table while his kids were
swimming and his own bare feet playing on the sand under the café table, but he wrote it in a
very small apartment in Paris over a closed parking full of car exhaustion smells where ,
naturally, homesickness for beaches is even stronger and suppose that this somebody later also
learns that the rest of his songs were born on some other kind of beaches whose mention will be
forbidden on the radio, on the newspapers, etc until most of the responsible have died,
-hopefully history books will say what it all was about, and many of the songs which are music
about some extremely attractive and unexpected metaphors will make a very different sense
when coupled with their factual background- then will this somebody not think that in some
cases it might be a treason to one’s work and at the same time a misleading act against the
public, to go for second prizes, so what remains as blame? That one should also try to
cultivate the public’s taste and criteria beyond Dorris Day if he wants this objection to be
valid? But he did! He created a cultural revolution, he put to music that oratorio on a poem
that when translated in English received a Nobel prize almost thirty years after he had given it
to the wide the public sung by a plumber and a chorus, he even took pains to do some
preliminary training to the public by also putting the Epitaphs to music and letting it sink for
two or three years before circulating the oratorio, letting the mother’s lament in the Epitaphs
again on the lips and the throat of the plumber without anybody noticing any oxymoron; so
that objection of not educating the public doesn’t hold, let’s understand this point even more
clearly in a case where words like “asshole” would not arise. Seeing the financial problems of
two other great educators of the “masses” also, Kazantzakis and the Poet, Angelos Sikelianos,
in old age, some academicians told them after the war to apply to become members of the
Academy, and then rejected them both, just like they had earlier sent a scholar to warn the
Nobel committee that a prize to them would be a triumph for the left in Greece. It’s
misleading for the public to think that the gap between such people and their fellow
academicians is in the wrong direction, they should know that their work, if completed by its
not widely known parts, is not like the work of their “superiors” who did make it to the
academy, but quite unlike any of “their superiors’ work”, and that it’s the academy that didn’t
make it to their work. Overall, statements like “Do you have acquaintances to give me a first
prize?” are statements that at first sound as outrageous and ridiculous and off the wall and at
second thought they are absolutely knowledgeable and reasonable, and are antipodes of some
interviews which sound reasonable and at second thought are outrageous and ridiculous. As an
example let me quote Bertolucci: In an interview of his he, approximately, said that because
contemporary youth has been deprived of live transmission of history directly through their
parents because they , the parents, are subconsciously ashamed for not having continued
French May ’68 , they should at least be educated in history through films like his last one ,
which however in order not to bias them politically and also deprive them from the
opportunity to freely decide if they want to get involved with politics at all, should only deal
with the sexual vibes of the surrounding atmosphere, these being seen through the six eyes
(four male eyes and two female) of a typical threesome of our time. Film critics who would
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consider as “growing soft in the head” whoever would choose such a way to implement such
an aim, would, or should if they have not already done it, simulate Bertolucci with a chap in
the beginning of a film of the “the great tall blond” Pierre Richard, who, when a young woman
jumps into the Seine river to commit suicide and when a crowd begins to collect, gets
undressed but when asked “But won’t you dive to save her?” he answers “No, I’m just an
exhibitionist and wherever a crowd collects I get undressed”. To finish with the Theodorakis
stories, I only mean with the ones I know about, there are hundreds more, Theodorakis’
narration is, always around the corner for such colossally wide strides between first hand
history on the one hand and top creator’s insights on the other, and between political and
human consciousness on the one hand and on the other hand expressions emerging from the
deepest and most central core of any human’s unconscious and also of the collective
unconscious, OK all strides are so wide you don’t believe you heard all of them in the same
sixty seconds or even in the same sentence, for instance he goes like “They brought us to
Makronisos tied to the deck benches , the sea was rough and a ship with five hundred like us
had sunk the other day, we protested , the captain was going like “If the ship sinks, then pray
to Stalin to save you from drowning, pigs”, as we were approaching Makronisos its guards, in
order to look frightening, had poured petrol oil in barrels and had lit fires and were hitting the
barrels with their clubs, it was cold , we were hungry and full of fear, we were looking at the
stars and at each other, the commander comes, we stand in lines under the starlight and he says
“If anyone among you has balls let him take a step forward”, we all take the step and the
guards dash on us with the clubs and pretty soon we’re all down on the ground bleeding and
groaning with broken ribs or limbs, it’s still dark enough and I can see the stars, I’m in pain
and I’m still cold and hungry and fearful, and still I don’t know what broke or not, or if I am
bleeding somewhere or not, and not only can I feel my heart beating but it beats so loud that I
can hear it, and suddenly as I hear it and as I see the stars I feel that the center of the galaxy is
in my heart and that as my heart beating is like a volcano erupting and pouring out lava,
baaaang! This is the moment I conceive what I mean by post symphonic music, lava is still
burning if you immerse your hands in it, but if you let it get cold it solidifies and you can’t
mold it… so my first compositions are symphonies, only symphonies have room for bellowing
and groaning and roaring, only after I got all this out I became able to use non symphonic
means and write melodies, songs, oratorios, operas…later we were frequently made to run
around holding or dragging our suitcases with our belongings, while the guards were chasing
us with clubs, so I was running with a trunk full of symphonic scores, some pentagrammed
pages still blank others already full of notes, suddenly the trunk as it was hitting on the stones
on the ground opened and the scores were scattered around by the wind , in a while they
became valuable, since we didn’t have toilet paper and we had to wipe with sand or pebbles or
grass or herbs… Something for which I felt fantastic and not at all insulted was that some
years ago, almost fifty years after those frightful days, I received a big envelope with a score
full of notes and dried shit on it and a letter saying “Sorry Miki, I hadn’t noticed the notes and
I used it, but I although I became a gran’pa before I took the courage to send it to you just in
case a fantastic song was lost with what I did, I never could bring myself to throw it
away...Neither can I leave this world without sending this back to you……” and Theodorakis
goes like all this as if he were just speaking about the most ordinary everyday matter and in
the most matter-of -factly tone and body language. But as I told you neither he nor even
Panagoulis became some kind of ethereal national superegos, if not for any other reason at
least because they became deputies and because nobody considers ethereal, even a superego,
if it becomes a deputy and thus becomes suspect of, or at least candidate for, all petty or even
corrupted interests that deputies are usually charged with. But he became a kind of national
capital and also , as we said, OK, we’re becoming repetitive, a kind of any family’s member
like the hero a family can have, but would not spare him critique, even unjust and rude, as
familiarity and democracy rather than distance , untouchability and idolatry bring about.
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Theodorakis is anybody’s Mikis and has been called a living demigod as often as a brainless
asshole; besides political bias that’s part of a tradition that used to see gods not only have a
human form but also entering everyday friction with mortals, anyway, as years pass and all of
us worry about how long he’ll still be with us ….. Anyway, among other things you see that
his CV, like it’s customary with any self respecting composer’s or conductor’s CV, had some
astral projections too. But Theodorakis’ astral projections happened with both his feet on this
very ground we’re now on, I mean all those things with the volcanic eruptions at the center
of the galaxy or of the universe etc. were lived through in earthly contexts. Let’s make an
upshot and then put a period: Theodorakis first immersed his hands in hot lava to write the
music for poems that were themselves volcanic eruptions and then he also wrote everyday
songs so sweet and erotic and full of life and fun that were like sprinkling his audience with
dewdrops. Whether people were also interested in that lava or not, his widely gesturing wide
hands , when he was conducting, sent people dewdrops not lava. That explains why he says “I
conduct in black because I feel like a priest”, he is a priest of the biological God of Sikelianos
who shouts through the lips of Christ and through the lips of the early Christians “All the way
to You I was calling, companions”, I mean the early Christians of all ages, the Christians
who, no matter how many centuries pass and Christianity and its transformations are well
established and not prosecuted or become prosecutors and inquisitors themselves, they
reappear and are prosecuted as still early Christians because they follow anew that Christ who
would overthrow these established transformations too, for the same pacifist fighter’s reason
and in the same pacifist fighter’s way as he did the first time, by getting crucified in islands
like this one; they reappear again and are called “anonymous saints” or the people in the book
of “history written in first names” or “Toms, Dicks and Harries”; they reappear, by inherited
example or DNA or by re-expression of a universal gene common to all human DNA, in all
ages and all places, so the reason for the title “You’ll see them again” is this too, not just the
fact that their relatives will be waiting for them at the jail’s door or at the port the ferry taking
them back from torture islands to ordinary life”. OK, we are becoming repetitive, after all,
relatives and friends can wait if some overall change , like fall of a junta, has come, otherwise
the jailed are let out one by one, frequently to find families in dissolution or immigration, to
face complete isolation, turned backs or hurriedly emptied next seats, or whole cafés, or
forbidden entrance to them since police is watching and discouraging also potential
employers very pressingly even in the most menial jobs, the rocker we were talking about had
written a song which directly opens with singing sadly “When I step out of this jail’s door I’ll
see nobody for me waiting/ cafés will close when I step in/ all my friends jailed or
immigrating”. OK, how do these stories reach the youth? Through school history books?
Through films? No: Through books bought in bookstores. Or through little theater plays kids
play at school on certain occasions, if some teachers take some stories out of the books and
make them into skits for teenagers to learn about by enacting them or by seeing fellow
students of them enacting them. But how do we prove that all of this is not brainwash? Let’s
try earnestly and honestly to pinpoint the difference between this and the Rocky and Rambo
films. Let’s see an example of plain and obvious brainwash to see brainwash stick out and
then compare our films and such little plays to see for ourselves which of the two cases
looks more than brainwash. The most fantastic answer to this question is the one by stage
director Bunuel, in his film the “The Milky Way”. Let’s not go straight to the scene of
brainwash, let’s start from earlier in the film where also an issue we first spoke about a while
ago arose. We asked about the body language of Poets; Bunuel, in the issue of whether wise
men have spaced out or even spooky looks, picks on the very person of Christ: In his film we
witness the itinerary of two tramps on a pilgrimage, along with their free associations on what
they encounter and along with the film director’s additional free associations; at some point
they reach a classy hotel by the side of a highway in which, when there is no rush about
customers, the maitre whose hobby is the study of church dogmatics enjoys gathering around
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him the staff of waiters, cooks, maids etc to explain to them things like transubstantiation of
bread and wine into Christ’s Body and Blood etc. He is at the point of asking his audience if
there are any questions when the two tramps knock on the backdoor to ask whether they have
any old pieces of bread to spare, the maitre goes to open himself and with the well known and
characteristic silent and quick motion reserved for beggars he slams the door at their faces and
goes back to continue the discourse from where he had stopped. A question does arise: A
waiter asks “Did Christ walk like us or like they show he did?” “How do they show He did?”
“Like this”, and the waiter walks spooked, looking straight ahead without his head going up or
down with each step and with his eyes nailed to some invisible point fixed in the horizon,
suddenly the scene changes and a bearded young man dressed as in Christ’s times, is running
like hell, out in the fields on a sunny day, he is more and more out of breath but nobody is
after him, he finally reaches some friends of him waiting and tells them “Sorry, have I stood
you up? I think we can still make it on time for the wedding, let’s hurry”. It is indeed Christ
and they are going to the Cana wedding. On their way to Cana, he apologizes that he was held
up by some idea that came up in his talk with their Father in Heaven but he only elaborates on
it later making a toast to the newly married on the wedding table. The waiter’s question having
been answered by the Christ’s running scene, the plot goes back to the present. The sequel is
about brainwash: The tramps reach a primary education school by the side of the highway, it’s
commencement day and the little kids are going to recite poems for their proud parents who
are having a picnic on the school’s lawn and very hospitably and warmheartedly they have
invited the two tramps (who only asked for bread again) to join them on the grass and share
their delicacies and wine, which obviously the tramps have done with great zest. The school’s
directress, or maybe she is the kids’ religion teacher, tells the parents to rest assured their kids
are receiving solid foundations in the subject of dogmatics and to show it, some little girls as
in a choir are going to recite poems on that too. One by one the girls step forth from the choir
and each says her lines and the choir in unison completes with other related lines. E.g. the girl
says “Whoever says that the bread and wine we receive during Holy Communion is not
Christ’s Body and Blood..” “..should be anathematized” complete the choir girls. The scene
flies to the humble store and oven of a bread vendor some centuries ago as he is visited by
some high priests of the Catholic Church dressed in the well known long red gowns. Their
head asks the vendor if he is the man who said to some people that such and such things
claimed by the Church are not to be found in the Scriptures or Gospel etc, he is no “homo
universalis” but in his way he is like the savants burned on the stake like Giordano Bruno even
through just being the only man in the village who knows how to read and thus check if the
things they have heard are in the Holy Books. He says that yes he is. The Cardinal gives him
another chance “Do you insist on your view?” “Well, I do know that it would be good for you
and even better for me if things were not like that, but I have to insist. What you say is
nowhere mentioned in those books” “Well, then you know the consequences..” They all leave
but he knows and the viewers know what will soon follow. On their way out, one young man
dressed in red too, asks the Cardinal who also is his uncle “But, frankly, the chap had a
point..” His uncle interrupts him too with the same question pronounced in the same cool tone
while he gives his nephew the same poison-cold look: “Do you insist on your view?” “Well, I
-er I’ m just talking -er I mean for talk’s sake” “Then OK” The scene changes back to the
girls’ poems. So we have seen what is the kind and character of persons who are
anathematized and also how solid are the convictions of people who are not anathematized,
now we return to the poems to see how are formed the solid convictions of people who
consent to all these anathematizations: By mere parroting in a tender age in which they don’t
understand a thing and in the nice family vibes of approval and praise by really good meaning
and kindhearted parents who had received the same parroting in their own tender ages. The
scene goes back to Christ and the way in which we all know he said his own “Well, it would
be good for you and even better for me if things were not this way, but they are, and I do have
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to insist” , that is, the way he made his own resisting the temptation, to leave everything as it
was and go on living with it in order to continue living at all, the resisting that would be
replayed for centuries to come by his true followers both against Christ’s enemies and against
Christ’s false followers , like by the bread vendor against the Cardinal/Inquisitor. Christ and
his friends are having a walk in a beautiful forest on a very nice day, the vibes are fantastic,
Peter, especially, full of pride and love, feels it is really his day because a while ago he had a
flash and had said to Christ something for which Christ, himself full of joy too, told him
“…you are the stone on which I will found my Church”. The overflowing company-feeling
speaks through Peter to Christ “I wish this moment could last forever. Let’s remain like this
for the rest of our lives”. Christ of course does know in his own heart too how much he
himself wishes the same, so he knows what a killjoy he would be to say that it will not and
should not remain like that for the rest of their lives but he has not yet discussed with his
friends the rest of the story , what will happen to them if they are not to keep their company at
the size of 1+12 weirdoes, that is what we know it took for that Church to be founded, maybe
it’ll be better not to discuss that, too, today of all days but he can’t sit and not react at all to
Peter’s wish which has been so tempting to him too, so he says “Go behind me you Satan, you
don’t make God’s but men’s thoughts” The scene comes back to the parents and tramps
listening to the parroting of the kids and then flies to another scene, a bunch of anarchists in
black, both men and women, are walking fast with black banners and with guns in hands, they
also have the Pope dressed in white among them and he has to walk as fast as them, they set
him against a wall and execute him, mainly with pistols. Then we get a sample of Bunuel’s
surrealist humor: One parent asks “Is there a shooting camp around here? I’ve just heard some
shots”. One of the tramps answers “No, there isn’t. I’ve just imagined they were shooting the
Pope”, so it was his free association. “Shooting the Pope! Ho-ho-ho! That was a good one.
Young man, many years are going to go by before we see something like that”. So we now
have some good background to judge what is brainwash and what not. If that question
includes, as it should, concern as to whether kids have enough stimuli from how real life
stories differ from theatrical ones, this we do take care of by visiting gran’pas who had lived
these things for real, and along with the kids we take interviews from them and we keep
records for the kids who won’t know the gran’pas because with the years they become fewer.
Well, in the presence of these James Bonds from a close distance or, better said, of biggerthan-life characters as they occur in real life and not aided by stage tricks or novelists’ tricks,
kids are much more serious whereas in theatrical rehearsals they tend to, as they should
maybe, maintain a perspective always ready to start laughing even at the most tragic things.
With the gran’pas nothing is ever very tragic and nothing is ever funny either. If the question
is also about how they see a person who communicates such stuff to them, OK, kids always
tend to see their teachers in the role of a nutty professor. (In my case as nut they take my love
for Theodorakis. Maybe what’s most uncanny or even weird or bizarre about this enthusiasm
of mine in front of their eyes is that I am not a literature teacher but a physics teacher. Once I
was too busy to get a haircut for months and a student of mine in a class hour of
thermodynamics suddenly said “I just realized why sir doesn’t get a haircut. He wants to look
like Mikis” and upon saying that he rose, took the board marker from my hands, and waving
it like a conductor towards the rest of the class started singing the laws of ideal gases in the
melody of “Sun of Justice”, a song from that oratorio that has the title “Axion Esti” (“It’s
worth it”). His fellow students were as surprised as me and started applauding and laughing, as
I also did of course, and then the kid found another patent to go off stage as inventive as the
one to go on stage, from P, V, T sounds that were associated with laws of gases he switched
to W, C and crossing his hands over his zipper he ran out of class to the toilet). Speaking about
films, let’s also go to the film “Il Postino” since we all sure admire and love Neruda so much,
but since the talk is so much centered on tortures too, even the context on Christ went to that
direction, let’s also go to the film “Quills” on de Sade which we were also reminded of at
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the point or points we mentioned that some guards were smuggling poems of that activistpoet, Panagoulis out of jail.Both of the films are very well commented by Oscar Wylde’s line:
“All influences are bad and worst of all the good influences”. “Take “Il Postino”. The film is
wonderful even if one doesn’t know who the poet Neruda is, or why he is in Italy and is not
allowed to be in his country, or exactly why so many people, communists and especially
communist women write to him, or what his poetry is all about. For all this it says that once a
miner told Neruda to write something about miners and he never forgot it. OK, it’s even better
felt by the spectator who does know something about his poems, but anyway the plot is about
the love story between the postino and his girlfriend, and Neruda’s wife and Neruda are just
background presences, so not knowing about his poetry does not mean that any rules were
violated, the story is self contained. And of course the scenery is wonderful and since it’s so
similar to the nature here that students kids love it when we play it to them. And it’s a love story
which , like all love stories, they like a lot, especially the girls at this age, like in “Cinema
Paradiso” from which they leave full of tears etc. One of the rules, that nobody has the
right to demand from “Il Postino” to stick to, is the rule that it should make a viewer say “What
else has that Neruda written? Let me go find his poems” OK, nobody can demand this from
anybody. The film also gives a feeling one already knows Neruda. It makes one feel it is
redundant to learn about him before even learning a single thing about his poetry. In this sense it
erases him from the map. Without giving any right to him or to any lover of his poetry to protest
since nobody hindered anybody from going to a library to discover him and read him. Now let’s
also take another well made film which of course is not the film to play to kids. “Quills”, about de
Sade, who is played by Geoffrey Rush, the same actor who played the pianist in “Shine” and
whom I like very much for the additional reason that he played that pianist with the same body
language of my best American friend when I was a student in US. Now de Sade himself is a
person whom I personally detest, despise and loathe, literally and absolutely, for a number of
reasons that have nothing to do with the point I’m going to make, so let me not mention them,
and let’s stick to the very sympathetic personality of the film’s de Sade who like Panagoulis in
junta’s prison lived both of the well known Chinese proverbs:1) May God not give you the
things that you can stand 2)If, to silence truth, you put it in jail then the jail’s walls will become
loudspeakers shouting it; as we saw in the case of Panagoulis some of his guards seeing what he
chose to go through and did go through unbroken, felt like so total zeroes that they risked sharing
his fate, smuggling his verses out of the prison. In de Sade’s case a priest, who at first fought
him, at the end not only suffered his fate but also propagated his pornographic work and a
psychiatrist who considered his work as a sick symptom to treat him for, and with very brutal
methods, and was responsible for his death, first of all propagated his work selling it for money
and also lived it by using postures etc from it for the sexual pleasure of himself and of a spinster
lady who detested de Sade when he lived. OK, de Sade used those writing-pen feathers, quills, in
order to write, he steeped not in ink which was denied him, but in his blood , he did write like
Panagoulis did sometimes. OK, the analogy that we see with Panagoulis is of course not made
by us in order to belittle Panagoulis or because this film can make us so stupid as to
confuse his ideals with de Sade’s. But let’s ask ourselves why functions like those of the two
Chinese proverbs were presented through de Sade and not through some of the Panagoulises in
the history of the world. The answer is rather clear. In the one case, if one asked “but are we here
to see a film on functions and mechanisms of how forbidden ideas propagate or to at last hear the
content of these ideas too?” the answer could afford to be “Are you serious wanting to really
hear the ideas of de Sade? Go to a library and you’ll freak out, and you will thank us for not
presenting them and you will admire us for making such a lovely film without mentioning
anything of his but only some of our own, or our age’s, ideas. We don’t silence him, we did
him enough of a favor mentioning him, what more would he want from us? To be realistic in
depicting him himself?”. So in the one case the answer could afford to brazenly be “Oh, well,
we just meant to make a film saying absolutely nothing about nothing”. In the other case the
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answer to “But, at last, what were the ideas of this person who was willing to go through so
much for their sake?” would be “His idea was to show that it is possible to stand the
consequences of conscientious objection to a junta, which is the only way for soldiers to
disarm it”. An overall similarity of the ways the two films function (whether consciously
planned to thus function or not) is, so to speak, that “Il Postino” functions to divert the
consciousness of the public from the work of the well known between the characters
portrayed in that, while “Quills” functions to divert the consciousness of the public from the
fact that this kind of saint’s sufferings and fate and silencing has been reserved for, and is still
exerted on, innumerable people, either still anonymous or well known after martyrdom ,
fighting for ideals very well known and not at all extreme and idiosyncratic like de Sade’s, but
quite everyday and relevant to the changes all would want and everybody would wonder why
it’s so difficult to implement.The difference of the functions of the two films is that “Quills”,
unlike “Il Postino” which is entertainment of the viewer’s soul, is something done not having
in mind anything at all for the benefit of the viewer but only things for the benefit of the
persons who would write it, sell it, get prizes for it etc….
Later PS:
OK, more relevant is the issue of how the case of Panagoulis on the one hand, and how
Panagoulis himself on the other, affected in his days the discussion of whether the killing of torturers is
morally right or wrong. There were people who thought as follows: I do feel revengeful, to the point of
wanting to kill, for what I , or a person I loved , suffered in their hands; but when I hear what they
thought up to torture Panagoulis, as they saw themselves unable to break him, then I definitely want to
kill”. But then they also thought “Panagoulis himself never changed his line that to disarm a junta it is
useless and wrong to kill its instruments. And he never wanted to kill his torturers. And if a person who
went through such horrors like he did, does not want to kill his torturers, then who am I to want to kill
my torturers, or to kill his torturers on his behalf?”. These remarks are also very relevant to the present
day form of the discussions of the issue of whether torturers too have a right to fair trial instead of being
left to the hands of revengeful victims of them, but of course it’s only fair too to state quite bluntly that
it would be acceptance of hypocrisy or idiocy to let have a say in this discussion the kind of Americans
who do not ask themselves about their country regarding whether a country which does not believe
that torture should be prosecuted at all (even with fair trials) in some other countries, has the right to
call “terrorism” the killing of torturers in those countries and at the same time claim that it does not
support terrorism, as exerted by the torturers; do its citizens have the right to even think of asking, in
critical tones, citizens of other countries the question before they themselves answer what they
personally believe of the stance of their government in this issue and ask in critical tones their senators
etc? …Let’s also see another question asked in critical tones nowadays, usually by journalists that as
we’ll immediately see are pseudo-intellectuals obfuscating themselves and others through pseudoquestions: why consider the victims in torture islands as likes of early Christians or as Spartacus-like
Nietzschean heroes, in general why consider them as martyrs for some of Life’s deeper and higher
worth? Why not consider them, more factually and less mythologically /romantically /poetically (like
literature and psychology teachers see chivalry age’s archetypical heroes) and say that even when they
were not Stalin’s criminals they were either Stalin’s fanatics/ braiwashees and Stalin idiots (the poor
guys didn’t even resent him for never intervening but wanting them to rot and be crippled so as to create
symbols and masses of revengeful relatives to invigorate class struggle) or, in case they were not
communists but just conscientious objectors protesting the maltreatment of communists, they were not
even Stalin idiots but just idiots of idiots and oversensitive/underintelligent mixed up kids?”. It’s simple
to see why this is a pseudo-question: To ask in relevant ways it’s better to ask non-hypothetical but
answerable questions, and ask them through more tangible dilemmas, e.g. through the ones posed by
one’s own days; and now the relevant question-steps are: 1.Would any analog of those sacrifices for
the solution of today’s problems help? 2. Were those strengths, even for wrong ideals, proved by the
“idiots” to be possible for human nature? 3. Aren’t one’s “improved” and “less wrong” ideals worth
“even more arduous” efforts and sacrifices? (“one’s ideals” includes the “non-idiot” critics’ ideals too.
If e.g. they are not willing to die or see their sons die for the sake of e.g. exporting democracy to Iraq,
then whose worth is being questioned? Theirs or their ideals’? If they are willing to die or see their sons
die for that, then whose idiocy and fanaticism is proved? Iraqis’ or theirs? OK, these questions are no
news to you or to anyone, like e.g. the non-travelagency-like touring on Theodorakis possibly was…)
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT

FACTS OF LIFE
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Bob Dylan’s questions:

BLOWING IN THE WIND
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vrQ4saKGI5k
How many roads must a man walk down
Before you call him a man?
Yes, 'n' how many seas must a white dove sail
Before she sleeps in the sand?
Yes, 'n' how many times must the cannon balls fly
Before they're forever banned?
The answer, my friend, is blowin' in the wind,
The answer is blowin' in the wind.
How many times must a man look up
Before he can see the sky?
Yes, 'n' how many ears must one man have
Before he can hear people cry?
Yes, 'n' how many deaths will it take till he knows
That too many people have died?
The answer, my friend, is blowin' in the wind,
The answer is blowin' in the wind.
How many years can a mountain exist
Before it's washed to the sea?
Yes, 'n' how many years can some people exist
Before they're allowed to be free?
Yes, 'n' how many times can a man turn his head,
Pretending he just doesn't see?
The answer, my friend, is blowin' in the wind,
The answer is blowin' in the wind.

Just in case someone didn’t know this one detail I add that as a friend told me the expression
“blowin’ in the wind” is a reference to (Celtic too?) Druid tradition where Druids, the oak tree
sorcerers, could tell the future by the wind’s signs e.g. the sound of tree leaves as the wind blew
through them etc. Not so long ago demonstrations in US could shake unworthy governments off
the back of the American people by just singing the questions Bob Dylan asked. Now maybe one
will need to sing the answers too . Hopefully, just singing them will be sufficient…
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The Beatles’ questions:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k9Itt02QOO0

ELEANOR RIGBY
Aah, look at all these lonely people!
Aah, look at all these lonely people!
Eleanor Rigby picks up the rice in a church where a wedding has been,
lives in a dream,
waits by the window, wearing a face that she keeps in a jar by the door,
who is it for?
All the lonely people, where do they all come from?
All the lonely people where do they all belong?
Father McKenzie is writing the words of a sermon that no one will hear,
no one comes near,
look at him working darning some socks in the night when there’s nobody there,
why does he care?
All the lonely people, where do they all come from?
All the lonely people where do they all belong?
Eleanor Rigby died in the church she was buried along with her name,
nobody came,
Father McKenzie is wiping his hands from the dust as he walks from the grave,
no one was saved.
All the lonely people, where do they all come from?
All the lonely people where do they all belong?

Where do lonely people come from and where do they belong?. As far as our DJ-ing up to here
goes the only conclusion is that the answers to these questions, too, are blowin’ in the
wind…Hopefully not also “gone by the wind”, yet, as another saying goes…
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FATAL
or

LES HOMMES FATALS’ QUESTIONS:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h0C5OYwEL28
Inside the dirty, dark and grim bar
among swears, tired looks, puffs and smokes
a juke box near a rusting pinball
we drank without songs, laughs or jokes.
Typical night like every other
drink blues away and say «don’t bother».
Crowded, against each other pressing
somebody spitting on the floor
thinking just how much more tormenting
life can become if we live more.
No matter how you squeeze your brains
you can’t remember better days.
Sun, sea deep blue and sea of white foam
and depth of prodigal blue sky
oh flowers of dawn and flowers of evening
flowers of sunset and of night,
far you shine on and off without us
and never enter our heart’s high bars.

The settings with which the unfamiliar public got acquainted through the books by Charles
Boukowski (or “Blowjobsky” as some youngsters like to call him in jest) Same subject as in some
of Beckett’s plays but from a different perspective, like also “Eleanor Rigby” is a different
perspective on the same subject (the teenagers’ view of Beckett’s heroes)
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A tentative answer by John Lennon, Yoko Ono and Arthur Janov’s “Primal Scream Therapy”:

WORKING CLASS HERO
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4lKwXwU5iWs
As soon as you’re born they make you feel small
by giving you no time instead of it all
till the pain is so big you feel nothing at all.
A working class hero is something to be
A working class hero is something to be
They hurt you at home and they hit you at school
they hate you if you’re clever and they despise a fool
till you’re so fucking crazy you can’t follow their rules.
A working class hero is something to be
A working class hero is something to be
When they’ve tortured and scared you for twenty odd years
then they expect you to pick up a career
when you can’t really function and you’re so full of fear.
A working class hero is something to be
A working class hero is something to be
Keep you doped with religion and sex and TV
and you think you’re so clever and classless and free
but you’re still fucking peasants as far as I can see.
A working class hero is something to be
A working class hero is something to be
There’s room at the top they’re telling you still
but first you must learn how to smile as you kill
if you want to be like the folks on the hill.
A working class hero is something to be
A working class hero is something to be
If you want to be a hero, well, just follow me
If you want to be a hero, well, just follow me.

This does attempt some answers, however confined they may be within the insights of the Janov
period of Lennon. The way those same insights could be applied towards a tentative answer in the
form of a song going like “Ruling Class Hero”, dedicated to the actualized American dream
followers and the clientele of Janov in Beverly Hills, is left to anyone’s imagination to
improvise. Something tells me that the counterpart to the last verse, if written like “If you want
to become a hero , well, just don’t follow me”, will sound both as a frank piece of advice and as a
threat. By the way , guess why I had a slip of pen once and wrote “folks on the hill “ as “fox on
the hill”.
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Questions of third world citizens in the past and of all world’s citizens now:

WHO’S AFTER MY LIFE
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2i8IBzPB_9g)
Who’s trying to track my life down in this night
and put it with the rest in separate boxes?
In nets I’m caught and pulled just like a fish
the fishermen I see but not their bosses.
For someone in the world it’s now too late,
who’s trying to catch my life in this fishnet?
Who’s trying to be the shadow of my life,
who starts to shoot at world’s pass when I’m near?
Where is he who would know what to say,
where is he who would know what to hear?
For someone in the world it’s now too late,
who’s trying to catch my life in this fishnet?

Same questions, equally unanswered, but formulated in the way they were asked in the (financial)
“periphery” frequently ruled by juntas encouraged by the (financial)“metropolis”. Whether sung
as “The fishermen I see but not their bosses” or as “....but not the foxes” or as “the fishooks I can
see but ...” the essential thing is that the question when asked like “Where is he who would know
what to say, where is he who would know what to hear?” did become answerable by man in all
such countries , in all ages. And it is to this answer that the rest of this DJ-ing devotes itself:
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IN THIS COUNTRY TODAY http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CpNnTY9eFME
Extinguished fire that’s always burning/gravestone that covers grave with no dead/
looks from some eyes that are full of dried tears/ people’s thoughts hidden nodding to you/
Beliefs and hopes that their last are breathing/Spirit and Truth that are now in jails/
Holy endeavors floating like shipwrecks/Voices of people nodding to you/
A grain of wrath to the soil is falling/A struggle’s message breeds pairs of wings/
A sparkle’s light shows up in the darkness/New fights and struggles nodding to you/
THE FIRST DEAD http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q8lo9oxpiJ0
The funerals are over. Shed no more tears/The first dead are going to be leaders of hope/
The rest they now need is unity and struggle/Beginning of struggle have become the first dead/
The first dead are now fertilizers of freedom/A flower of fire comes out of their graves/
The answer to this message is unity and struggle/Beginning of struggle have become the first
SLAUGHTER HOUSE http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CKBvVYDviZ4
dead
(KNOCK THREE TIMES ON THE WALL IF YOU’RE STILL LIVING)
The scent of thyme filled up the slaughter house we live in
the red of sky filled up the ceiling of our cell
you know the reason guys like you or me are living
we’re cattle raised just to be slain each in its turn.
This noon again they came and took you to their office
I’m counting blows to know exactly how much blood
they’ll bring you back and we’ll be near behind just one wall
tac-tac you knock, tac-tac I knock
and what could mean this wordless message in between?
I still hold strong, I still hold good.
Then in our hearts begin parties and celebrations
tac-tac you knock, tac-tac I knock
tac-tac you knock, tac-tac I knock
The scent of thyme filled up the slaughter house we live in
the red of sky filled up the ceiling of our cell.
The scent of thyme filled up the slaughter house we live in
the red of sky filled up the ceiling of our cell….
1023 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQTFSKyL65k
There’s two of us, are you uptight?/the clock is striking eight at night/
the guard is near, turn out the light/I knew they would be back tonight/
Now I can hear, it’s the headguard/the rest are near, the aisle is black/
silence in dark before they start/what is well known and they’re good at/
The blows are two, the blows are three/they are one thousand twenty three/
that hurts in you, that hurts in me/but who’s more hurt we can’t yet see/
but who’s more hurt in time we’ll see/But we are two, but we are three/
we are one thousand twenty three/we ride the weather and the time/
weather with rain and time with pain/counting the hours with blood’s drain/and with the feel
A LITTLE BIT HIGHER http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0a148RKLfWw of our wounds’ nail…
Let’s go a little bit further, let’s go a little bit further,
to see the almond trees flower, to see the almond trees flower, to see the almond trees full of
Let’s go a little bit further, let’s go a little bit further,
flowers.
we’re going to see the marbles, they’re shining in the sunlight, the sunlight will make sea waves
glitter
A little bit higher, let’s now rise higher,
let’s raise ourselves a little, let’s raise ourselves a bit, a little bit higher still.
A little bit higher, let’s now rise higher,
let’s raise ourselves a little, let’s raise ourselves a bit, a little bit higher still.
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IN THIS COUNTRY TODAY
Answers (in the form needed for the (financial) periphery) begin: E.g. the verse “where is he who
would know what to hear?” of the previous song is answered by the activist poet of the present
song who hears hidden thoughts of people, feels reality’s nod to him as a nod beckoning towards
struggle and sacrifice etc).
THE FIRST DEAD
The activist poet writes this when his brother, an army officer who had deserted the army to
oppose the junta and thus serve his country is arrested and murdered. The poet, a student of
electrical engineering, who then was a soldier had also deserted to serve his country and had
learned how to use explosives. Thinking “alas to a nation that with every tyrant does not give
birth to a “tyrannocide” ” he tries to blast his country’s dictator who has a narrow escape, but the,
thus turned activist, poet only almost has a near escape from his followers and torturers* In an
interview after his release, years later, he says he was happy he missed his easily replaceable
target, his point was to show that one can stand everything it takes to disobey orders. After all,
killing all policemen is not a solution, the solution is for soldiers not to obey orders against the
people. “I am a fighter , not a killer” he said. Is resistance to physical pain activism or
“passivism”? In a poem of his he addresses a fellow-prisoner who is passed in front of his cell on
his way to torture and says “Let the proud sobs of your pain come out free. But clench your
mouth to all their questions. Don’t tell them anything. Complete your offer. Go on feeling pain”.
With what voice could such phrases have been spoken? Most probably with a voice like that
weightlifting coach’s when shouting to the Olympic champion he had trained “Hold strong! Stand
under that baar!”. What exactly did that poet mean? Far more things than just mock executions
happened to him after his arrest, maybe Falacci does say, but here let’s only say that that he lived
two Chinese proverbs:1) May God not give you the things that you can stand 2)If you put truth in
jail then the jail’s walls will become loudspeakers (in this case some of his guards seeing what he
chose to go through and did go through unbroken, felt like so total zeroes that they risked sharing
his fate, smuggling his verses out of the prison.
JUNTA YEARS’ REMAKE OF KNOCK THREE TIMES ON THE CEILING IF YOU WANT ME

Funerals over and tears shed for the dead in the previous poem, action (as just described) begins,
prisons get filled with political prisoners, the real title is “Slaughter house” and its lyrics, as also
the next song’s, are written by a world renowned composer and activist who participates in the
resistance and fate of his fellow citizens, is imprisoned and writes these songs to be sung by
prisoners to their friends when they are tortured to hearten them. Guards want prisoners to hear
the howls of the tortured as psychological warfare on the rest awaiting their turn but acoustic
contact also works the other way, making possible for the tortured to hear these songs.
1023
Self explanatory.
A LITTLE BIT HIGHER
Remembering smell of thyme and red of sky, even if sunset’s red comes from freely
associating with blood, helps to stand torture unbent, same goes with almond tree flowers and
waves and marbles glimmering, sung to one’s friend tortured some doors aside, with “a little bit
further” meaning “stand it a little bit longer”. The initial context of the poem was not exactly that
(as its melody composed in the style of the two previous songs might suggest) it was “patience,
this climb under burning sun to that ancient temple on that crest may be tiring but, take my word,
reaching there you’ll see the merge of the physical and the metaphysical we were talking about”
(the poet is one of the two Nobel Laureated fellow citizens of the above poet and composer
activists). But even that original meaning is clearly not that far from the prison application we
have just seen.
*Biographies written about him have titles like “The cell of poems”, “Rehearsals of death”. The
one by Orianna Falacci, in the ’70s, has the title “A Man”
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THE LETTER http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OXVjfG0fzmM
I’m fine, I’m well, I’m well, I’m fine, thank you, thank you,
I wish the same to all of you.
To all who ask just give my kisses and my love,
my love and greetings the most warm.
Your parcel came two days ago, ago, ago,
please don’t spend all that much for me.
My whole life was like open doors, open doors, open doors

when I was near you and you near me.
Tomorrow only half of us are staying here
I will be leaving with the rest,
maybe for islands, maybe land away or near
let it be what God thinks is best.
Your parcel came two days ago, ago, ago,
please don’t spend all that much for me.
My whole life was like open doors, open doors, open doors
when I was near you and you near me.
YOU’LL SEE THEM AGAIN http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xBBPpaE-kxQ
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, maybe on another ferry,
one’s name may then be Tom or Dick, another’s Harry.
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, the way to tell it is them
will be a prouder way to walk on all roads of this world.
Each one you see now you’re going to see again, again you’re going to hate them,
one, strong and youngest won’t be found,
for the most bitter turn he’s bound,
the lonely one, lonely and brave and the most beloved.
This one you’ll never find again, this one the world now misses,
you will not torture him next time nor his big heart tear into pieces.
This one you will not see again, this time he’s safely guarded,
the stars are guarding him from you, his sun and moon are watching, too,
now that they’ve taken him from here,
the lonely one, the young, the brave, the one the most beloved,
for him only I,
I, I, I, I am waiting.
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FACTS OF LIFE TO A KID OF 19 IN THE ’40s http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YwAqXRXRcrI
You’re just a kid of eighteen or nineteen years,
you’re just a kid but hairsnow already’s near,
hard times have just knocked on our door.
You’re going to walk on the edge of rough unbound waves
as sea starts swelling, foaming and turn wild,
don’t let the blows of slavery bend proud ways,
hold on the clarity of your mind,
don’t let the blows of slavery bend proud ways,
hold on the clarity of your mind,
you’re just a kid of eighteen or nineteen years.
Don’t sit and wait for help from gods and fathers,
don’t sit and wait for truth to come from others,
it’s you who’ll walk up Golgotha.
At nights the scent of flowers comes out heady
as breeze spreads all ’round their desire for life
and that’s just what we also will be spreading
in peace, in fight, dead or alive,
and that’s just what we also will be spreading
in peace, in fight, dead or alive,
don’t sit and wait for help from gods and fathers.
Keep straight in times like this, in times of hardship,
keep straight in times of storm like times of fascism,
some people see you as a guide.
Just arm your thought with knowledge and its powers,
ask some old timers with experience in such fight
and from your sad defeat just fight to raise like towers
the beauty of victory and of right,
and from your sad defeat just fight to raise like towers
the beauty of victory and of right,
keep straight in times like this, in times of hardship.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nKriX1Po5p4 FACTS OF LIFE TO A BABY IN ARMS
Sleep calm my little angel love, my baby nanny-nanny,
sleep to grow fast like tall plane trees,
so hush and nanny-nanny.
Sleep as to grow a man in body and mind
so you can walk straight and keep on the road of right.
Sleep calm my baby with my song,
sleep sweetly in mine and in God’s love.
Sleep calm my little angel dove, my baby nanny-nanny,
to feel your heart grow big like Christ’s,
so hush and nanny-nanny.
Grow not to ever say “I just cannot”
and be like steel if you must lift a cross and walk.
Sleep calm my baby with my song,
sleep sweetly in mine and in God’s love.
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THE LETTER
Having taken the “trimming” mentioned above in town or in torture islands, the unrepenting
among them are taken to exile sites, frequently on islands. Written and sung by the composer
activist of the previous songs too*. His was also the voice singing the two poems of the previous
activist poet mentioned.
YOU’LL SEE THEM AGAIN
If the extenuating circumstances are over, the exiled and imprisoned will return to the waiting
arms of their own people but the ones whom their own will not be waiting for, because they will
have long been sent a death note, are already waited for by Poetry Herself.
FACTS OF LIFE TO A KID OF 19 IN THE ’40s
A guerrilla song of the ’40s. If “fascism sounds exaggerated for today’s recontextualization one
can just use “thug-gism”.
FACTS OF LIFE TO A BABY IN ARMS
The only thing in this lullaby that is not self explanatory (to dangerous moronic thugs led by
necrophile zombies) is the following explanation: Babies in arms means babies in the arms of
their mothers and not babies carrying guns.

*By the way, having written the music for the well known Zorba film this composer had been offered by
Hollywood the opportunity to enjoy the well known type of creation-oriented conditions (house on the
hills, swimming pool, limo, wild parties, conducive ambience, contact with equally talented artists, etc) but
he declined having as a free association the saying of his country “Would one leave the wedding to go for
hollies?” meaning, among other things (things not including most probably the thought that Hollywood
means wood of hollies, he speaks French but not so good English) that at the time he was heading the
activists’ organization bearing the name of the deputy whose murder is well known from the film “Z” (Z,
thus, not standing for Zorba nor Zorro), an involvement which along with his past led the composer again
to imprisonment when junta came.
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LIVE MAN WALKING http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YltjBONMwE4
As he was walking down the street flying like an eagle
the neighborhood was just admiring from their windows
two fires like sun were sparkling in his black eyes
live man was striding, striding to his death.
His calm and angry eyes reflect a cloud that’s passing
his steps are straight just like the iron in his heart
the sun gets ready to be covered with blood running
his death was striding, striding to live man.
Eyes close and also tight are shut all hearts and windows
as death comes dashing riding on wild black horseback
when they’re back open they see live man dying
dying and smiling, smiling their known smile.
Who goes or comes today below in everyone’s death’s land?
Both neighborhoods are all too full of preparations.
Why are the mountains, plains and sky so voiceless?
Live man is striding, striding to death’s land.

A flower of fire comes out of their graves
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HAIR’S TOUCH LIKE LOVE’S http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_okgtUkRWvE
Hair’s touch like love’s in my palms every time I stayed at your side
to fill my soul with your sleep’s smile in darkness filled with your sight.
Eyebrow like supple twig, like arc, eyebrow like drawn by painter
carved arch in which my eyes could nest in warmth and rest forever.
Calm drowsy eyes that inside them could mirror clear blue sky
to keep tears’ spears far I would fight, for such eyes shouldn’t cry.
Precious lips full of flower scent, your chirp made flowers blossom
made blossom stones and dried up trees and songbirds danced and stopped songs.
ONE SUNSET http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5Swmhd2dGU
Sunset was in flames, sunset was in flames, sunset was in flames
when on the cross they had you nailed,
they had you nailed at your hands, they had me nailed at my entrails,
they tied a black band around your eyes, oh-no,they tied a black band around my soul.
Sunset was like you, sunset was like me, sunset was like me and you
just when they broke me in two,
when they removed my sense of touch, when they removed my vision,
and only left my two eardrums, oh-no, and only I could hear you.
Now find a sunset, now find a sunset, just find a sunset now
and just like an eagle from up there,
dash right through air and reach the seas, dash right through air and reach the plains,
make mountains flower and turn green, oh-yes, make people glad and happy.
IMMORTAL WATER http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c2IQlGEFYUg
God how I wish I had that flask, that flask of living water,to give you a new soul f ’r just a glance,
to wake you for a moment
To come and see and laugh with joy, your whole dream real and live, standing up full of life and
pride and smiling at your side
PAIN FLARED UP
Well, world, you’re both unjust and small, you did flare up my pain
but you don’t have that much of room that could my sigh contain
LIKE A FALLING STAR http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Mt5R5Mn5mE
Into my arms like a star fall tonight till you sleep there
there’s no hope left in the world, hopes are gone without trace
as night herself now embroiders your body with kisses
pain is no measure, don’t leave our treasure be lost out in space.
If I can’t make it to your dream
then try to make it to mine
I’ll wait to hear you come whistling a streetsong like always
like every summer when starlight is brighter to wear light and shine.
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YOU WERE STANDING AT THE WINDOW
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sJeBa8df8fQ
As you were looking out of the open window
I was looking at your shoulders strong and broad
as they were barring all the view of the horizon
the view of waves, of sea and of fishboats.
Your shadow like our childhood’s guarding angel
flooded our house with the cool breeze of gentle wings,
right by your ear I saw the first of sunset’s fires
like our garden’s flowers sparkled just like an earring.
As you were standing looking at the sunset
lighting and flaring all its flames for you and me
you just looked great and grand and dressed up like a captain
and our poor little room felt like a fancy ship.
After those flames, in the starlight so warm and bluish
just as with aye-aye’s and yo-ho-ho’s when out of bay
your calm and gentle steer just rocked me as if in cradle
and sailed me through the silence of our Milky Way.
Αnd our window was our door to God’s whole creation
our secret key he gave us to unlock his worlds
and led his guests straight to the Paradise he promised
where stars were flowers and their shine came from your glance.
And our ship sank just leaving no lifeboats above waves
and its steer broke in bits afloat or down
and in the bottom of the sea alone I wander
for no destination and direction ever bound.
Yet I don’t seem to manage to get drowned
nor can I get back to the sea surface
I grope to reach for something to hold on to
all I grab is seaweed that can’t be a staircase.
The seaweed breaks and ocean waves just drag me
sometimes to places where no humans have been found
and I can’t tell even such simple little things like
which way is up or left or right or which way is down.
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Sun of Justice http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=niqrjP1VDeY
Sun of Justice living, living in and above our mind
and you myrtle glorious leaf of praise and prize
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my, my planet
her name is Earth.
Her volcanoes have rows of vines with blood-red wine
her high mountains are proud and eagle-like
and her houses when painted white
and her houses when painted white
and her houses when painted white shine
when her sky is blue and bright.
(The verses in parentheses can be sung in the same melody but are not sung in the cassette
Though it touches Europe and America on one side
and though it touches Asia and Africa alike
still it hangs in space and turns and roams
still it hangs in space and turns and roams
still it hangs in space and turns and roams the world’s ether
all by herself.
There’s no other planet to make some thoughts like these for her
and soon there won’t be any such thoughts by her own dwellers left
there will be only death, dead and past fight
there will be only death, dead and past fight
there will be only death, dead and past fight
and relentless light.)
I reach with my two bitter hands behind old Time
Holding in their strength the Thunderbolt of Right
and I call my old friends and pals
and I call my old friends and pals
and I call my old friends and pals
shouting threats and splashed with blood.
(Yet all blood has gone flat or shed in blind despair
and all threats and hopes have been chopped to claims of mud’s fair share
and what winds now hunt when they blow
and what winds now hunt when they blow
and what winds now hunt when they blow is only
is only other winds like them.)
Sun of Justice living, living in and above our mind
and you myrtle glorious leaf of praise and prize
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my, my planet
her name is Earth.
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ANALOGIES
(The following can be sung in the melody of the previous song)

Seattle ’99
Why we are here
(By anonymous activist poet who circulated it in the streets)
Because the world we imagined, the world we’ve always known is leaving
and the sun brings cancer and the planet’s getting hotter
because the sky now has too many planes
because the kids are starving in the shadows
in the shadows of yachts and top meetings
we’re here to tell you that we want something else
because your coded world is unreal we’re here to tell you
we want something else to buy.
What we want is not by your money even recognized
we want to save live nature and to see our world humanized
we don’t want some cheaper trees
we want trees that are alive
we don’t want our food with fancy genes we want our food
to live and grow in our neighborhood.
This is not a mere political protest
we’re not here to patch up your laws or see if they fail some test
we’re here to change ourselves and you
change you and ourselves from inside to outside
thus this is an awakening and an uprising
of spirit and of mind.
We’re here by authority of nature and upon insistence of our mind
thus we can rightly ignore what your recent laws can bind
if you doubt the authority of nature
if you doubt the rules of your mind’s truth
if you doubt them for any amount of time then try not to breathe for just that time
keep for just that time your breath inside and you will know just
the strength of our desire.
So you see the reason we’re here is that some memory in our blood
makes us hear a voice that says when awakening inside
you’re not just a fund or a bank
you’re the crest of a wave that went blind
a blind crest of a wave that forgot its basic source
and now mounts in greed and lies.
Against this blinded wave of greed we’re here to honor
what’s natural and what’s real.
Against your mounting wave of greed we’re here to fight for
what’s human and must be freed.
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Chief Seattle to big chief in Washington 1855
THE GREAT CHIEF in Washington …[President Pierce]… sends word that he wishes to buy our land.
The Great Chief also sends us words of friendship and good will. This is kind of him, since we know he has
little need of our friendship in return. But we will consider your offer, for we know if we do not so the white
man may come with guns and take our land. What Chief Seattle says you can count on as truly as our white
brothers can count on the return of the seasons. My words are like the stars - they do not set.
How can you buy or sell the sky - the warmth of the land? The idea is strange to us. Yet we do not own the
freshness of the air or the sparkle of the water. How can you buy them from us? We will decide in our time.
Every part of this earth is sacred to my people. Every shining pine needle, every sandy shore, every mist in
the dark woods, every clearing, and every humming insect is holy in the memory and experience of my
people.
We know that the white man does not understand our ways. One portion of land is the same to him as the
next, for he is a stranger who comes in the night and takes from the land whatever he needs. The earth is
not his brother, but his enemy, and when he has conquered it, he moves on. He leaves his father's graves
and his children's birthright is forgotten. The sight of your cities pains the eyes of the redman. But perhaps
it is because the redman is a savage and does not understand.
There is no quiet place in the white man's cities. No place to listen to the leaves of spring or the rustle of
insect wings. But perhaps because I am a savage and do not understand - the clatter only seems to insult
the ears. And what is there to life if a man cannot hear the lovely cry of the whippoorwill or the arguments
of the frogs around a pond at night? The Indian prefers the soft sound of the wind itself cleansed by a midday rain, or scented by a pinõn pine: The air is precious to the redman. For all things share the same
breath - the beasts, the trees, and the man. The white man does not seem to notice the air he breathes. Like
a man dying for many days, he is numb to the stench.
If I decide to accept, I will make one condition. The white man must treat the beasts of this land as his
brothers. I am a savage and I do not understand any other way. I have seen thousands of rotting buffaloes
on the prairie left by the white man who shot them from a passing train. I am a savage and do not
understand how the smoking iron horse can be more important than the buffalo that we kill only to stay
alive. What is man without the beasts? If all the beasts were gone, men would die from great loneliness of
spirit, for whatever happens to the beast also happens to the man.
All things are connected. Whatever befalls the earth befalls the sons of the earth.
Our children have seen their fathers humbled in defeat. Our warriors have felt shame. And after defeat they
turn their days in idleness and contaminate their bodies with sweet food and strong drink. It matters little
where we pass the rest of our days - they are not many. A few more hours, a few more winters, and none of
the children of the great tribes that once lived on this earth, or that roamed in small bands in the woods
will remain to mourn the graves of the people once as powerful and hopeful as yours.
One thing we know that the white man may one day discover. Our God is the same God. You may think that
you own him as you wish to own our land, but you cannot. He is the Body of man, and his compassion is
equal for the redman and the white. This earth is precious to him, and to harm the earth is to heap
contempt on its Creator. The whites, too, shall pass - perhaps sooner than other tribes. Continue to
contaminate your bed, and you will one night suffocate in your own waste. When the buffalo are all
slaughtered, the wild horses all tamed, the secret corners of the forest heavy with the scent of many men,
and the view of the ripe hills blotted by the talking wires, where is the thicket? Gone. Where is the eagle?
Gone. And what is it to say goodbye to the swift and the hunt? The end of living and the beginning of
survival.
We might understand if we knew what it was the white man dreams, what hopes he describes to his children
on long winter nights, what visions he burns into their minds, so they will wish for tomorrow. But we are
savages. The white man's dreams are hidden from us. And because they are hidden, we will go our own
way. If we agree, it will be to secure your reservation you have promised.
There perhaps we may live out our brief days as we wish. When the last redman has vanished from the
earth, and the memory is only the shadow of a cloud passing over the prairie, these shores and forests will
still hold the spirits of my people, for they love this earth as the newborn loves its mother's heartbeat. If we
sell you our land, love it as we have loved it. Care for it as we have cared for it. Hold in your memory the
way the land is as you take it. And with all your strength, with all your might, and with all your heart preserve it for your children, and love it as God loves us all. One thing we know - our God is the same.
This earth is precious to him. Even the white man cannot escape the common destiny.
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LIVE MAN WALKING
HAIR’S TOUCH LIKE LOVE’S
Both written for people killed, of course
ONE SUNSET
For people who were not killed and buried in their neighborhood, as in the previous two songs,
the composer himself writes lyrics less metaphorical and more factual
IMMORTAL WATER
A mother who longs terribly on behalf of her dead son to be filled by the sight of the realization,
at last, of the things he died for, says she longs terribly for a momentary resurrection of his to see
live his dream standing on his side and mixes, of course, that longing with her longing to
momentarily see him alive on his dream’s side
PAIN FLARED UP
Pain flares up when one realizes that the ones who gave most for the realization of a dream are
exactly the ones who will not see it realized because they naturally became the most wanted
targets and the first to be killed
LIKE A FALLING STAR
Poetry Herself addresses someone out to meet death, as a “Benevolent-Queen-of-Night”, Night
only referring to the fact that her kisses on his body are e.g. bullets
YOU WERE STANDING AT THE WINDOW
A mother to her dead son, a woman to her dead husband or fiancé or lover, written by an activist
poet who saw in the papers the photo of a mother kneeling in the street over her son who had just
got killed by police opening fire against people in a demonstration as policemen and civilians are
running around. The poems “Immortal water” and “Hair’s touch like love’s” above are part of the
same collection, called “Epitaph”*. Scenes seen and reseen and reseen in different times and
places with titles like “Dying in Madrid, in Guernica, in Dahau, in Hiroshima, in Turkey, in
Greece, in Pakistan, in Korea, in Ireland, in Vietnam, in Russia, in China, in Kent, in Chile, in
Nicaragua, in…in…in… in Israel, in Palestine, in Yugoslavia, in Genova, in New York, in
Afghanistan, in Iraq, in…”
Sun of Justice
In the original the poem goes “don’t turn your eyes away from my country” and there is no verse
like “her name is…” Written more than fifty years ago, part of Elytis’ “Axion Esti”
Seattle’99,
why we are here
Self explanatory
Seattle 1855
Let’s just add some more things by American natives: “Treat the earth well; it was not gifted to us
by our parents, but loaned to us by our children”, “On earth there are no passengers, we’re all
crew”
*Regarding the ages of the activist poets mentioned, the poet of the “Epitaph” could be an older brother to
the composer and the composer could an older brother to the first activist poet mentioned. The work and
life of the older shaped the adolescent years of the younger as it also shaped many other people’s. They
overlapped and interacted on the personal level, too, and the composer, who is still living, (and every two
or three years is nominated for the peace Nobel) put to music all of the above and many other poems by
them and by other poets, from his country or from other countries.
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EPITAPH
You are not lost
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qu0vG_AbrxA
My son, which fate had written down for you, which fate for me had all this written
such hurt, such pain, such flame, such fire, oh heart, such teeth to leave me bitten.
No son, my sweet you are not lost, oh god, within my veins you are now living
deep in the blood of everyone get in and live. Their veins they’re giving.

Hair’s touch like love’s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_okgtUkRWvE

Hair’s touch like love’s in my palms every time I stayed at your side
to fill my soul with your sleep’s smile in darkness filled with your sight.
Eyebrow like supple twig, like arc, eyebrow like drawn by painter
carved arch in which my eyes could nest in warmth and rest forever.
Calm drowsy eyes that inside them could mirror clear blue sky
to keep tears’ spears far I would fight, for such eyes shouldn’t cry.
Precious lips full of flower scent, your chirp made flowers blossom
made blossom stones and dried up trees and songbirds danced and stopped songs.

God were you good and sweet
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Kj2LhMUoEo
God, you were good and you were sweet, you had the nicest graces
all wind’s caresses had your touch, all flowers your embraces.
Your lightstepped foot at our doorstep just like a tender baby deer’s
left just a light and velvet trace that had the shine of diamond beams.
Your youth gave second youth to me, your smile could keep me smiling
old age to come I feared no more, from death I was not hiding.
And now what can I hold on to, where can I stop or move or go
now that I stand like dried up trees on land all covered with iced snow.

A fine day in May
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SbnLSFncChA
You left a fine day in May, a fine day in May I missed you
a day in Spring like those you loved and went where sun could hit you
and in that blaze you looked around and hungry like in my arms
you sucked like milk the light of God’s world through innocent, clear and wide eyes.
And you kept telling me in a voice strong, sweet and warm and manly
as much as the pebbles of the beach could not have been as many
and made me feel that all those stars one day will come to be ours
and now your shine has been turned off and ours are fireless hours.
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Immortal water
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c2IQlGEFYUg

God how I wish I had that flask, that flask of living water
to give you a new soul just for a lightning’s glance, to wake you for a moment.
To come and see and laugh with joy, your whole dream real and live
standing up full of life and pride and smiling at your side.

You have set , my star
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R0vGvlKj8-s
You have set, my sun, you have set, my star
since that hour the whole world has been setting
You have set my son and a black morning sun
has pulled back its light rays and stopped rotating
By people and soldiers I’m now stepped on
but no one turns an eye,
they just don’t go to leave you alone
nor do they just pass by
Your faint last breath I still feel on my cheek
and it’s warm not like your hand that I’m holding
and I see a light, it’s a big floating light
at the end of the street and it’s nodding.
My tears are wiped by light’s soft palm
my eyes are almost drying
your voice like droplets has sprinkled my gut
your life has dripped in mine.
And here I am now standing up
but still my legs are here bound
a live joyful light, my strong brave boy,
has just helped me up from the ground.
With flags your friends now have covered you
just sleep and don’t you mind
I’m heading for your brother pals
your voice is now mine.
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You were standing at the window
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sJeBa8df8fQ
As you were looking out of the open window
I was looking at your shoulders strong and broad
as they were barring all the view of the horizon
the view of waves, of sea and of fishboats.
Your shadow like our childhood’s guarding angel
flooded our house with the cool breeze of gentle wings,
right by your ear I saw the first of sunset’s fires
like our garden’s flowers sparkled just like an earring.
As you were standing looking at the sunset
lighting and flaring all its flames for you and me
you just looked great and grand and dressed up like a captain
and our poor little room felt like a fancy ship.
After those flames, in the starlight so warm and bluish
just as with aye-aye’s and yo-ho-ho’s when out of bay
your calm and gentle steer just rocked me as if in cradle
and sailed me through the silence of our Milky Way.
And our window was our door to God’s whole creation
our secret key he gave us to unlock his worlds
and led his guests straight to the Paradise he promised
where stars were flowers and their shine came from your glance.
And our ship sank just leaving no lifeboats above waves
and its steer broke in bits afloat or down
and in the bottom of the sea alone I wander
for no destination and direction ever bound.
Yet I don’t seem to manage to get drowned
nor can I get back to the sea surface
I grope to reach for something to hold on to
all I grab is seaweed that can’t be a staircase.
The seaweed breaks and ocean waves just drag me
sometimes to places where no humans have been found
and I can’t tell even such simple little things like
which way is up or left or right or which way is down.
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Sleep little angel
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nKriX1Po5p4

Sleep calm my little angel love,
my baby nanny-nanny,
sleep to grow fast like tall plane trees,
so hush and nanny-nanny.
Sleep as to grow a man strong in your body and mind
so you can walk straight and keep on the road of right.
Sleep calm my baby with my song,
sleep sweetly in mine and in God’s love.
Sleep calm my little angel dove,
my baby nanny-nanny,
to feel your heart grow big like Christ’s,
so hush and nanny-nanny.
Grow not to ever say “I just cannot”
and be like steel if you must lift a cross and walk.
Sleep calm my baby with my song,
sleep sweetly in mine and in God’s love.
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Hair’s touch like love’s

Your faint last breath I still feel on my cheek
and it’s warm not like your hand that I’m holding
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Happiness as Usual
(Business as usual in ordinary times for ordinary people:
Days of innocence, Paradise lost and Paradise Refound
in sweet old small personal life gains and losses such as
happy or unhappy childhoods, timely or belated teens, loves, quarrels, separations, reconciliations
etc etc
and not such as forms of happy ends about which we would tempted to say: “Operation
successful, patient dead”)
Songs about how much love for life had those people who chose to pass through so much

for her sake**
*The three asterisked songs that we will meet are the only ones in this collection whose music was not by Theodorakis
**Many of the songs below were written by people who passed themselves from the island s we saw

THE BALLAD OF ANDREW THE HUNCHBACK
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cwp-dcX75LA&feature=related

Andrew was sleeping rocked by sea,
cool in the shadow of his tent boat,
breeze just caressed him and his dream
was full of sun and full of girl’s talk.
Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,
oh how this life is full of joy,
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry.
Hot summer noons Andrew and we,
a crazy bunch in scream and laughter,
we dived and swam in open sea,
never as glad before or after.
Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,
oh how this life is full of joy,
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry.
Then came old winter’s bad long face,
our crazy team went back to city,
something pushed your heart out of pace,
hold on, old Andrew, what a pity!
Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,
oh how this life is full of joy,
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry.
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MAGGIE MARGARITA LOVE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmIYJvaifyo&feature

Margarita-Maggie my star, my love,
in sky in heavens like bird like dove,
all sky and heavens Ι see in your eyes
along with Venus, along with planets and stars above,
all sky and heavens Ι see in your eyes
along with Venus, along with planets and stars above.
Your mom’s a witch and holds a broom,
she locks you every night in your room,
but then you drop me a silk rope and we know better
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom.
When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn
we’re pieces of silent booms.
Margarita-Maggie you are terrific,
a little boat rocked by the Pacific,
give me your winds, my Pacific,
your little waves and wish me to be a big open sea like you,
give me your winds my Pacific,
your little waves and wish me to be a big open sea like you.
Your mom’s a witch and holds a broom,
she locks you every night in your room,
but then you drop me a silk rope and we know better
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom.
When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn
we’re pieces of silent booms.
I am your Maggie I’m planted here,
counting the hours till next time is near,
just take the bus and just know I’m longing, I’m fainting
for all that silent talk we do ear to ear,
just take the bus and just know I’m longing, I’m fainting
for all that silent talk we do ear to ear.
My mom’s a witch and holds a broom,
she locks me every night in my room,
but then I drop you a silk rope and we know better
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom.
When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn
we’re pieces of silent booms.
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THE MYRTLE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6cmiHAFEBcE

I had an open sea in mind
and a rose garden, open garden, of our sky,
and a rose garden, open garden, of our sky.
When I sailed out or thought I would
for our nearby neighborhood,
for our nearby neighborhood,
when I sailed out or thought I would
my open windows had a guest,
a smiling myrtle looked for nest,
my open windows had a guest,
a smiling myrtle looked for nest.
Ι no more felt I’d like that walk
I only liked her smile and talk,
Ι no more felt I’d like that walk
I only liked her smile and talk.
Myrtle just tell me a couple of words
how can I build a nest for birds?
How can I build a nest for love’s birds?
Myrtle just tell me a couple of words.
Will soil and water be enough
if I just mix them with my love?
If I just mix them with my love,
will soil and water be enough?
When to my windows I went near
the smiling myrtle had a tear,
when to my windows I went near
the smiling myrtle had a tear.
When I sailed out and thought I would
for our nearby neighborhood,
when I sailed out and thought I would
for our nearby neighborhood.
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INSIDE YOUR BLACK HAIR, LADY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0aptkQ8MIM

In the well-known night neighborhoods of moon
I went out for some strolling
to see the eyes of sky and try
to kiss its lips and body.
Inside your black hair, lady, I see nests of stars,
of stars and white birds, of stars and hundreds of springs,
of spring birds that fly me on their wings.
Inside my heart just see that bird,
how much it longs and suffers,
suffers although it chirps and sings
and although its wings it flutters.
Inside your black hair, lady, I see nests of stars,
of stars and white birds, of stars and hundreds of springs,
of spring birds that fly me on their wings.
You’re a real princess, a real queen,
your eyes are such a dowry,
nobility does not reside in
mansions of gold and glory.
Inside your black hair, lady, I see nests of stars,
of stars and white birds, of stars and hundreds of springs,
of spring birds that fly me on their wings.
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SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER AND COOL http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qfsUAac4gUs
Saturday night is coming, say, mamma,
did I hear you say my white shirt had been washed and cleaned,
my friends that you know are already there and phoned me
to say that my Juliet at her balcony was seen.
Flower scent is coming from the balconies,
flower scent is coming from the yards along the streets,
flower scent is coming from love that’s all around,
love, wave by wave, fills up the oceans, sky and ground.
We’ll be passing from downtown, a boat will soon be found
and rowing we will soon be really out
and if we find a sailboat, we’ll christen it a yacht,
shipowners will be jealous of our lot.
Saturday night is coming my princess,
tonight I’m a prime minister, a prince and a tycoon,
mine are all riches of the world and also mine are
sky, sea and heaven and the city’s best saloon.
Mine is your balcony and your doorstep,
mine are your flower pots, your flowers and your plants
and if you look into my two eyes,
right away your faithful slave and subject I become.
We’ll be passing from downtown, a boat will soon be found
and rowing we will soon be really out
and if we find a sailboat, we’ll christen it a yacht,
shipowners will be jealous of our lot.
FIVE BY FIVE, TEN BY TEN http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8jVQrJdAdM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R-mZxgXbGuE (here singing too is by Theodotakis)

Five by five I skip stairs, ten by ten I’m flying over walls and floors
for two fires of magic, your two eyes of fire,
one look from them into mine ten stabs of desire.
Rocking boat at sea, rocking near the shore,
flowerpots in the balcony and flowerpots by the door.
Five by five my kisses, ten by ten all over I will give to you
and after I have drunk you and my kisses made you drunk
lullabies I’ll make for you with my happy song.
Rocking boat at sea, rocking near the shore,
flowerpots in the balcony and flowerpots by the door.
Five by five stairs skip me, ten by ten they’re flying me over walls and floors
immigration’s here and I have no choice
and don’t cry for me, they say, they’ll find you better boys.
Rocking boat at sea, rocking near the shore,
flowerpots in the balcony and flowerpots by the door
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MY GAL’S NAME’S HELEN
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xhW0YohUoHg

My April month, my April-May months blond,
May-April full of flowers,
my heart how can you stand,
my heart how can
my heart how can you stand
in so much love and beauty,
in so much loving and flower scent!
Songs, kisses, sun and moon,
over our neighborhood,
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want
our secret to be known.
My silver star, my silver star in skies,
my moonlight beam in heavens
your eyes have caught my heart
your eyes have caught
your eyes have caught my heart
like twigtraps catch their birdies
stupid or clever, foolish or smart.
Songs, kisses, sun and moon,
over our neighborhood,
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want
our secret to be known.
My heady flo-, my heady flower rose,
my heady rose’s fragrance
I’m coming to your folks
I’m coming to
I’m coming to your folks
to ask them for their blessing
and my match that I love and want.
Songs, kisses, sun and moon,
over our neighborhood,
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want
my gal’s name’s Helen but she doesn’t want
our secret to be known.
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I HAVE A LOVE SHE’S ALL FOR ME
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yAjo_-itAU4&feature=related

Ι have a love she’s all for me,
my star my dawn my rose my sea,
one thousand men would not be able
to rock you as nice as I can rock you in my cradle.
Your eyes inside are full of flames
flaring at nights and sweet in days,
flaring at nights and sweet in days
your eyes inside are full of flames.
When on your lips I feel I’m flying
I can’t care less if I leave dying,
when in your arms you set me cradling
then aye-aye lady in your sea I’m going sailing.
Without a boat and without sails
the world is mine with all details,
the world is mine with all details
without a boat and without sails.
You wear the sun like just a hairpin,
moon is a button of your apron,
your breast is home for singing crickets
that for all concerts of the world give us free tickets.
And from your kisses birds have learned
to sing and chirp to their girlfriend,
to sing and chirp to their girlfriend,
right from your kisses birds have learned.
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*MOUTHS FULL OF KISSES
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNSzJ7j7KkE

With your mouth full of kisses and love
like a swallow, a pigeon, a dove
you fly and whistle your greetings to sun
every morning,
with your mouth full of kisses you bring
like an almond tree’s flowers bring Spring
your hair, your eyes, your lips and I drink
your wind blowing.
And at night, yeah!,
warm, dark night, yeah!,
you’re a matchstick that just catches fire,
and you burn me like a twig yeah!,
till next dawn my burned ashes retire.
With my mouth full of kisses and love
I feel just like those birds high above
I’m flying over stair-steps five by five,
yes, I’m flying,
with my mouth full of kisses and scent
that enwraps me the days that we spend,
as if drunk, as if stoned, as if mad,
as if dying.
And at night, yeah!,
warm, dark night, yeah!,
you’re a matchstick that just catches fire,
and you burn me like a twig, yeah!,
till next dawn my burned ashes retire.
*THE QUARRELhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-kOIXEi3AaA
Tonight like kids we had again

that quarrel for whatever,
that quarrel for whatever.
You sat enough your turn to stand,
you talked enough now it’s my turn,
now you leave and I remain,
the same old tune forever.
Quarrel one and two and three
and quarrel four and five,
I can’t stand you, you can’t stand me
our love just can’t survive.
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TIRED OF HOLDING ΥΟU http://kostaspapadopoulos-bouzouki.com/2011/11/11/kostaspapadopoulos-kourastika-na-se-kratw-mikis-theodorakis-dimitris-christodoulou-maria-farantouriκουράστηκα-να-σε-κρ/
I’m tired of holding you by the hand, you my own pain in person,
we two just walking side by side, me and you my joyless pain,
having a sad wind on our face as our only consolation,
like birds who just lost all their wings because they were battered by rain.
Patience my voice, my song keep still, just hold it for one more short minute,
forget the old pain and live again and let your soul play like we did.
I’m tired of listening to my pain talking about pain only,
I just can’t stand my own sad voice talking about the wound,
talking of pain from here to grave, of dying and living lonely,
of things we did and things we lived and things we could or would.
Patience my voice, my song keep still, just hold it for one more short minute,
forget the old pain and live again and let your soul play like we did.
KNOCKING SHYLY http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RyU-AOvSRTg
Gently and sweetly peel your beautiful pine tree
and let it drip its resin
put it in your wine this year, I think it’ll make it sweet,
I hope the same for your pains and dreams,
for your pains and dreams.
Our road was long, just very long, your patience just too little,
I’m knocking shyly on your door, and a helpful wind just tilts it,
yes, it tilts it.
And if your fireplace had no fire those days and I,
and I those days was fireless
I saw it as a help from God that I couldn’t cry
’cause tears would make me powerless,
really powerless.
Our road was long, just very long, your patience just too little,
I’m knocking shyly on your door, and a helpful wind just tilts it,
yes, it tilts it.
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I TOOK THE SKYWAYS
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WKnQqjmGpqQ

I wish my hands could hold two swords
to fight your pain with more than words
and never let him touch you.
I wish I were an eagle with widespread wings
to hide you from time and what he brings
and fly you where he’d forget about you.
Our day is bitterly going away and night is coming near,
desire into my song my blood keeps dripping,
blood drips desire, desire for you is still here.
I took the skyways, I chased the clouds,
I met the stars in their whereabouts,
I asked them how souls are mended,
I sought in south, I sought in north,
to find joy and smile and bring you both
but came back empty handed.
Our day is bitterly going away and night is coming near,
desire into my song my blood keeps dripping,
blood drips desire, desire for you is still here.
MAKE UP YOUR BED FOR TWO
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=23VZDS36c7k
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hw-Sho4sxuQ&feature=relmfu

The road is dark, and so is life, until again I meet you,
come down your door and hold my hand to feel how much I need you.
Make up your bedsheets now for two,
for you and me, for me and you,
hold me as I hold you right from start
to feel that love and life are back.
I took you in my arms, you took me in yours, we both were taken and given,
I lost myself into your eyes and into your fate I am driven.
Make up your bedsheets now for two,
for you and me, for me and you,
hold me as I hold you right from start
to feel that love and life are back.
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I WILL GIVE YOU A BALL MADE OF GOLD
(Translation of a translation (of the original by Brendan Behan))
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xfrwev4phh8

I will give you a ball made of gold, you might play it with kids in the hall,
if you take me you take me you take me as your girlfriend and all.
I will give you the keys of my heart and my money no matter how much,
if you take me you take me you take me as your girlfriend and match.
I will give you a golden chain watch, you might call all the kids to show off,
if you take me you take me you take me as your girlfriend right off.
I will give you real gold real gold to fill whole lots of handfuls with crowns,
if you take me you take me you take me as your girlfriend right now.
I will make you a meat pie a meat pie, I will hide you until all tough guys go,
if you take me you take me as your girlfriend and you don’t just say no.
But we first must see if we two really match, if we two really match the right way.
*FIRST TIME http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-Y7L0z1Qno
Our eyes so close, that star above, and we as free as never,
my God how would, oh if it just could, this hour should last forever,
my God how would, oh if it just could, this hour should last forever.
I feel your fever inside me, storm like pulsating fire,
earth’s just too small, a tiny ball, can’t hold me as I go higher
earth’s just too small, a tiny ball, can’t hold me as I go higher.
First time I’ve loved you, first time I’ve known you, first man who’s heard me sighing,
it’s the first time, it’s in your arms, I feel being born and dying
it’s the first time, it’s in your arms, I feel being born and dying.
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THE BALLAD OF ANDREW THE HUNCHBACK
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cwp-dcX75LA&feature=related

Andrew was sleeping rocked by sea,
cool in the shadow of his tent boat,
breeze just caressed him and his dream
was full of sun and full of girl’s talk.
Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,
oh how this life is full of joy,
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry.
Hot summer noons Andrew and we,
a crazy bunch in scream and laughter,
we dived and swam in open sea,
never as glad before or after.
Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,
oh how this life is full of joy,
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry.
Then came old winter’s bad long face,
our crazy team went back to city,
something pushed your heart out of pace,
hold on, old Andrew, what a pity!
Jennifer, Kathryn, Marie and Joey,
Jennifer junior, Jacqueline and Erie,
oh how this life is full of joy,
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry,
you dance and beat, poor heart, with hurry.
.
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UPSHOT
(For the young to learn and for the old to remember)
Romeo and Juliet,
Make Love Not War, Knock Three Times, Sweet Nothings etc
in the Time of the Sexual Revolution

and
in the Time of Neopuritanism
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNSzJ7j7KkE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmIYJvaifyo&feature

MOUTHS FULL OF KISSES
MAGGIE-MARGARITA LOVE
With your mouth full of kisses and love
Margarita-Maggie my star, my love,
like a swallow, a pigeon, a dove
in sky in heavens like bird like dove,
you fly and whistle your greetings to sun
all sky and heavens Ι see in your eyes
every morning,
along with Venus, along with planets and stars above.
with your mouth full of kisses you bring
like an almond tree’s flowers bring Spring
your hair, your eyes, your lips and I drink
your wind blowing.
Your mom’s a witch and holds a broom,
And at night, yeah!,
she locks you every night in your room,
warm, dark night, yeah!,
but then you drop me a silk rope and we know better
you’re a matchstick that just catches fire,
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom.
and you burn me like a twig yeah!,
When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn
till next dawn my burned ashes retire.
we’re pieces of silent booms.

With my mouth full of kisses and love
Margarita-Maggie you are terrific,
I feel just like those birds high above
a little boat rocked by the Pacific,
I’m flying over stair-steps five by five,
give me your winds my Pacific,
yes, I’m flying,
your little waves and wish me to be a big open sea like you.
with my mouth full of kisses and scent
that enwraps me the days that we spend,
as if drunk, as if stoned, as if mad,
as if dying.
Your mom’s a witch and holds a broom,
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And at night, yeah!,
she locks you every night in your room,
warm, dark night, yeah!,
but then you drop me a silk rope and we know better
you’re a matchstick that just catches fire,
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom.
and you burn me like a twig yeah!,
When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn
till next dawn my burned ashes retire.
we’re pieces of silent booms.

I am your Maggie, I’m planted here,
counting the hours till next time is near,
just take the bus and just know I’m longing, I’m fainting
for all that silent talk we do ear to ear.
My mom’s a witch and holds a broom,
she locks me every night in my room,
but then I drop you a silk rope and we know better
than just to weep and cry and just sit in gloom.
When under lock under key we’re found by next dawn
we’re pieces of silent booms.
And at night, yeah!,
warm, dark night, yeah!,
I’m a matchstick that just catches fire,
and I burn you like a twig, yeah!,
till next dawn your burned ashes retire.
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MARCH OF THE SPIRIT IN THE ’40s

MARCH OF THE SPIRIT IN THE ’00s

Saviors of Life in the latest Brave Old Times

Saviors of Life in the Times of Human Shields

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y1G3Vhry-ZI&feature=related

When my last brand was thrown, when I threw my last brand in the lightfireside
When our last shield was made, when we joined hands in our last shield made out of our lives
(the brand of my whole life bound and enclosed in span and pass of time),
(our lives ready to burst out of their bounds of span and pass of time)
into the lightfireside of your new Liberty and Freedom,my Country,
shielding the altars of your new Liberty and Freedom, my Humanity
my soul caught fire as if, as if space suddenly was all made of copper,
our souls caught fire as if we were true helpers even saviors of God like every Bruno
made of red copper or as if I had
whose hands joined back to embrace
the holy cell of Heraclitus around me,
the holiest altar made of fire like ours we were defending
where, for long years,
or as if our heartbeat
for the Eternity he hammered his iron heavy thoughts
followed the drum and whisper of Life Herself
and hung them like arms
singing like a flag
in the Temple of Ephesos
«don’t ask if we win or lose. Go on!»

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=raBMbqkj0w0&feature=related

Gigantic thoughts passing,
Gigantic thoughts passing,
like red clouds made of fire or purpled islands flaming in sunset,
like red clouds made of fire or purpled islands flaming in sunset,
sunset of myth and tale,
sunset of myth and tale,
were flaring up in my mind
were flaring up in my mind
for my whole life was flared up burning at once
for my whole life was flared up burning at once
at the thought of your new Liberty and Freedom, my Country!
at the thought of your new Liberty and Freedom, my Humanity!

That’s why I didn’t say:
That’s why I didn’t say:
This now is the light of my cremating fire…
This now is the light of my cremating fire…
A torch of your History I am, this I cried out,
A torch like the towers’ Firemen I am, this I cried out,
and here, let burn like firebrand my poor forlorn cadaver,
and here, let burn like firebrand my poor forlorn cadaver,
and with this firebrand now
and with this firebrand now
still standing up and walking on until my last breath and hour
still standing up and walking on until my last breath and hour
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light all the farthest corners where men are living
light all the farthest corners where men are living
and clear a way for Your soul, Your spirit and Your body, my Country!
and clear a way for Your soul, Your spirit and Your body, my Humanity!

So said I and kept walking
Like them said I and kept walking
holding in my two hands my lighted liver
holding in my two hands my lighted liver
in Your Caucasus
in Your Caucasus
and my every step was the first
and my every step was the first
first but I also felt as if it was the last one,
first but I also felt as if it was the last one
for my foot bare was treading on splashes of Your blood
for my foot bare was treading on splashes of Your blood
for my foot bare when walking was stumbling on Your dead
for my foot bare when walking was stumbling on Your dead
because my face and body and all my spirit
because my face and body and all my spirit
was mirrored as in red lake, mirrored, mirrored in Your blood!
was mirrored as in red lake, mirrored, mirrored in Your blood!

There in scarlet mirror glass in such a mirror my Country
There in scarlet mirror glass in such a mirror my Humanity
a mirror bottomless, a mirror of the abyss
a mirror bottomless, a mirror of the abyss
of Your Liberty and Freedom and Your thirst for life,
of Your Liberty and Freedom and Your thirst for life,
I saw myself firm solid
I saw myself firm solid
made of red soil moulded into clay
made of red soil moulded into clay
Adam brand new of new creation of our world
Adam brand new of new creation of our world
that to create for You we’re going, my Country!
that to create for You we’re going, my Humanity!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VMGmIpJR0oA&feature=related

And I said:
I know, yes I know, that even Your Gods
of Olympus have now become a chthonic foundation,
because we buried them deep, very deep where strangers cannot find them.
And all the foundation became stronger and more solid and stronger and more solid
with all the bones our enemies have heaped and kept heaping upon it…
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I also know for the libations and the vows
of the new Temple hat we have dreamt for You, my Country
for nights and days, so many brothers were slaughtered among them
as lamb had never been slaughtered for Easter!…
And we said:
We know, yes we know,
that even the Gods of Humanity have now become a chthonic foundation,
because our slain and the slain of the strangers buried them deep, very deep
where slayers cannot find them
and because our slayers and the slayers of the strangers buried them deep, very deep
where the slain cannot find them.
And the foundation became stronger and more solid and stronger and more solid
with all the bones all slayers have heaped and kept heaping upon it.
We also know that some of the Indians Christianized celebrate Easter only up to Good Friday
because for them then Miracle of the Resurrection has not yet happened
and we know that for them Christ’s Cross was made
out of the wood of the tree of the Knowledge of Freedom
watered and fed by the blood and the flesh of people who were their own flesh and blood
and were hanged by Columbus as ripe fruit.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Kd4TC71a4I&feature=related

Fate; and Your Own Fate also mine to my entrails!
Fate; and Your Own Fate also mine to our entrails
And by the grace of Love, by the grace of the great creative Love,
And by the grace of Love, by the grace of the great creative Love,
behold , my soul became real hard, became hard, and is entering
behold ,our souls became real hard, became hard, and are entering
now whole in mud and in Your blood, and in Your blood,
now whole in mud and in Your blood, and in Your blood,
to mould the new heart ,the new heart, needed in Your new fight, my Country!
to mould the new heart ,the new heart, needed in Your new fight, my Humanity!
The new heart that I have already closed in my breast,
The new heart that we have already closed in our breasts,
and with that heart I’m calling out today to all companions:
and with that heart we’re calling out today to all companions:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKE_EbtZnQ0&feature=related

Come on; we all help to raise the sun back over earth and over our countries;
come on, we all help to raise the sun back in its right place over our whole world!
Come see here its wheel, it’s stuck deep in mud, it’s almost been covered,
and see here its axle sinking in blood, it’s already buried!
Come on, boys, come on, we all know, the sun can’t just rise on his own fire’s power;
push with your knee and push with your chest, we got to get him out of mud,
push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to get him out of blood.
We lean now on him, we lean on his wheel, we lean as the sun’s own blood brothers!
Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by his fire, his fire is now closing upon us,
go on, let’s go on, his flame’s on our flesh, we’re all now enflamed ,brothers, brothers!
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJKf0kTMhU4&feature=related (Ομπρός οι δημιουργοί… ο ήλιος Πνέμα)

Come on Poets and creators! Keep firm Your lifting power,
support it with your heads and legs, to keep the sun from sinking!
Also help me, brothers, from sinking along!
For now the sun is over me and inside me and around me,
for now in holy dizziness I’m following him in whirling.
A thousand backs of bulls support from below;
two headed eagle, and flaps his wings on me,
his battle din is groaning next to my head and inside my soul,
for me now near and far are one!
I’m encircled by first heard heavy Harmonies! Come on, companions,
help the sun to rise to become Spirit!
Come on Poets and creators! Keep firm Your lifting power,
support it with your heads and legs, to keep the sun from sinking!
Also help us, brothers, from sinking along!
For now the sun is over us and inside us and around us,
for now in holy dizziness we’re following him in whirling.
Birth trips and death trips around us and inside us.
Angels taking our souls and angels putting souls inside new flesh.
Death rattles and cries of newborn beside us and inside us
for us now near and far are one!
We’re encircled by first heard heavy Harmonies! Come on, companions,
help the sun to rise to become Spirit!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rluz9vI1vEA&feature=related

Thus, when my last brand was thrown, when I threw my last brand in the lightfireside
Thus, when our last shield was made, when we joined hands in our last shield made out of our lives
(the brand of my whole life bound and enclosed in space and time),
(our lives ready to burst out of their bounds of span and pass of time)
into the lightfireside of your new Liberty and Freedom, my Country,
shielding the altars of your new Liberty and Freedom, my Humanity! My Humanity!,
shout filled with soul left loud, as if space suddenly was all made of copper,
shout filled with soul left loud, just as if suddenly Life Herself had spoken
of sounding copper or as if I had
spoken clear and loud not just whispering
the holy cell of Heraclitus around me,
spoken through us joining hands around Her,
where, for long years,
as we were being saved
for the Eternity he hammered his iron heavy thoughts
even by Death Himself who had carved bullets
and hung them like arms
with the names of each of us
in the Temple of Ephesos,
as Saviors of God,
all the way to You I was calling,
all the way to You we were calling,
all the way to You I was calling, companions!
all the way to You we were calling, companions!
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Held her ground for all humanity
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HUMAN SHIELDS, FIREMEN AND FIREWOMEN
DYING IN SOUTH AMERICA, IN NORTH AMERICA, IN EUROPE,
IN IRAQ, IN PALESTINE, IN…., IN…, IN…

INTO THE FIRE
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PKuRGt7LnzU&feature=related)
The sky was falling and streaked with blood
I heard you calling me, then you disappeared into dust
Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire
I need your kiss, but love and duty called you someplace higher
Somewhere up the stairs, into the fire
May your strength give us strength. May your faith give us faith
May your hope give us hope. May your love give us love
You gave your love to see, in fields of red and autumn brown
You gave your love to me and lay your young body down
Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire
I need you near, but love and duty called you someplace higher
Somewhere up the stairs, into the fire
May your strength give us strength. May your faith give us faith
May your hope give us hope. May your love give us love

It was dark to see, you held me in the light you gave
You lay your hand on me, then walked into the darkness of your smoky grave
Up the stairs, into the fire. Up the stairs, into the fire
I need your kiss, but love and duty called you someplace higher
Somewhere up the stairs, into the fire
May your strength give us strength. May your faith give us faith
May your hope give us hope. May your love give us love…
PRAISED BE IT, IT’S WORTH IT
( at the end of http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=28GzARSTNFA )
PRAISED BE the hand deciding the horrible sacrifice knowing now
which the world that is really superior
which the world’s “now” and which its “forever”
which the world that is really superior which the world’s “now” and which its “forever”
NΟW the myrtle’s wild animal Now the cry of May
FOREVER the utmost conscience Forever the full light
Now now the hallucination and the mimicry of sleep
Forever forever the world and forever the astral Keel
Now the moving cloud of lepidoptera
Forever the circumgyrating light of mysteries
Now the crust of the Earth and the Dominion
Forever the food of the Soul and the quintessence
Now the Moon’s incurable swarthiness
Forever the Galaxy’s golden blue scintillation
Now the amalgam of peoples and the black Number
Forever the statue of Justice and the great Eye
Now the humiliation of the Gods Now the ashes of Man
Now Now the zero
Now Now the zero
Now Now the zero
and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world
the Great!

MARCH OF THE SPIRIT
( http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UKE_EbtZnQ0&feature=related )
Come on; we all help to raise the sun back over earth and over our countries;
come on, we all help to raise the sun back in its right place over our whole world!
Come see here its wheel, it’s stuck deep in mud, it’s almost been covered,
and see here its axle sinking in blood, it’s already buried!
Come on, boys, come on, we all know, the sun can’t just rise on his own fire’s power;
push with your knee and push with your chest, we got to get him out of mud,
push with your chest and push with your knee, we got to get him out of blood.
We lean now on him, we lean on his wheel, we lean as the sun’s own blood brothers!
Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by his fire, his fire’s now closing upon us,
go on, let’s go on, his flame’s on our flesh, we’re all now enflamed ,brothers, brothers!
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How many doors must a man walk out before you call him a man…

Come on, come my brothers, we’re encircled by sun’s fire, its fire’s now closing upon us…
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…go on, let’s go on, its flame’s on our flesh, we are all now enflamed, brothers, brothers!...

…all the way to You I was calling , companions!

…y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas…
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How many roads must a man walk down before you call him a man?

How many doors must a man walk out before you call him a man?
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(“Gospel of Freedom” is Mikis Theodorakis’ expression for “Canto General”)
EXCERPTS FROM
NERUDA’S ACCOUNT OF THE GENESIS IN “CANTO GENERAL”
AND FROM
HIS GOSPEL OF FREEDOM (IN “CANTO GENERAL” AGAIN):
“…a tongue like a javelin darted into the verdure…it was the night of the iguana…to the lands without
names or numbers the wind blew down from other domains ,the rain brought celestial threads, and the
gods of the impregnated altars restored flowers and lives… in fertility time grew…. the jacaranda raised its
froth of transmarine splendor…the araucaria bristling with spears was magnitude against the snow …the
primordial mahogany tree, distilled blood from its crown and to the South of the cypress…the thunder tree,
the red tree, the thorn tree, the mother tree, the scarlet ceibo, the rubber tree, were earthly volume, sound,
were territorial existences…a newly propagated aroma suffused through the interstices of the earth… the
breaths transformed into mist and fragrance: wild tobacco raised its rosebush of imaginary air…like a
fire-tipped spear corn emerged , and its stature was stripped, and it gave forth again, disseminated its
flour, had corpses beneath its roots and then, in its cradle, it watched the vegetable gods grow wrinkle and
extension , sown, by the seed of the wind over the plumes of the cordillera, dense light of germ and nipples,
blind dawn nursed by the earthly ointments of the implacable rainy latitude of the enshrouded torrential
nights, of the matinal cisterns…and still on the prairies, like laminas of the planets, beneath a fresh
republic of stars…the ombu , king of the grass, stopped the free air, the whispering flight…and mounted the
pampa, holding it in with a bridle of reins and roots…green uterus…seminal savanna, dense storehouse, a
branch was born like an island…a flower was shaped like a sword, a flower was lightning and medusa…a
cluster rounded off its resumé a root descended into the darkness…the monastic anteater trod the jungle
with melodious feet…the guanaco fine as oxygen in the wide brown heights was wearing boots of
gold…while the llama opened candid eyes in the delicacy of the world covered with dew…the monkeys
wove an unendingly long erotic thread on the shore-like borders of dawn…leveling walls of pollen and
startling the violet flight of the butterflies from Muzo… the night pure and pullulating with snouts emerging
from the ooze…and from the somnolent swamps an opaque thud of armor returned in the earthly
origins…the puma bolts through the foliage like fire of devouring hunger while in him burn the jungle’s
alcoholic eyes…badgers scratch the river’s feet, sniff out the nest whose throbbing delight they’ll attack
with red teeth…and in the depths of the almighty water like the circle of the earth lies the giant anaconda
covered with ritual mud devouring and religious…all was flight in our land...like drops of blood and
feathers the cardinals bled the dawn of Anahuac…the toucan was a lovely box of shining fruit… the
humming bird preserved the original sparks of dawn and its miniscular bonfires burned in the still
air…illustrious parrots filled the depths of the foliage like ingots of green gold newly minted from the paste
of sunken swamps, and from their circular eyes yellow hoops looked out old as minerals…all the eagles of
the sky nourished their bloody kin in the uninhabited blue and on carnivorous feathers flying over the
world, the condor, murderous king , solitary monk of the sky, black talisman of the sky, hurricane of
falconry…the ovenbird’s engineering made of the fragrant clay sonorous little theater ,where it burst forth
singing…the night jar kept whistling its wet cry on the bank of the cenotes…the Chilean pigeon made
scrubby woodland nests where it left its regal gifts of dashing eggs…the southern lark, fragrant sweet
autumn carpenter displayed its breast spangled with a scarlet constellation… and the austral sparrow
raised its flute recently fetched from the eternity of water…wet as a water lily, the flamingo opened the
doors of its rosy cathedral and flew like the dawn far from the sultry forests where the jewels dangle from
the quetzal which suddenly awakens, stirs , slips off, glows, and makes its virgin embers fly…
…Before the wig and the dress coat there were rivers, arterial rivers…there were cordilleras, jagged waves
where the condor and the snow seemed immutable…there was dampness and dense growth as yet
unnamed, the planetary pampas…Man was dust, earthen vase, an eyelid of tremulous loam, the shape of
clay he was Carib jug, Chibcha stone, imperial cup or Araucanian silica…tender and bloody was he, but
on the grip of his weapon of moist flint, the initials of the earth were written. No one could remember
them afterwards: the wind forgot them, the language of water was buried, the keys were lost or flooded
with silence or blood…I, Incan of the loam, touched the stone and said: Who awaits me? And I closed my
hand around a fistful of empty flint…but I walked among Zapotec flowers and the light was soft like a
deer, and the shade was a green eyelid…
…My land without name, without America, equinoctial stamen, purple lance, your aroma climbed my roots
up to the glass raised to my lips, up to the most slender word as yet unborn in my mouth…”.
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“...When the trumpet blared, everything on earth was prepared and Jehova distributed the world
to Coca Cola Inc., Anaconda Ford Motors and the other entities. United Fruit Inc. reserved for itself the
juiciest, the central seaboard of my country, America’s sweet waist. It rebaptized its lands the “Banana
Republics”, and upon the slumbering corpses, upon the restless heroes who conquered renown, freedom
and flags, it established the buffoons’ opera, it alienated self-destiny, gave as gifts Caesar’s crowns,
unsheathed envy, attracted the dictatorship of flies, fly Truhillo, fly Tahos, fly Garias, fly Martinez, fly
Ubico, flies soaked in humble blood and jam, drunk flies that drone over the common graves, circus flies,
clever flies versed in tyranny. Among the blood thirsty flies, the Fruit Co. disembarks, ravaging coffee and
fruits for its ships that make disappear like ghosts on serving trays, the treasures of our lands that are
submerged. Meanwhile in the sugary abysses of the seaports collapsed Indians , buried in the mist of the
morning: a body rolls down a thing without name, a fallen number, a bunch of lifeless fruit dumped in the
rubbish heap…
…Here comes the tree , the tree, of storm, the tree of the people. Its heroes rise up from the earth as leaves
from the sap, and the wind spangles the whispering multitude’s foliage, until the seed falls again from the
bread to the earth. Here comes the tree nourished by naked corpses, corpses scourged and wounded
corpses with impossible faces, impaled on spears, reduced to dust in the bonfire, decapitated by ax,
quartered by horses, crucified in church. Here comes the tree , the tree whose roots are alive. It fed in
martyrdom’s nitrate, its roots consumed blood and it extracted tears form the soil, raised them through its
branches, dispersed them on its architecture. They were invisible flowers, sometimes buried flowers,
other times they illuminated its petals like planets. And in the branches mankind harvested the hard
corollas, passed them from hand to hand like magnolias or pomegranates, and suddenly they opened the
earth, grew up to the stars. This is the tree of the emancipated. The earth tree, the cloud tree. The bread
tree, the arrow tree, the fist tree , the fire tree. The stormy water of our nocturnal epoch floods it, but its
mast balances the arena of its might. At times , the branches broken by wrath fall again, and a foreboding
ash covers its ancient majesty: just as it survived times past, so too it rose from agony until a secret hand,
countless arms, the people, preserved the fragments hid invariable trunks, and their lips were the leaves
of the immense divided tree, disseminated everywhere walking with its roots. This is the tree , the tree
of the people, of all the peoples struggling for freedom. Look at its hair: touch its renewed rays: plunge
your hands into the factories where its pulsing fruit propagates its light everyday. Raise this earth in your
hands partake of this splendor, take your bread and you apple, your heart and your horse, and mount
guard on the on the frontier, at the limit of its leaves. Defend the destiny of its corollas, share the hostile
nights, guard the cycle of the dawn, breathe in the starry heights, sustaining the tree, the tree that grows in
the middle of the earth…
…My land without name, without America, equinoctial stamen, purple lance, your aroma climbed my roots
up to the glass raised to my lips, up to the most slender word as yet unborn in my mouth.
A marine mountain flies toward the islands, a moon of birds winging South over the fermented islands of
Peru. It’s a living river of shade, it’s a comet of countless tiny hearts that eclipse the world’s sun like a
thick-tailed meteor pulsing toward the archipelago.
And at the end of the enraged sea, in the ocean rain,
the wings of the albatros rise up like two systems of salt
All was flight in our land
establishing in the silence
like drops of blood and feathers
amid the torrential squalls
the cardinals bled
with their spacious hierarchy the order of the wilds.
the dawn of Anahuac”
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ALGUNAS BESTIAS

SOME BEASTS

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GI9Xk8ZgaTw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67Pp2cz1DPY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aDPi11XhcG8&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vb2rx8eO0jc&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xm8otUCp2Z0

ERA el crepusculo de la iguana.
ERA el crepusculo de la iguana

It was the twilight of the iguana.

Desde la arcoirisada cresteria
From its glistening battlement
Su lengua como un dardo
a tongue like a javelin
se hundia en la verdura
darted into the verdure,
Su lengua como un dardo
se hundia en la verdura
el (hormiguero) monacal pisaba
the monastic anteater trod
con inclodioso pie la selva,
the jungle with melodious feet,
el (hormiguero) monacal pisaba
con inclodioso pie la selva,
el guanaco fino como el oxigeno
the guanaco fine as oxygen
en las anchas alturas pardas iba
in the wide brown heights
calzando botas de oro,
was wearing boots of gold,
mientras la llama abria candidos
while the llama opened candid
ojos en la delicadeza
eyes in the delicacy
del mundo lleno de rocio.
of the world covered with dew.
mientras la llama abria candidos ojos
en la delicadeza
del mundo lleno de rocio.
Desde la arcoirisada crestería Desde la arcoirisada cresteria
Su lengua como un dardo
se hundia en la verdura
Su lengua como un dardo
se hundia en la verdura
el (hormiguero) monacal pisaba
con inclodioso pie la selva,
el (hormiguero) monacal pisaba
con inclodioso pie la selva,
el guanaco fino como el oxigeno
en las anchas alturas pardas iba
calzando botas de oro,
mientras la llama abria candidos ojos
en la delicadeza
del mundo lleno de rocio.
mientras la llama abria candidos ojos
en la delicadeza
del mundo lleno de rocio.
Los monos trenzablan un hilo
The monkeys wove
interminablement erotico
an unendingly long erotic thread
en las riberas de la aurora,
on the shore-like borders of dawn,
Era la noche de los caimanes,
It was the night of the alligator,
la noche pura y pululante
the night pure and pullulating
derribando muros de polen
leveling walls of pollen
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y espantando el vuelo violeta
de las mariposas de Muzo.
Era la noche de los caimanes,
la noche pura y pululante
Era la noche de los caimanes,
la noche pura y pululante
Los monos trenzablan un hilo
interminablement erotico
en las riberas de la aurora,
derribando muros de polen
y espantando el vuelo violeta
de las mariposas de Muzo.
Era la noche de los caimanes,
la noche pura y pululante
de hocicos saliendo del legamo,
y de las cienagas sonolientas
y de las cienagas sonolientas
un ruido opaco de armaduras
volvia al origen terrestre.

and startling the violet flight
of the butterflies from Muzo .
It was the night of the alligator,
the night pure and pullulating
It was the night of the alligator,
the night pure and pullulating
The monkeys wove
an unendingly long erotic thread
on the shore-like borders of dawn,
leveling walls of pollen
and startling the violet flight
of the butterflies from Muzo .
It was the night of the alligator,
the night pure and pullulating
with snouts emerging from he ooze,
and from the somnolent swamps
and from the somnolent swamps
an opaque thud of armor
returned in the earthly origins

Desde la arcoirisada cresteria
El jaguar tocaba las hojas
arcoirisada cresteria
con su ausencia fosforescente,
arcoirisada cresteria
el puma corre en al ramaje
arcoirisada cresteria

From its glistening battlement
The jaguar touches the leaves
with its phosphorescent absence,
the puma bolts through the foliage

como el fuego el fuego
el fuego devorador
mientras arden en el los ojos
alcoholicos de la selva.
en el los ojos
alcoholicos de la selva.
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio…
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio…
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio…
Los tejones rascan los pies del rio…
Desde la arcoirisada cresteria
Su lengua como un dardo
se hundia en la verdura
el monacal pisaba
con inclodioso pie la selva,
el guanaco fino como el oxigeno
en las anchas alturas pardas iba
calzando ,
husmean el nido cuya
delicia palpitante
atacaran con dientes rojos.

like fire, fire
like fire of devouring hunger
while in him burn
the jungle’s alcoholic eyes .

Badgers scratch the river’s feet,
Badgers scratch the river’s feet…
Badgers scratch the river’s feet…
Badgers scratch the river’s feet…
Badgers scratch the river’s feet…
From its glistening battlement
a tongue like a javelin
darted into the verdure,
the monastic anteater trod
the jungle with melodious feet,
the guanaco fine as oxygen
in the wide brown heights
was wearing boots
sniff out the nest whose
throbbing delight
they’ll attack with red teeth.
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Y en el fondo del agua magna,
como un circulo de la tierra,
esta la gigante anaconda
cubierta de barros rituales,
cubierta de barros rituales
devoradora y religiosa.

VEGETACIONES

And in the depths of the almighty water
like the circle of the earth
lies the giant anaconda
covered with ritual mud,
covered with ritual mud
devouring and religious

VEGETATION
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d7w5RUAb3jg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3qUsH51LKJM

A las tieras sin nombres y sin numeros
bajaba el viento desde otros dominios,
traia la lluvia hilos celestes,
y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas.
En la fertilidad en la fertilidad.
en la fertilidad crecia el tiempo
En la fertilidad crecia el tiempo.

To the lands without names or numbers
the wind blew down from other domains
the rain brought celestial threads
and the god of the impregnated altars
restored flowers and lives
In fertility time grew

En la fertilidad en la fertilidad en la fertilidad crecia el tiempo.
en la fertilidad crecia el tiempo.
A las tieras sin nombres y sin numeros
bajaba el viento
desde otros dominios,
traia la lluvia hilos celestes,
y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas,
traia la Iluvia hilos celestes,
y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas.
El jacaranda elevaba espuma
hecha de resplandores transmarinos,
la araucaria de lanzas erizadas
era la magnitud contra la nieve ,
El jacaranda eleveba espuma
hecha de resplandores tranasmarinos,
la araucaria de lanzas erizadas
era la magnitude contra la nieve ,
el primordial arbol caoba
desde su copa destilabe sangre,
y al Sur de los alerces,
el arbol trueno, el arbol rojo,
el arbol de la espina, el arbol madre,
el ceibo bermellon, el arbol caucho,
el arbol trueno,
el arbol de la espina, el arbol madre,
el ceibo bermellon, el arbol caucho,

The jacaranda raised its froth
of transmarine splendor
the araucaria bristling with spears
was magnitude against the snow,

the primordial mahogany tree
distilled blood from its crown
and to the South of the cypress,
the thunder tree, the red tree,
the thorn tree, the mother tree
the scarlet ceibo, the rubber tree
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el arbol trueno,
el arbol de la espina, el arbol madre,
el ceibo bermellon, el arbol caucho,
el arbol rojo
el arbol de la espina, el arbol madre,
el ceibo bermellon, el arbol caucho,
eran volumen terrenal, sonido,
eran territoriales existencias.
eran volumen terrenal, sonido,
eran territoriales existencias.
Un nuevo aroma propagado, llenaba,
por los intersticios de la tierra,
las respiraciones convertidas en humo
y fragancia:
el tabaco silvestre alzaba
su rosal de aire imaginario.
Como una lanza terminada en fuego
aparecia el maiz, y su estatura
se desgrano y nacio de nuevo,
disemino su harina ,
tuvo muertos bajo sus raices,
y, luego, en su cuna, miro
crecer los dioces vegetales.
Arruga y extension diseminaba
la semilla del viento
sobre las plumas de la cordillera,
espesa luz de germen y pezones,
aurora ciega amamantada
por los unguentos terrentales
de la implacable latitud lluviosa,
de las cerrades noches manantiales,
de las cisternas matutinas.
Y aun en las llanuras,
como luminas de planeta,
bajo un fresco pueblo de estrellas,
rey de la hierba , el ombu detenia
el aire libre, el vuelo rumoroso
y montaba la pampa sujetandola
con su ramal de rienda y raices.
America arboleda ,
zarza salvaje entre los mares,
de polo a polo balanceabas,
tesoro verde, tu espesura.
Germinaba la noche
en ciudades de cascaras sagradas,
en sonoras maderas ,
extensas hojas que cubrian
la pieda germinal, los nacimientos.
Utero verde, americana

were earthly volume, sound,
were territorial existences

A newly propagated aroma suffused
through the interstices of the earth,
the breaths transformed into mist
and fragrances:
wild tobacco raised
its rosebush of imaginary air
Like afire-tipped spear
corn emerged , and its stature
was stripped, and it gave forth again
disseminated its flour,
had corpses beneath its roots
and then, in its cradle, it watched
the vegetable gods grow
Wrinkle and extension , sown,
by the seed of the wind
over the plumes of the cordillera
dense light of germ and nipples,
blind dawn nursed
by the earthly ointments
of the implacable rainy latitude
of the enshrouded torrential nights
of the matinal cisterns
And still on the prairies,
like laminas of the planets
beneath a fresh republic of stars,
the ombu , king of the grass, stopped
the free air, the whispering flight,
and mounted the pampa , holding it in,
with a bridle of reins and roots
Arboreal America
with brambles between the seas
from pole to pole you balanced
green treasure, your dense growth
The night germinated
in cities of sacred pods
in sonorous woods,
outstretched leaves covering
the germinal stone , the births.
Green uterus, american
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sabana seminal, bodega espesa,
una rama nacio como una isla,
una hoja fue forma de la espada,
una flor fue de la relampago y medusa,
un racimo redondeo su resumen,
una raiz descendio a las tenieblas.

seminal savanna, dense storehouse,
a branch was born like an island
a flower was shaped like a sword,
a flower was lightning and medusa
a cluster rounded off its resumé
a root descended into the darkness.

VIENEN LOS PAJAROS

THE BIRDS ARRIVE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WzY27oWPI-4

Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra
Como gotas de sangre y plumas
los cardenales desangraban
el amanecer de Anahuac.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra
El tucan era una adorable
caja de frutas barnizadas,
el colibri guardo
las chispas originales
del relampago
y sus minusculas hogueras
ardian
en el aire inmovil.

All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.
Like drops of blood and feathers
the cardinals bled
the dawn of Anahuac
All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.
The toucan was a lovely
box of shining fruit,
the humming bird preserved
the original sparks
of dawn
and its miniscular bonfires
burned
in the still air

Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra

All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.

Los ilustres loros llenaban
la profunditad del follaje
como lingotes de oro verde
recien salidos de la pasta
de los pantanos sumergidos
y de sus ojos circulares
miraba una argolla amarilla
vieja como los minerales.

Illustrious parrots filled
the depths of the foliage
like ingots of green gold
newly minted from the paste
of sunken swamps
and from their circular eyes
yellow hoops looked out
old as minerals.

Todos las aguilas del cielo
nutrian su estirpe sangrienta
en al azul inhabitado,
y sobres las plumas carnivoras
volaba encima del mundo el condor,
rey asesino fraile solitario del cielo,
talisman negro del la nieve
huracan de la cetreria.
huracan de la cetreria.

All the eagles of the sky
nourished their bloody kin
in the uninhabited blue
and on carnivorous feathers
flying over the world, the condor
murderous king, solitary monk of the sky,
black talisman of the sky
hurricane of falconry,
hurricane of falconry.

Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra

All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.
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La ingenieria del hornero
Hacia den barro fragante
pequenos teatros sonoros
donde aparecia cantando.
El atajacaminos iba
dando su grito humedecido
a la orilla do los cenotes.
La torcaza araucana hacia
asperos nidos matorrales
La torcaza araucana hacia
asperos nidos matorrales
donde dejaba el real regalo
de sus huevos empavonados.
Matorrales
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra
Como gotas de sangre y plumas
los cardenales desangraban
el amanecer de Anahuac.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra
El tucan era una adorable
caja de frutas barnizadas,
el colibri guardo
las chispas originales
del relampago
y sus minusculas hogueras ardian
en el aire inmovil.

The ovenbird’s engineering
made of the fragrant clay
sonorous little theaters
where it burst forth singing.
The night jar kept
whistling its wet cry
on the bank of the cenotes.
the Chilean pigeon made
scrubby woodland nests
the Chilean pigeon made
scrubby woodland nests
where it left its regal gifts
of dashing eggs.
All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.
Like drops of blood and feathers
the cardinals bled
the dawn of Anahuac
All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.
The toucan was a lovely
box of shining fruit,
the humming bird preserved
the original sparks
of dawn
and its miniscular bonfires burned
in the still air

Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra

All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.

La loica del Sur, fragante,
dulce carpintera de otono,
mostraba su pecho estrellado
de constelacion escarlata
y el austral chingolo elevaba
su flauta recien
recogida de la eternidad
del agua.

The southern lark, fragrant
sweet autumn carpenter,
displayed its breast spangled,
with a scarlet constellation,
and the austral sparrow raised
its flute recently fetched
from the eternity of water.
of water.

Mas , humedo como un nenufar,
el flamenco abria sus puertas
de sonrosada catedral
y volabo como la aurora,
lejos del bosque bochornoso
donde cuelga la pedreria del quetzal,
que de pronto despierta,
se mueve, resbala y fulgura,
y hace volar su brasa virgen.,

Wet as a water lily
the flamingo opened the doors
of its rosy cathedral,
and flew like the dawn
far from the sultry forests
where the jewels dangle from the quetzal,
which suddenly awakens
stirs , slips off, glows,
and makes its virgin embers fly.
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Vuela una montana marina
hacia las islas,
una luna de aves que van hacia el Sur,
sobre las islas fermentadas del Peru.
Es un rio vivo de sombra,
es un cometa de pequenos
corazones innumerables
que oscurecen el sol del mundo
como un astro de cola espesa
palpitando hacia el archipelago.
que oscurecen el sol del mundo
como un astro de cola espesa
palpitando hacia el archipelago.

A marine mountain flies
toward the islands
a moon of birds winging South
over the fermented islands of Peru
It’s a living river of shade,
it’s a comet of tiny
hearts countless in number
that eclipse the world’s sun
like a thick-tailed meteor
pulsing toward the archipelago.
that eclipse the world’s sun
like a thick-tailed meteor
pulsing toward the archipelago.

Y en el final del iracundo mar,
en la lluvia del oceano,
surgen las alas del albatros,
como dos sistemas de sal.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
estableciendo en el silencio
como gotas de sangre y plumas
entre las rachas torrenciales,
los cardenales desangraban
con su espaciosa jerarquia
el orden de las soledades
el amanecer de Anahuac,
con su espaciosa jerarquia
el orden de las soledades
el amanecer de Anahuac,

And at the end of the enraged sea,
in the ocean rain
the wings of the albatros rise up
like two systems of salt.
All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.
establishing in the silence
like drops of blood and feathers
amid the torrential squalls
the cardinals bled
with their spacious hierarchy
the order of the wilds
the dawn of Anahuac,
with their spacious hierarchy
the order of the wilds
the dawn of Anahuac.

AMOR AMERICA

AMERICA , MY LOVE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJH86InnND4

Antes de la peluca y la casaca
fueron los rios , rios arteriales:
fueron las cordilleras , en cuya onda raida
el condor o la nieve parecian
inmoviles
fue la humedad y la espesura,
Antes de la peluca y la casaca
fueron los rios , rios arteriales:
el trueno sin nombre todavia,
las pampas planetarias. ,

Before the wig and the dress coat
there were rivers, arterial rivers:
there were cordilleras, jagged waves where
the condor and the snow seemed
immutable:
there was dampness and dense growth

as yet unnamed,
the planetary pampas.

El hombre
tierra fue,
vasija, parpado del barro tremolo,
forma de la arcilla,
fue cantaro caribe,

Man
was dust, earthen
vase, an eyelid, of tremulous loam
the shape of clay
he was Carib jug
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piedra chibcha,
copa imperial o silice araucana. .
Tierno y sangriento fue,
pero en la empunadura
de su arma de cristal humedecido,
las iniciales de la tierra estaban escritas.

Chibcha stone,
imperial cup or Araucaniann silica
Tender and bloody was he,
but on the grip
of his weapon of moist flint,
the initials of the earth were written .

Nadie pudo recordar despues:
el viento las olvido,
las iniciales de la tierra, las iniciales
el idioma del agua fue enterrado,
las claves se perdieron
o se inundaron de silencio
o sangre.
el idioma enterrado

No one could remember them afterwards:
the wind forgot them ,
the language of water was buried,
the keys were lost
or flooded with silence
or blood

No se perdio la vida,
hermanos pastorales.
Pero como una rosa salvaje
cayo una gota roja en la espesura,
y se apago una lampara de tierra.

Life was not lost ,
pastoral brothers.
But like a wild rose
a red drop fell into the dense growth
and a lamp of earth was extinguished.

Antes de la peluca y la casaca
fueron los rios , rios arteriales:

Before the wig and the dress coat
there were rivers, arterial rivers:

…………………………… Going to 7:50…………………………..
Quien me espera.?
Who awaits me?
Y aprete la mano, Y aprete la mano
sobre un punado de cristal vacio.
Y aprete la mano, Y aprete la mano
sobre un punado de cristal vacio.
Pero anduve entre flores zapotecas
y dulce era la luz,
como un venando
y era la sombra como un parpado verde.

And I closed my hand
around a fistful of empty flint.

But I walked among Zapotec flowers
and the light was soft like a deer,
like a deer,
and the shade was a green eyelid.

Tierra mia, nombre sin America,
estambre equinnoccial,
lanza de purpura,
tu aroma me trepo por las raices
hasta la copa
que bebia,
hasta la mas
delgada
palabra
aun no nacida de mi boca

My land, name without America
equinoctial stamen
purple lance
your aroma climbed my roots
up to the glass
raised to my lips,
up to the most
slender
word
as yet unborn in my mouth.
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LOS LIBERTADORES

THE LIBERATORS

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qA_mzUzOLUw&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h9o51Mzy5Jk

Aqui viene el arbol , el arbol
de la tormenta, el arbol del pueblo.
De la tierra subes sus heroes
como las hojas por la savia,
y el viento estrella los follajes
de muchedumbre rumorosa,
hasta que cae la semilla
del pan otra vezla tierra.

Here comes the tree , the tree
of storm, the tree of the people.
Its heroes rise up from the earth
as leaves from the sap,
and the wind spangles the
whispering
multitude’s foliage,
until the seed falls
again from the bread to the earth.

Aqui viene el arbol , el arbol
nutrido por muertos desnudos,
muertos azotados y heridos,
muertos de rostros imposibles,
empalados sobre una lanza,
desmenuzados en la hoguera,
decapitados por el hacha,
descuartizados a caballo,
crucificados en la iglesia.

Here comes the tree , the tree
nourished by naked corpses
corpses scourged and wounded
corpses with impossible faces
impaled on spears
reduced to dust in the bonfire
decapitated by ax
quartered by horses
crucified in church.

Aqui viene el arbol , el arbol
cuyas raices estan vivas,
saco salitre del martirio,
sus raices comieron sangre,
y extrajo lagrimas del suelo:
las elevo por dus ramajes,
las repartio en su arquitectura.
Fueron flores invisibles,
a veces, flores enterradas,
otras veces iluminaron
sus petalos como planetas.

Here comes the tree , the tree
whose roots are alive
it fed in martyrdom’s nitrate
its roots consumed blood
and it extracted tears form the soil:
raised them through its branches
dispersed them on its architecture.
They were invisible flowers,
sometimes buried flowers
other times they illuminated
its petals like planets

Y el hombre recogio en las ramas
las corollas endurecidas,
las entrego de mano en mano
como magnolias o granadas
y de pronto, abrieron la tierra,
crecieron hast alas estrellas.

And in the branches mankind
harvested the hard corollas
passed them from hand to hand
like magnolias or pomegranates,
and suddenly they opened the earth,
grew up to the stars.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_egjXRGoxCQ&feature=relmfu
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zHvK2RyHNqQ

Este es el arbol de los libres.
El arbol tierra , el arbol nube.
El arbol pan, el arbol flecha,
el arbol puno, el arbol fuego.
Lo ahoga el agua tormentosa
de nuestra epoca nocturna,
pero su masil balancea

This is the tree of the emancipated.
The earth tree, the cloud tree.
The bread tree , the arrow tree,
the first tree , the fire tree.
The stormy water
of our nocturnal epoch floods it,
but its mast balances
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el ruedo de su poderio.

the arena of its might

Otras veces, de nuevo caen
las ramas rotas por la colera,
y una ceniza amaneazante
cubre su Antigua majestad
asi paso desde otros tiempos,
asi salio de la agonia,
hasta que una mano secreta,
unos brazos innumerables,
el pueblo, guardo los fragmentos,
escondio troncos invariables,
y sus labios eran las hojas
del inmenso arbol repartido,
diseminado en todas partes
caminando con sus raices.
Este es el arbol , el arbol
del pueblo, el arbol de todos pueblos
de la libertad, de la lucha.

At times , the branches broken
by wrath fall again
and a foreboding ash
covers its ancient majesty:
just as it survived times past,
so too it rose from agony
until a secret hand,
countless arms, the people,
preserved the fragments
hid invariable trunks,
and their lips were the leaves
of the immense divided tree,
disseminated everywhere
walking with its roots.
This is the tree , the tree
of the people, of all the peoples
struggling for freedom.

Asomate a su cabellera:
toca sus rayos renovados:
bunde la mano en las usinas
donde su fruto palpitante
propaga su luz cada dia.
Levanta esta tierra en tus manos,
participa de este splendor,
toma tu pan y tu manzana,
tu corazon y tu caballo
y monta guardia en la frontera,
en el limite de sus hojas.

Look at its hair:
touch its renewed rays:
plunge your hands into the factories
where its pulsing fruit
propagates its light everyday.
Raise this earth in your hands
partake of this splendor
take your bread and you apple,
your heart and your horse
and mount guard on the on the frontier,
at the limit of its leaves.

Defiende el fin de sus corollas,
comparte las noches hostiles,
vigila el ciclo de la aurora,
respire la altura estrellada ,
sosteniendo el arbol,
el arbol que crece en medio de la tierra.

Defend the destiny of its corollas,
share the hostile nights
guard the cycle of the dawn
breathe in the starry heights
sustaining the tree , the tree
that grows in the middle of the earth.
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LA UNITED FRUIT CO.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SWzZ8v2KWcc

Cuando sono la trompeta,
esturvo todo preparado en la tierra,
y Jehova repartio el mundo
a Coca-Cola Inc., Anaconda,
Ford Motors, y otras entidades,
y otras entidades:
Cuando sono la trompeta,
esturvo todo preparado en la tierra,
y Jehova repartio el mundo
a Coca-Cola Inc. Anaconda,
Ford Motors, y otras entidades,
y otras entidades:
La compania Frutera Inc.
se reservo la mas jugoso
la costa central de mi tierra,
la dulce cintura de America.
se reservo la mas jugoso
la costa central de mi tierra,
la dulce cintura de America.
Bautizo de nuevo sus tierras
como “Republicas Bananas”,
y sobre los muertos dormidos
sobre los heroes inquietos
que conquistaran la grandeza,
la libertad y las banderas,
establecio la opera bufa,
la opera bufa:
establecio la opera bufa,
la opera bufa:
enajeno los albedrios
regalo coronas de Cesar,
desenvaino la envidias,
atrajo la dictadura de las moscas,
moscas Trujillos, moscas Tachos,
moscas Garias , moscas Martinez,
moscas Ubico
moscas humedas de sangre humilde y mermelada,
moscas borrachas que zumban
sobre las tumbas populares,
moscas de circo, sabias moscas
entendidas en tirania.
moscas de circo, sabias moscas
entendidas en tirania.
entendidas en tirania.

When the trumpet blared
everything on earth was prepared
and Jehova distributed the world
to Coca Cola Inc., Anaconda,
Ford Motors and the other entities
and the other entities:
When the trumpet blared
everything one earth was prepared
and Jehova distributed the world
to Coca Cola Inc., Anaconda,
Ford Motors and the other entities
and the other entities:
United Fruit Inc.,
reserved for itself the juiciest,
the central seaboard of my country
America’s sweet waist.
reserved for itself the juiciest,
the central seaboard of my country,
America’s sweet waist.
It rebaptized its lands
the “Banana Republics”,
and upon the slumbering corpses,
upon the restless heroes
who conquered renown,
freedom and flags
it established the buffoons’ opera
the buffoons’ opera
it established the buffoons’ opera
the buffoons’ opera
it alienated self-destiny,
gave as gifts Caesar’s crowns,
unsheathed envy,
attracted the dictatorship of flies
fly Truhillo, fly Tahos
fly Garias, fly Martinez
fly Ubico
flies soaked in humble blood and jam,
drunk flies that drone
over the common graves,
circus flies, clever flies
versed in tyranny.
circus flies, clever flies
versed in tyranny.
versed in tyranny.

Entre las moscas sanguinarias
la Frutera desembarca,
arassando el café y las frutas,
en sus barcos que de-

Among the blood thirsty flies
the Fruit Co. disembarks,
ravaging coffee and fruits
for its ships that make dis-
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slizaron como bandejas
el tesoro
de nuestras tierras de nuestras tierras
sumergidas.

appear like ghosts on serving trays
the treasures
of our lands of our lands
that are submerged

Mientras tanto, por los abismos
azucarados de los puertos,
caian indios sepultados
en el vapor de la manana:
un cuerpo rueda,
una cosa sin nombre,
un numero caido,
un racimo de fruta muerta
derramada en el pudrilero.
Mientras tanto, por los abismos
azucarados de los puertos,
caian indios sepultados
en el vapor de la manana:
un cuerpo rueda,
una cosa sin nombre,
un numero caido,
un racimo de fruta muerta
derramada en el pudrilero.
Mientras tanto, por los abismos
azucarados de los puertos,
caian indios sepultados
en el vapor de la manana:
un cuerpo rueda,
una cosa sin nombre,
un numero caido,
un racimo de fruta muerta
derramada
en el pudrilero.

Meanwhile in the sugary
abysses of the seaports
collapsed Indians , buried
in the mist of the morning:
a body rolls down
a thing without name,
a fallen number,
a bunch of lifeless fruit
dumped in the rubbish heap.
Meanwhile in the sugary
abysses of the seaports
collapsed Indians , buried
in the mist of the morning:
a body rolls down
a thing without name,
a fallen number,
a bunch of lifeless fruit
dumped in the rubbish heap.
Meanwhile in the sugary
abysses of the seaports
collapsed Indians , buried
in the mist of the morning:
a body rolls down
a thing without name,
a fallen number,
a bunch of lifeless fruit
dumped
in the rubbish heap.
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POETIC SUMMARY
FROM THE POET’S WAY OF PHILOSOPHIZING ON “GENESIS THROUGH WORDS”
AND ON THE EVER CONTINUING BIRTH OF LANGUAGE
TO FINALLY REACHING
THE WORDS THAT WERE STILL UNBORN IN HIS MOUTH

A tongue like a javelin darted into the verdure
it was the night of the iguana
My land without name, without America,
equinoctial stamen, purple lance,
your aroma climbed my roots up to the glass raised to my lips,
up to the most slender word as yet unborn in my mouth
Vuela una montana marina hacia las islas,
una luna de aves que van hacia el Sur,
sobre las islas fermentadas del Peru.
Es un rio vivo de sombra,
un cometa de pequenos corazones innumerables
que oscurecen el sol del mundo
como un astro de cola espesa palpitando hacia el archipelago
Como gotas de sangre y plumas
los cardenales desangraban el amanecer de Anahuac
Y en el final del iracundo mar, en la lluvia del oceano, surgen las alas del albatros
A las tieras sin nombres y sin numeros
bajaba el viento desde otros dominios,
traia la lluvia hilos celestes,
y e dios de los altares impregnados
devolvia las flores y las vidas.
Xu Kai
Her poem on whom she calls “Mikis the son of Greece, Mikis the son of the world”
(at 4:53 of http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a_S9Dmtdtcg )

Geia sou Miki
I have never seen you but your melody shakes my heart
I ask the sky why and he answers me because you are his son
Your melody springs from the sky
I have never seen you but your force is transfused into my blood
I ask the earth why and she answers me because you are her son
Your force springs from the earth
I have never seen you but your soul hits my soul
I ask the people why and the people answers me because you are the people’s son
Your soul springs from the people
Oh Miki! With your songs Greece will become younger
With your music life will become more beautiful
With your melody love will become sweeter
Oh Miki! I wanted to see you from a close distance, I wanted to hear you from a close distance,
I wanted to tell you from a close distance
Geia sou Miki
To address our Greek Gratitude to the poetress who addressed to our Greek Monument, Mikis, the above
and to Greece and us Greeks her words before 4:53 of the above link, we dedicate to her too the Gratitud
Griega we had addressed to a colleague of Mikis from Spain for writing a song about a Greek for whom
Mikis too had written a public goodbye letter…
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Canción para Dimitris,
Joaquín Carbonell
http://eagainst.com/articles/ωδή-στον-δημήτρη-χριστούλα-από-ισπανί/
(the video does have subtitles in English, so we don’t translate the song here)

Refugio de palomas
Luz violeta de pincel
La mañana griega se sintió volar
Serena la cigarra
Se aturdió bajo el mantel
Que guardaba un desayuno tan vulgar
La higuera vio la fuente
Y brotó luz de la miel
Son las ocho y los dioses ya no están
Dimitris es agudo
Un anciano de papel
Una voz que clama al mundo sin gritar
A veces el destino nos empuja hacia el final
Rompiendo las señales de aparcar
Un tiro no es un ruido es como una catedral
Que se esfuma entre la niebla de cristal
Dimitris busca el árbol
Y Sintagma es el lugar
Al frente el Parlamento Nacional
Empuña una pistola
En un gesto tan vulgar
Que no llama la atención del personal
“No quiero su limosna
Hoy me rindo sin luchar
No buscaré comida en un corral”.
Los cielos se cerraron
Y la tierra fue a llorar
Era abril en cada punto cardinal
A veces el destino nos empuja hacia el final
Rompiendo las señales de aparcar
Un tiro no es un ruido es como una catedral
Que se esfuma entre la niebla de cristal
A veces el destino nos empuja hacia el final
Rompiendo las señales de aparcar
El portavoz del Fondo Monetario Gerry Rice
Confesó que estuvo a punto de llorar
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http://24gr.blogspot.com/2012/07/blog-post_7875.html
http://www.zougla.gr/blog/article/572076
Gratitud Griega to Joaquín Carbonell
(sung in the melody of his own Canción…
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T0upnAY0D4I
I wish I were a poet
and send you one of my poems
but I’m not so I will have to borrow one
I wish I could write music
and dress what I’m saying right now
but I’m not so I’m humming back your own song
Joaquín, yesterday was a serene summer night, as sweet as most Greek summer nights.
Mikis Theodorakis, supported by friends and with a walking cane, walked from his house at the
feet of Acropolis to the open Roman theater Herodeion, two blocks over his house. The distance
of Herodeion both from Acropolis and from Mikis’ home, was so small that the audience of what
was to be played, felt as if invited for dinner under the summer sky in the veranda of a still living
ancient demigod. The performance of what he had named “Gospel of Freedom”, the famous
“Canto General” of the South American demigod Pablo Neruda, would be by the same
performers, Maria Farantouri and Petros Pandis, who would also perform in the presence of
Allende and Neruda, 39 years ago in Chile, with Mikis conducting, all of them, then, exiles from
Greece’s junta, but never performed, because some weeks before this première, took place the
coup against Allende by Pinochet’s junta. The age of the performers, and their appearance too,
among the young generation constituting the choir, added to the feeling that something mystical
and uncanny was going to take place…At the end Mikis approached the stage and the singers on
it bowed to kiss him. Among loud standing ovation he kissed them and also kissed the next
generation’s actor, Tasos Nousias, who was translating and transfusing from the demigods’
eternal and universal language to the present’s and the here’s language of our country too. When
Mikis turned to also face the audience, the standing ovation became so loud that it reminded an
apotheosis. Immortalization would be a poor word because this work was already immortal upon
birth. Apotheosis was also a poor word but only because of the simplicity and directness of
Mikis’ response.His smile broadened from ear to ear and made his face light up even more and he
said “You made me very happy. Thank you”. He waved, and, again, supported he left for home.
I wish I spoke your language
and have sung myself to Spain
in your language that is so close to my Greek
but we both speak rockers’ language
Lingua Franca of our days
so we still exchange what we borrow from those gods

We also thank our Nicaraguan friend Hernán whom we asked to translate the above to Spanish to make a
tribute to a beautiful language of beautiful souls who wrote such a beautiful song for a beautiful a Greek…
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Gratitud Griega a Joaquín Carbonell:
Quisiera ser poeta y mandarles uno de mis poemas,
pero como no lo soy, entonces tendre que tomar prestado uno
Quisiera poder escribir música
y adornar lo que estoy diciendo ahora,
pero como no sé, entonces estoy tarareando su propia canción.
Joaquín, ayer una noche serena de verano, como la mayoria de las noches dulces del
verano Griegas, Mikis Theodorakis, ayudado por amigos y apoyado en su baston, caminó de su
casa al pie de la Acrópolis hasta Herodeion un teatro Romano al aire libre. Las distancias de la
Acrópolis y de la casa de Mikis al teatro son tan cortas que la audiencia se sentia como invitada a
cenar bajo ese cielo de verano, en el corredor de la casa del aun viviente demigod. La actuacion
de lo que él mismo a nombrado "Evangelio de Libertad", el famoso "Canto General" del tambien
semidios de la America del Sur, Pablo Neruda, estuvo a cargo de los actores Maria Farantouri y
Petros Pandi, quienes debieron cantar en Chile en presencia del Presidente Salvador Allende y el
poeta Pablo Neruda hace 39 años, mientras Mikis conduciria la orquesta. Todos ellos estaban
exiliados en esos entonces por La Junta de Gobierno de Grecia. La actuacion nunca se llevo a
cabo por el Golpe de Estado organizado por Augusto Pinochet y su Junta unas pocas semanas
antes del Premier. La edad de los actores y su presencia entre los jovenes del coro, le dieron al
acto un sentido místico inusual. Al final, Mikis se acerco al escenario y los cantantes le hicieron
reverencias y lo besaron en medio de estruendosos aplausos, asi mismo él también besó a
los actores de la nueva generación. Tasos Nousias, traducía y transfundió a los presentes, la
lengua eterna y universal de los semidioses y al Griego. Cuando Mikis se volteo hacia la
audiencia, los aplausos se hicieron apoteosicos. Inmortalización no seria un adjetivo correcto,
pues el trabajo de estos musico/poetas ya era inmortal al nacer. Apoteosis no es suficiente
tampoco por la simplicidad y sentido directo de la respuesta de Mikis: su sonrisa se abrio de oreja
a oreja y su cara se ilumino mucho cuando con toda sencillez dijo: "Me hacen felices, muchas
gracias". Saludó ajitando sus manos y de nuevo fué ayudado para regresar a su casa.
Quisiera hablar en Español
y poder cantar a España en su lengua
que se asemeja tanto al Griego.
Pero ya que ambos hablamos el lenguaje del Rock
Lengua Franca de hoy
Todavia podemos entre cambiar
Lo que tomemos prestado de esos dioses.

We also send all our Gratitud Griega to our friend Hernán Espinoza for this translation, one
more sample of his help and support during every single day of the three years of our friendship.

Before we go to the more detailed and specific letter we wrote to Hernán right after the night at
Herodeion, let’s see a few of the words and melodies we can borrow from those gods to dedicate
to the Indignados and Occupys everywhere in the world today too…
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Vuela una montana marina, hacia las islas, una luna de aves que van hacia el Sur, sobre las islas fermentadas del Peru

Es un rio vivo de sombra, es un cometa de pequenos corazones innumerable que oscurecen el sol del mundo como un
astro de cola espesa palpitando hacia el archipelago…

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WzY27oWPI-4
Vienen los pajaros
............

Vuela una montana marina
hacia las islas,
una luna de aves que van hacia el Sur,
sobre las islas fermentadas del Peru.
Es un rio vivo de sombra,
es un cometa de pequenos
corazones innumerables
que oscurecen el sol del mundo
como un astro de cola espesa
palpitando hacia el archipelago.
que oscurecen el sol del mundo
como un astro de cola espesa
palpitando hacia el archipelago.

A marine mountain flies
toward the islands
a moon of birds winging South
over the fermented islands of Peru
It’s a living river of shade,
it’s a comet of tiny
hearts countless in number
that eclipse the world’s sun
like a thick-tailed meteor
pulsing toward the archipelago.
that eclipse the world’s sun
like a thick-tailed meteor
pulsing toward the archipelago.

Y en el final del iracundo mar,
en la lluvia del oceano,
surgen las alas del albatros,
como dos sistemas de sal.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
Todo era vuelo en nuestra tierra.
estableciendo en el silencio
como gotas de sangre y plumas
entre las rachas torrenciales,
los cardenales desangraban
con su espaciosa jerarquia
el orden de las soledades
el amanecer de Anahuac,
con su espaciosa jerarquia
el orden de las soledades
el amanecer de Anahuac,

And at the end of the enraged sea,
in the ocean rain
the wings of the albatros rise up
like two systems of salt.
All was flight in our land.
All was flight in our land.
establishing in the silence
like drops of blood and feathers
amid the torrential squalls
the cardinals bled
with their spacious hierarchy
the order of the wilds
the dawn of Anahuac,
with their spacious hierarchy
the order of the wilds
the dawn of Anahuac.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SWzZ8v2KWcc&feature=related
LA UNITED FRUIT CO.
When the trumpet blared, everything on earth was prepared and Jehova distributed the world
to Coca Cola Inc., Anaconda, Ford Motors and the other entities. United Fruit Inc. reserved for itself the
juiciest, the central seaboard of my country, America’s sweet waist. It rebaptized its lands the “Banana
Republics”, and upon the slumbering corpses, upon the restless heroes who conquered renown, freedom
and flags, it established the buffoons’ opera, it alienated self-destiny, gave as gifts Caesar’s crowns,
unsheathed envy, attracted the dictatorship of flies, fly Truhillo, fly Tahos, fly Garias, fly Martinez, fly
Ubico, flies soaked in humble blood and jam, drunk flies that drone over the common graves, circus flies,
clever flies versed in tyranny. Among the blood thirsty flies, the Fruit Co. disembarks, ravaging coffee and
fruits for its ships that make disappear like ghosts on serving trays, the treasures of our lands that are
submerged. Meanwhile in the sugary abysses of the seaports collapsed Indians, are buried in the mist of the
morning: a body rolls down, a thing without name, a fallen number, a bunch of lifeless fruit dumped in the
rubbish heap.
…como gotas de sangre y plumas

los cardenales desangraban
el amanecer de Anahuac…

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hw-Sho4sxuQ&feature=relmfu
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xjnlcs-3xDM&feature=related
The road is dark, and so is life, until again I meet you/come down your door and hold my hand to feel how
much I need you.
Make up your bedsheets now for two/for you and me, for me and you/hold me as I hold you right from start
to feel that love and life are back.
I took you in my arms, you took me in yours, we both were taken and given/I lost myself into your eyes
and into your fate I am driven.
Make up your bedsheets now for two/for you and me, for me and you/hold me as I hold you right from start
to feel that love and life are back.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJYbUb_NFEw

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T0upnAY0D4I
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Hernán, the best way to describe to you feelings that consciously or unconsciously we all had last
night, until as I hope that whole event will be posted in youtube, is the following:
1) I will show you the one of the singers (the man) when he was young and singing it with
young Theodorakis the song “United fruit Co.” that you already know and have
commented then I’ll show you his photo as he is now (but his singing it will be postponed
until they post it on youtube)
2) I will show you the lady but although she is as old as he, she looks as almost equally old
as she was in middle age as in the links you had seen her. But when performing they
seem as equally young as when they were exiles 40 years ago.
3) I still not have a photo to show you Theodorakis with a cane and as very happy as he
said today in the news he was, but I will do the following: I will write you some links
with him in several ages to give you the family atmosphere he has with the people and
some of the links will also be following his presence in the Herodeion Amphitheater as
he grows older…
4) Then I will write you several links about Canto General that you of course already know
but it’s good to have them somewhere concentrated…
OK, we start:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SWzZ8v2KWcc&feature=related
The way Petros Pandis looks now is here

Herodeion theater does not show clearly here but you will see it in videos in a while
Maria Farantouri in the “Algunas Bestias” but in Belgium
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aDPi11XhcG8&feature=related
Theodorakis young in East Berlin
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xjnlcs-3xDM&feature=related
The song he is singing himself says the following lyrics (and the instrumental song he continues
in the same link is Zorbas)
The road is dark, and so is life, until again I meet you,
come down your door and hold my hand to feel how much I need you.
Make up your bedsheets now for two,
for you and me, for me and you,
hold me as I hold you right from start
to feel that love and life are back.
I took you in my arms, you took me in yours, we both were taken and given,
I lost myself into your eyes and into your fate I am driven.
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Make up your bedsheets now for two,
for you and me, for me and you,
hold me as I hold you right from start
to feel that love and life are back.
Hernán although this is a reunion song for lovers I think it is also (at least now should be) a
union- for-the-first time song for people who postpone too much and also a solidarity song even
for people whose union is not erotic
Now Hernán hear the same two in Herodeion some years ago
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hw-Sho4sxuQ&feature=relmfu
The fact that he lives near Herodeion (5 minutes walk) makes the night also have a feeling like
he hosts everybody in his house’s yard.

The Zorba part too in other forms and ages
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wArnejQcGno&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jeNsr_nQEfE&feature=fvwrel
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AjHhegWyIwI&feature=related

(here in the epoch of
tourism)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asnxIGDsMfM&feature=related , (Herodeion again)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TorYVReym-8 (the same in soccer fields)

(A surprise : The person who sings in the soccer field , Grigoris Bithikotsis, a lifelong coworker,
was a very human guard (plumber, who was serving his military service) in the torture island
where Theodorakis was a detainee. In the photos below the plumber is the tall in the middle,
Theodorakis is the tall in front of the tent, then the tall in the hospital)
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(The lyrics of the song in Herodeion and in the soccer field:)

Sun of Justice living, living in and above our mind
and you myrtle glorious leaf of praise and prize
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my,
my country
Her volcanoes have rows of vines with blood-red wine
her high mountains are proud and eagle-like
and her houses when painted white
and her houses when painted white
and her houses when painted white shine,
when her sky is blue and bright.
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I reach with my two bitter hands behind old Time
Holding in their strength the Thunderbolt of Right
and I call my old friends and pals
and I call my old friends and pals
and I call my old friends and pals,
shouting threats and splashed with blood.
Sun of Justice living, living in and above our mind
and you myrtle glorious leaf of praise and prize
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my
please don’t turn your eyes away from my,
my country
See another performance of this, in German music hall…
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dUVEqh83rjI&feature=relmfu
and one more in Herodeion, with Theodorakis himself still conducting a few (7 or 8) years ago
(this one showing most clearly with what passion he tries to transfuse his vision to the young
generation of singers):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00UTQkZ76ts&feature
I also include a link with the whole of this oratorio (“Axion Esti”, Nobel laureated) in Herodeion
(lasts 1:12) but what I tell you not to miss is a least the finale (I write you, in red, at what time it
starts and also the lyrics)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-HZlK-Uidbk&feature=related (1:06:40)
PRAISED BE the hand returning from terrible murder knowing now
which the world that is really superior
which the world’s “now” and which its “forever”
which the world that is really superior which the world’s “now” and which its “forever”
NΟW the myrtle’s wild animal Now the cry of May
FOREVER the utmost conscience Forever the full light
Now now the hallucination and the mimicry of sleep
Forever forever the world and forever the astral Keel
Now the moving cloud of lepidoptera
Forever the circumgyrating light of mysteries
Now the crust of the Earth and the Dominion
Forever the food of the Soul and the quintessence
Now the Moon’s incurable swarthiness
Forever the Galaxy’s golden blue scintillation
Now the amalgam of peoples and the black Number
Forever the statue of Justice and the great Eye
Now the humiliation of the Gods Now the ashes of Man
Now Now the zero
Now Now the zero
Now Now the zero
and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world, and Forever this small world
the Great!
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But let’s finish with a summer night very magic again but serene with a family-like song again and
without (!) Theodorakis
For more Theodorakis-Neruda see the PS, but save it for another day, don’t get an overdose, the event at
Herodeion for lasted 3 hours…Well do what you want, you’ll be hearing it at home, I was on a tier; you,
being a doctor, and knowing of my waist problem,…OK, a bloggers’ disease…Note: Since you are from
Nicaragua I will write last the song on Sandino.(But of course before Theodorakis’ Requiem for Neruda)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDNQN8gJpbU
The summer cinemas
Lyrics: Loukianos Kilaidonis Music: Loukianos Kilaidonis Performance: Loukianos Kilaidonis

Years that feel our best are always passing
passing on a hurrying clock’s hourhand
youth that’s left behind
years never to re-find
and what I feel real stays
in our hearts and our mind
is just nights serene and filled with moonlight
in cinemas playing under night sky
sweetly passing by
nights never to re-find
in walls of jasmine and woodbine
Years that feel our best are always passing
stolen from us by a secret hand
years left behind
years never to re-find
and what I feel real stays
in our hearts and our mind
is just nights serene and filled with moonlight
in cinemas playing under night sky
sweetly passing by
nights never to re-find
in walls of jasmine and woodbine
Bye Hernán, thank you for your interest and for your help. I wish you all happy and serene summer nights
PS:
ΑLGUNAS BESTIAS
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GI9Xk8ZgaTw
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67Pp2cz1DPY
VIENEN LOS PAJAROS
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WzY27oWPI-4
AMOR AMERICA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJH86InnND4
VEGETACIONES
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d7w5RUAb3jg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QBB8Nsmjd2E
LOS LIBERTADORES VOY A VIVIR
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qA_mzUzOLUw&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h9o51Mzy5Jk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_egjXRGoxCQ&feature=relmfu
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zHvK2RyHNqQ
VOY A VIVIR
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R_GUgwhkQTI
LAUTARO
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oWtBpHgQW6I
SANDINO
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3PsHp4r3-xY
NERUDA REQUIEM AETERNAM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-0C6Du3AKmw&feature=related

Final PS: Finally I managed to forget one song. Here it is:
AMERICA INSURRECTA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gpM2g-qYtpk&feature=related
Hernán, I’ve just remembered an amusing little detail about the meeting of Mikis and Neruda in
Paris. He liked Canto General so much that he finally had to tell Neruda “Please make some
selection of songs for me because the way I have started composing, the concert will be fifteen
hours long….”
PS of almost two months later, when Clint Eastwood made that show with the empty chair
representing Obama and Michael Moore answered as in ….google with e.g.
Michael Moore on Clint Eastwood’s Delusional Speech at the Republican National Convention
(by Michael Moore Aug 31, 2012 6:34 AM EDT

The Hollywood legend growling at an empty chair will live on in infamy as the moment when a crazy old man
hijacked a national party’s most important gathering to tell off the president.)

Hernán I hate to be repetitive but since I noticed they posted the finish of the night of Canto
General that you helped me with, when you translated for us that letter to Joaquín Carbonell, I
could not resist sending you that 3 minutes ending where Theodorakis does all the things you
were translating . I hope my letter finds all of you in health and happiness. THANK YOU
AGAIN FOR ALL YOUR HELP AND SUPPORT. Kisses to Natalie
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vhpIMVnb7FE
Part of Hernán’s answer:
…Thanks indeed, I have to say all of those grandpas are still very attractive and not as how Clint
Eastwood* shows at Tampa TX.
Here is something I was working in just now:
*I too have to add that both Hernán and myself are great admirers of American grandpas like Lewis
Mumford, Howard Zinn, Robert Byrd and Noam Chomsky and that the fact that, at least for the time being,
young-men-to-be-like-them do not show up as often as the above pass away (knock wood for Chomsky
who is still around and up) is not only a fact about Americans but also about Greeks and about all
Europeans too...
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Dear Ioannis:
For whom is it that I write these thoughts? For you, for my soul or for no one?...........................
(For better acquaintance with Hernán, in another letter from him, the reader should see the last
page of the pdf titled “Resuming those other letters on the same issues...”)
A new beginning with the company of Mikis as “Composer-for-all-seasons for our season”:
Hernán, myself and the kids I teach at highschool are (almost) three successive generations (maybe I skip
ex-students of mine that are now between 30 and 40). If the company of Mikises (IF this plural is not an
oxymoron , given how unique he has been) , OK if such company live, and not like merely encyclopaedic
information, is going to be useful for the future of “life as we know it”, as a more and more often repeated
idiom goes, then can we the oldest two, still living, generations do something to proselytize younger
generations to such works instead of just re-enjoying them and re-appreciating them ourselves, and instead
of “proselytizing the priest” as another idiom (for attracting and charming the already charmed and
attracted) goes? So here there are two issues: 1. If proselytizing is relevant 2. How can it be done? Well,
since it’s maybe redundant to explain relevance of such proselytizing to someone as proselytized from the
outset as one who is now reading page 109 of the present presentaition, let’s just make a sketchy outline of
it since he/she will find his/her own words to elaborate, expand, alter, make a completey different
version… etc etc (but the author’s idiom fot the sketch will be almost the one of commix magazines, since
he is no specialist in global economics, history of middle east etc etc and he just draws his conclusions by
auditing or watching discussions between friends or blogs and books).
Europe is following in the steps of Greece (the guinea pig of both Europe and Europe’s own masters) as
far as both sides of the (half foreplanned, half unforeseen) experiment&trick are concerned: Debt and
inflow of immigrants. Even southern countries not as hugged&spoiled as Greece and northern countries
with corruption in directions different from Greece’s, face economic collapse and Pakistanization/Chineseation in labor (on pretext of becoming efficient as antagonists) and also face Islamization (reinterpreted as
multiculturalism). If global warming (whether by not being fast enough or by being bunk) doesn’t send all
the South, of West and East, as refugees well above the equator (leaving oil companies drilling sea bottoms
with hardly any royalties to ex owners) then Europe will pass quickly through stages that Greece passed
when conquered by Islam the hard way. The European (and all Western) values and achievements , of
which so many have already become travesties of themselves in unexpectedly few decades , will become
so much even more forgotten that they will sound to the Westerners of the 21st century as remote as
Ancient Greece sounded to foreign beholders of Greece under Ottoman rule. Just like some outsiders were
appreciatively receptive of those values and absorbed them and benefited from them, and cultivated them
and re-exported them back to Greece (be it with modifications) and even became romantic philellelenes to
the degree of not only doing consciousness raising in their countries but also participating more actively,
even in battles (finally won with the help of outsiders intervening for reasons sometimes similar and
sometimes just coinciding with the romantic ones), similarly the European values may be preserved after
the eclipse they’re now heading for by peoples who are appreciative of foreign civilizations , like China
seems to be right now (unlike e.g. the West or the Islamic countries). Of course China is not more of an
inspiration than of a threat for the rights of world labor, but neither were the Europeans who preserved
the ancient Greek values and insights a main trend and not an exception in their countries when they did
so; and since sperms can only be preserved in organisms that are not mostly dying in their transfiguration,
the revolutionary potential of ideas imported can mostly be expressed in the future of such hosts of them*
(the American and French revolutions expressed some of the Greek influences too that could not be
expressed in Greece excepts afterwards, imported from America and France). For our times of eclipse,
local and/or global, the archetypal image of Mikis as a “Composer-for-all-seasons for our season” is
something like the image of Lao Tse leaving alone on an ox or like the image Mao had for himself as an
equally lonely traveler (on an ox or donkey, I do not remember) carrying an, opened but torn, umbrella.
But let’s not go to the corresponding image of Mikis before re-introducing him to the new generation:
*And let’s remember and emphasize that what makes sperms from the past naturally and inherently capable
of preservation in new hosts is, above all, what transfigures the new hosts themselves to more more live
life forms, not what preserves the, be it admirable, past for the sake of itself out of esteem, respect etc etc.
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…I remember some summers ago a journalist who had a teen-age son whose friends had left for vacations
and spent many hours googling, suddenly went to her and said “Mom, did you know that Theodorakis is
such a great man? Al Pacino must know him. The musical theme of Serpico was made by
Theodorakis”…Wouldn’t a journalist have said to her son enough stories about Theodorakis? …Many of
them were narrated only after Theodoraksi became eighty, and at TV hours where only people already
loving him would stay to watch and only if they didn’t have to go to work next day, I remember some from
1:30 to to 4 in the morning…OK, this composer, like many youths of his age, was a guerrilla in the war
against Nazis. His age was later drafted (so they were very young guerrillas*), some refused orders to
fight against communist guerrillas in a civil war right after the world war, they were fellow fighters some
months ago and would not raise arms against them. 30,000 of them objectors were sent to a hard-labor-andtorture camp on an island, not far from Athens, from where 50, 000 communists (so a total of 80,000
persons) passed. At one point a torturer whose specialty was to dislocate bones destroyed his knee (when
he left the camp, and the subsequent prisons, he walked on crutches) , at a sunset a little later some guards
took him to an open grave and told him to undress and go in, then they started burying him and left only his
head out. One asked: “Chief, do I also shit him on the mug?”. So they left him, night had come, snakes,
cockroaches and rats gathered and were studying him as a species but had shit to eat from. Next night
mutual biting started, at some point he gave a howl, a patrol of non psychopath guards came and found him
and saved him from the fate the psychopaths used as torturers had improvised for him. He was put on a
stretcher to be carried with another 11 very heavily tortured persons to the military hospital in Athens.
Lying on the ground of the port waiting for an army truck that would pick the stretchers he saw his father
examining the 12 wounded but not recognizing him (his jaw was also dislocated by a torturer who later,
after Papadopoulos and before the fall of the junta, became the dictator of Greece) Due to the jaw damage
he could not talk but he felt very strengthened by seeing his father anyway (He had come there from Crete
by a bad premonition when he saw in their yard one cypress tree whither. He had two, and had named them
after his sons, Mikis and Yiannis, the one with the name Mikis was in bad shape). Later in the day,
somebody called him from the military hospital to say that his son was there, he took Mikis’ fiancée,
Myrto, and went there, he left her in the hospital’s garden, he again had trouble recognizing his son but
when he did he started shouting “You’re fine my Mikis, you’re fine my Mikis” and ran to the garden in
tears saying to his future daughter-in-law that she could not imagine what they had done to their Mikis and
ran her home, where she realized she had to watch him because he was trying to commit suicide. He
pressured acquaintances and politicians to do something for his son telling them that their family had
offered buckets of blood for Greece (an ancestor had been decapitated by the Turks, he too was a musical
talent, who had introduced innovations to Cretan lyra and had written a famous resistance song still played
now in all related occasions, e.g. demonstrations) he managed the following privileged treatment for his
son, he would be transferred to Crete’s prison where the director was an uncle of Mikis, and in a section
where he would not be tortured but only see and hear the executions, of men and women, in the yard. For
the morning after he reached was planned the execution of three young women. They were left in the yard
by a truck along with three trunks to serve as their coffins and were shot among shouted goodbyes , shouts
of encouragement, and curses for the squad, coming from the cells around the yard. Another incident he
mentioned in another interview, he had heard from a boatman: Two boats would take some teenagers and
the squad to a nearby isle for the shooting. The mother of the youngest guy was such a heart-rending sight
on the shore of the goodbyes that the guards said to the boatmen to just start rowing and leave the kid
behind with her. Seeing this the kid detached his mother from himself and fell to the sea with his clothes
on and swam to the boat on time to go get shot. I can compare this to the first hand narration of a friend’s
father (my friend a physicist, her father a retired teacher), who in his military service in those days was a
guard escorting soldier detainees to that torture island. They arrived to the port early and he trusted them to
give them permission to go see their relatives and all returned on time so as not to expose him nor be
exposed to themselves or to their own people as irresponsible and cowardly. For a photo of such youths
boarding on such a ship see ….(here it was page next page). Under that are two photos of some of those 12
youths after recuperating somewhat in the military hospital and before they were sent back either to the
same ordeal or execution. In the last photo’s center is Grigoris Bithikotsis, plumber and famous singer of
many Mikis’songs. I’ve never clarified if he was detainee or guard* (not of the psychopath type of course!)
*The one we’re talking about was also already a composer because he was a child prodigy; but, like other similarly
talented persons who took a similar path in life, he was more proud of “being part of the raw matter of art” (quoting
him), i.e. an activist of the type of his companions in what we’ll see , than for being a prodigy in music
**PS: A guard finally.Mikis remembers a very hot day when he cared to bring water to some detainees on a truck…
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Young Theodorakis is in the hospital photos, the tall in the first, seen sitting on the right end of the second.
After recuperation some of them were taken into a stinking underground gutter, among excrement and rats,
and hardly knowing time or day, heard once in a while their names to get out and get shot. Theodorakis was
not called but was taken back to the island, on crutches, and on a shore he was hit with clubs and being in
terminal tuberculosis he spit so much blood that the club-men thought he was dead and left him, so he
thanks the tuberculosis for saving his life (for what saved him from tuberculosis he conjectures that the
infections from the torture wounds must have mobilized his immune system) On being transferred to
Crete’s “privileged” cell, he was left downtown Athens at night and was told to catch the morning ship
from Piraeus , he had to walk on crutches the quite many hours needed for that, and cafés wouldn’t let in a
stinking soldier suspect of carrying lice. As black humor (by thr narrator, not by Theodorakis) at this point
let’s mention that Serpico’s theme has, in Greek, lyrics by Manolis Anagnostakis going like “And I kept
walking into the night, without knowing a soul, anybody/and not a soul, and not a soul, either knew me,
either knew me…”. When the ship was arriving in Crete, it was such a beautiful day, fruit’s fragrance
reaching the ship on sea, that before turning himself in he left his uniform and crutches on a shore to take a
swim. He swam far and he was arrested by some soldiers who not having seen him before suspected he
was a wanted saboteur who went around his work by swimming. They did not believe he had his clothes
and papers somewhere near , nor , of course, that their boss was his uncle, so they gave his one remaining
foot the phalanx-sole-treatment as torture… One more intervention, again on Serpico : Thus there was
another application of the verse “nobody knew me either ….” until his uncle came to his office…OK
before we go on let’s hum the verses as we hear Serpico’s theme. I’m sure we’ll all recognize it…but I’ll
tell you at which point anyway: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r1DMnQHvN7A (At 0:44. “And I kept
walking into the night, without knowing a soul, anybody/and not a soul, and not a soul, either knew me,
either knew me…”. Later when he got off jail they took him to a shepherd in the mountains who, through
experience with putting back into place dislocated bones of goats walking on rocky slopes, was also
similarly famed for being able to put bones back in place for humans too, he said he could do it but that the
crippled young man had to take the risk of possibly dying from pain during the process, Theodorakis
risked it and mended , but because he was first given to drink an overdose of alcohol as a painkiller he also
passed a week of lethargy and hallucination.Then he was given a position in the local conservatory for
some small allowance, the days were such that practically he was a doorkeeper there, nobody would come
for music, he wrote about a hundred songs, his mother told his father their son was withering away, and
financially broke as they were through expenses to face the tribulations of the family, they finally sold their
wedding rings and bought him a suit and an overcoat, and gave him some pocket money and wished him
luck on his way to Athens. He applied for a musical scholarship for studies in Paris, suddenly the American
cultural attaché whom he knew from some music-exchange-nights he and other composers had with him
as a jazz specialist, called him and told him “You cheated me. You didn’t tell me you’re a communist and
you exposed me. You’ll find us in front of you from now on” , the same afternoon his scholarship was
recalled, his father came from Crete and made them again feel shame as Greeks (in those times more
people were, still, capable of feeling shame) and he did leave for France. Before we continue with that let’s
finish another story: The torturer specializing in bone dislocation was so despised in his village after being
released from the army which thus used him that he had to remain in Athens. The only “familiar” persons
to him were his victims whom he finally contacted and they contributed jointly a small monthly allowance
for him to subsist…Once many detainees were under a big tent which flew off during a snowstorm. The
younger among them made a pyramid over two aged ones whom they placed at the center , and kept
exchanging places in rotation in shifts all night. One was a primary school teacher of Theodorakis as a kid
and had many times punished him for repeated naughtiness. When they had met on the island, each said
laughing “Now I forgive you for all those things you did to me”. Most said something similar to a friend
of theirs who went unbroken through torture but did sign a repentance form when his fiancée had the
bright idea to attract him back to life-as-usual by sending him in a parcel her panties with her particular
completely personal fragrance which made him wear the panties on his face and leave mailroom as if
hypnotized. Another cute story: The first rehearsal of a torture song written, in exile by junta, was by a
choir of policemen guarding him and disguising him as priest to go with him far on a mountain not to be
heard. One more: Also, in the junta period, they had allowed him to have a piano in exile but with the
prohibition, for him too, of hearing (thus playing too) Theodorakis’ songs, so he only played new ones he
composed, also interpolating refrains from Hatzidakis to be misleading and plausible. On a cold night there
was a rumor he would be abducted by companions, and he had many vigilant guards around his house ,he
asked them in for a drink not to freeze, and he continued composing, next day they asked him to come to
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the café to treat him back , but also to prove to him “that they too, and not only leftists, were patriots”
meaning they sang with him his new composition on Sikelianos’ “March of the spirit”. Let’s continue with
things in a rather artistic vein although such a life has started to look like a most incredible art piece even in
its factual parts…We saw photos of those companions from the island and hospital, but, from some places,
there are of course only gravures; the poems about those places are full of cryptic understatements, not for
the reasons of censorship (the poems were smuggled out anyway) but for more practical reasons e.g. the
detainees did not want to freak out their families if the artists among them became more literal. Let’s see
some of these understatements on the next page of lyrics and photos of gravures (by detainees; and one
gravure by Doré, which besides many other things that it looks like (e.g. like a Church’s dome-heaven
seen from inside) also looks like a big bang in the astronomical sense and like a big bang from a firing
squad’s barrel against two friends facing it (the two friends, like two little shadows at the base, in Doré’s
original context, were Beatrice and Dante) and also let’s see a painting by Blake titled “the river of life”…
also imagining a little what a superhuman drive to speak about all his living and dead companions in all
that, must have been raised in a man who just happened to live after being left in a grave with shit on his
face bitten by rats and then let’s finish with a photo* from “the revenge of History”, i.e. the return to that
island for a concert. But before we do that let’s all ask ourselves the following two homework questions:
1:The Serpico link http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r1DMnQHvN7A (at 0:44. Where the music can also be
accompanied by the verses “And I kept walking into the night, without knowing a soul, anybody/and not a
soul, and not a soul, either knew me, either knew me…” by Manolis Anagnostakis) is also fit as soundtrack
for the image of Mikis walking in the night from Athens to Piraeus on crutches, in the previous page. As
an archetypical image of man in the night we feel today as possibly coming, is the life and epoch of Mikis
a symbol of hope, since not bent then he went all the way to see his dream realized, life made more human
and himself with his aged companions giving that concert on that torture island? Or a symbol of futility
since even that betterment of life possibly was a passing result of just superplants by superpowers or crooks
and gamblers both outside and inside Greece?
2: Could it possibly make a difference for the outcome and answer of such a question if people of rare
genius like Mikis’, had as a humanities’ course the lives of people like Mikis’practicing creative selfdestruction instead of using their brains, their talents, their risking courage and their insights, with or
without the psychedelic intakes of Steve Jobs, to think up something less trivial than first fulfilling the
American Dream of becoming millionaires and only then catching the attention to what they would have to
say to just say nothing, because nothing had remained by that time? …In the same vein one can
contemplate the life of creative self-destruction of the protagonist of the film “God loves caviar”** ( a real
person by the way, not fictional)

For, partly factual partly potential, dialogs between today’s teens and the previous two generations, in real
dialog format (with quite a few characters) rather than in monolog/lecture format go to the following link:
• Rehearsal of Greek School Event.pdf
For more pdfs on similar issues, go to the site www.MediterraneanBalconyNews.info whose first chapter is
the link just mentioned and to whose “Correspondence section” the excerpts in the present pdf belong…

*that in this pdf we first saw in page 7 already
**This film the author recommended to his students and escorted them there and discussed it with them
from that point of view. The film’s point was not any nationalistic trip nor any nostalgia trip. It was for here
and now and for all countries.
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“Even while the earth sleeps they travel. They are the seeds of the tenacious plant…”/Gibran
The unbearable lightness of the understatements in Poetry’s metaphors:
Stone after stone, tree after tree, they passed the world,
with thorns as a pillow they passed sleep,
in their dry hands they brought the river of life.
Ritsos

They ran out of bullets and gunpowder
and now they’re filling their cannons
only with their hearts
Ritsos

“He who has a why can live with any how”/Nietzsche
A reading between the lines as due as understating:
The bearable weight of the Poetry’s words’ way of being:
Stone after stone, tree after tree, they passed the world, with thorns as a pillow they passed sleep,

in their dry hands they brought…

… the river of life.

…now they’re filling their cannons only with their hearts
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Singing “Dead called to life by bell’s toll calling to the living”*
(by the way: the demon of coincidences made the projector look like a torch in the hand of the Tall and made the Tall
look like a statue of liberty which he really is)
By way of dedication, let’s see once more the ending of the “March of the Spirit”:
…shout filled with soul left loud, as if space suddenly was all made of copper,
…shout filled with soul left loud, just as if suddenly Life Herself had spoken
of sounding copper or as if I had
spoken clear and loud not just whispering
the holy cell of Heraclitus around me,
spoken through us in torture islands,
where, for long years,
where for long years
for the Eternity he hammered his iron heavy thoughts
for all humanity we worked out iron heavy hopes
and hung them like arms
and hung them like arms
in the Temple of Ephesos,
in islands like Makronisos,**
all the way to You I was calling, all the way to You I was calling,
all the way to You we were calling, all the way to You we were calling,
companions!
companions!
*The full song (Ritsos’ lyrics): http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OW8YZNMz4r0&feature=related With so many colors and
so many leaves sun calls you to life/with so many nods and so many shouts freedom shines earth to sky/It shines behind
those iron bars/and life calls brothers buried/Dead called to life by bells’ toll calling to the living/This earth belongs to
them and to us as long as we’re breathing/When some of us get killed/ we and life continue to go uphill.
**We don’t think it’s that improper or out of proportions, nor frivolous, if, for such “men for all seasons” who found
this way to immortalize the struggles of the people of such islands, we add in the herein-inserted- paraphrase the
limerick-like “..where for long years the poets and composers among them hammered their iron heavy verses and
scores for mankind and hung them like arms in the temple of Makronisos etc etc”.
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